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   The fi rst edition of this book was self-published via Kindle Direct publishing in the 
midst of the debt ceiling debate in August 2011; I am glad for the opportunity to pub-
lish a revised version that takes account of the work of the so-called Super Committee, 
and which tries to place to the ongoing struggle to develop a plan for a long-range 
sustainable budget in the overall context of the 2012 election and beyond. 

 The primary facts have not changed from New Year’s Day 2011 to late April 
2012. The main task before the government of the United States in 2011 was to 
enact policies that could improve the economic situation of the country (economic 
growth and job creation), while credibly addressing our long-range budget defi cit 
problem that will some day produce a debt crisis if it goes unaddressed. We failed 
on both accounts. 

 That remains the primary task of the government of the United States in 2012. 
 We do not now have a debt crisis. A debt crisis would begin when investors are 

unwilling to loan us more money because they are afraid we will not pay them back. 
If so, we will have to pay a higher interest rate to tempt investors, diverting more 
money from productive uses to service our debt. Austere and immediate budget cuts 
to programs like Medicare and Social Security would likely follow. However, the 
United States did not experience a debt crisis during 2011. There are many investors 
willing to loan the US government money at extremely low interest rates, but this 
situation will not last forever without changes. 

 The country did experience a political crisis in late Summer 2011 over the raising 
of the debt ceiling that was manufactured by Congressional Republicans for politi-
cal leverage. Since World War II, the debt ceiling has been raised dozens of times, 
and since the debt ceiling is denominated in nominal dollars, it will have to be raised 
continuously in the foreseeable future regardless of what policies we enact, or what 
political party is in power. However, these debates will never again be the same. 

 The decision by Standard & Poor’s to downgrade the long-term US debt to AA+ 
from AAA status was triggered by the political theater witnessed as well as the 
policy “no man’s land” into which we remain in January 2012. For all the bluster 
about the defi cit, the debt ceiling deal did not address the primary drivers of our 

   Prologue 
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long-term problem: a tax code that cannot raise the revenue necessary to pay for any 
plausible level of overall spending, and a plan to address health care costs that we 
will actually try. 

 The locus of political action during the Fall of 2011 was the 12-member Super 
Committee created as part of the debt ceiling deal. In fact, once this group was cre-
ated, it assured that virtually nothing else would happen in Congress during the Fall 
of 2011. This group of six Democrats and six Republicans could have specifi ed 
alternate cuts in excess of $1.5 trillion over the next decade, or an even larger plan, 
to replace automatic cuts to Medicare and Defense spending that were designed to 
maximize the chance of a deal, but none was agreed to. 

 December 2011 saw a deal to extend the payroll tax cut passed through February 
2012, with the extension now passed for the balance of 2012. We can afford larger 
defi cits in the short run given how cheaply we can borrow money, we just need to 
couple such actions with long-term plans to address our underlying fi scal problems. 

 In short, we need to be able to walk and chew gum at the same time, but we 
appear to have been unable to do either for the past year, and there is no reason for 
optimism that this will change soon. 

 As we head into the 2012 election, the task remains the same: we need to under-
take policies to improve our economy in the short run, while seeking a long-run plan 
to move slowly toward a balanced budget in the future. To achieve the latter will 
require some profound reform of our health care system and an increase in the pro-
portion of the economy collected in taxes. There are other issues to be gotten 
straight, but without addressing those two realities (taxes are too low given any 
plausible level of federal spending and projected health care costs too high absent 
reform) we will never again have anything near a balanced budget. 

 This book offers a policy-driven way out of the box, while making the case that 
Progressives have more to lose than do Conservatives by delaying action.   
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   The last two federal elections have heralded the rise of two seemingly opposing 
political movements. In 2008, Barack Obama invigorated and mobilized young voters 
and raised enormous amounts of campaign money online. This helped propel him to 
the fi rst victory by a Democratic candidate in two generations in places like North 
Carolina and Virginia. The 2010 election saw the rise of the Tea Party, expressing 
discontent with incumbents, and their view that elected offi cials were overstepping the 
Constitutionally described bounds of their power, fueling a Republican resurgence 
just 2 years after they were written off as a governing force. In both cases, people who 
had not been involved in politics became vitally engaged. 

 The common theme that links these otherwise disparate movements was what 
they both said they most wanted: change. 

 The euphoria of 2008 among Obama supporters was short-lived. The limitless 
hopes for reform, changing the tone in Washington, and addressing the big issues in a 
cerebral manner seemed a quaint memory on election night November 2010. While 
many interpret the Republican resurgence in the 2010 election as a repudiation of 
President Obama and his too-liberal policies, some on the left fl ank of the Democratic 
party wanted a primary challenge of the President because they view him as having 
abandoned them. Of course the reality of the economic crisis, which helped to pave 
the way for President Obama’s election, also provided the fi re for the election cam-
paign of 2010, and will be the President’s biggest reelection roadblock. 

 A cataclysmic 2010 election for the Democratic party gave way to the  lame duck  
session of the 111th Congress that produced a fl urry of legislation, most consequen-
tially for the fi scal state of our nation an extension of the tax rates that were set to 
revert to 2001 levels on January 1, 2011, and a payroll tax holiday of two percentage 
points for workers that would pump more money into the economy than did the 
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2008 (aka the stimulus). By Christmas 
2010, Obama, who was written off at Thanksgiving as a one-term President, was 
said to be back and ready to govern from a more centrist position. The pace of 
change in political momentum is dizzying. 

     Preface 
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 The reality of divided government has been diffi cult, as evidenced by “tooth-and-
nail” fi ghts over continuing budget resolutions for 2011 and the debt ceiling debate 
that sucked all the oxygen out of the “policy room” for the Summer of 2011, even 
as the economy languished and further governmental intervention seemed war-
ranted yet politically impossible. The Super Committee created by the debt ceiling 
agreement captured most of the attention of offi cial Washington during the Fall of 
2011, yet in the end failed to reach an agreement that would replace the $1.2 trillion 
in automatic cuts to Medicare and Defense spending over the next decade agreed to 
as a default, much less an elusive Grand Bargain. 

 As 2011 ended, an extension of the payroll tax reduction from 6.2% to 4.2% for 
2012 was agreed upon through February 2012, but has now been extended for the 
entire year. 

 The rapid swings in the mood of the electorate—from euphoria to stupor and 
back again—demonstrate the restless state of our nation. We have been at war for 
10 years in a confl ict that is both the longest in our nation’s history, but also one in 
which most citizens haven’t been asked to sacrifi ce for, or contribute to, directly. 
The economy boomed in the 1990s, stagnated in the middle part of the last decade, 
and nearly collapsed into a depression in 2008–2009. A recovery has now begun, 
but it is slow and many Millions remain out of work. In a decade, the primary con-
versation in our nation changed from how to spend the peace dividend (the federal 
budget surplus!) as President Bush was inaugurated, to whether our economy can 
create jobs, move back into consistent and robust growth as an expectation, and 
reduce the very large defi cits that have occurred due to the economic downturn, and 
take on our structural budget problems. 

 Through all of these ups and downs, one thing has remained abundantly clear: it 
is easier to achieve a political victory by emphasizing that you are not as bad as the 
“other side” than it is to address the most profound problems facing our nation. 

   The Big Questions 

 There are many consequential questions facing our nation: the proper role of gov-
ernment in our lives; the appropriate level of taxation as well as the fairness and 
effi ciency of how the tax burden is shared. The twin issues of access to and cost of 
health care. What size military do we need, and when should we use it? How will 
we care appropriately for the elderly, both the happily retired and the infi rm, as the 
baby boomers move into eligibility for Medicare and Social Security? How do we 
practically interpret the Constitution to guide how we address all of these issues? 

 These questions all collide in one place: the federal budget of the United States. 
 Our nation faces a long-term budget crisis that will manifest itself through ongo-

ing and predictably large defi cits—the spending of more money than is collected in 
taxes in a given year—and the ongoing accumulation of debt as each annual defi cit 
is added to our cumulative national debt. The US has had only four balanced budgets 
since I have been alive (1969, 1998–2000), but the looming problem is more severe, 
and there is increasing recognition that something must be done. But what? 
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 This long-term budget crisis is fi rst and foremost a health care cost problem that 
is exacerbated by the retirement of the baby boom generation. Social Security faces 
a purely demographic problem (fewer workers paying taxes per retiree), while 
Medicare shares the same demographic problem, but joins it with our nation’s seem-
ingly insatiable ability to consume health care, even as 51 million of us have no 
health insurance. The cost of health care has gone up much faster than overall infl a-
tion for the past 40 years, with similar rates of increase for government and private 
insurers. The entire health care system has a cost problem, but it manifests itself 
most clearly in the federal budget via Medicare (insurance for the elderly) and 
Medicaid (insurance for the poor). 

 It is the claim of this book that Progressives have more at stake in developing a 
long-range balanced budget than do Conservatives precisely because we believe 
that government has a positive role to play in modern life. If we do not develop a 
path to a sustainable federal budget, there will be no room left for government to 
invest in new opportunities that could make people and our country better off. And 
if we wait to address the budget defi cit problem only after a debt-driven crisis, there 
will be fewer options available, which will endanger programs that are so important 
to Progressives, namely Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security. 

 It is the thesis of this book that slowing the rate of health care cost infl ation is 
a necessary, but not a suffi cient, condition to achieving a balanced budget at some 
point in the long term (20–30 years). The passage of the Affordable Care Act was 
a positive step, but more are needed. If we can successfully address our health 
care cost problem, then we have a chance to achieve a balanced budget if we get 
some other policy options right. However, if we don’t address our health care cost 
problem, then we have no chance of achieving a balanced budget regardless of 
what else we do because health care costs are such a central driver of our long-
term defi cit. Anyone claiming to want a long-range sustainable budget needs a 
credible health reform strategy to address the interrelated problems of cost, cover-
age, and quality. 

 While health care has a tremendous budgetary impact, it is different from other 
issues affecting the budget because success means that we will either provide less 
care and/or pay providers less for care than what we will do by default. This will be 
very hard, as there is ample evidence that our culture has more trouble making 
tradeoffs about health care than other budgetary items. It is far more complicated for 
Medicare to purchase health care for the elderly than it is for Social Security to mail 
checks. This book provides a subtle, nuanced perspective that frames health policy 
as the most pressing long-term budgetary issue, while bringing expertise in health 
policy to bear in a way that does not oversimplify health reform. 

 It is a premise of this book that we will deal with the defi cit at some point, the 
only question is when and under what circumstances? Can we act in a reasoned 
manner to face up to our challenges in a bipartisan manner? Or will it take an eco-
nomic calamity of unknown trigger, timing, and content to force us to act? 

 It would be much better for us to be proactive, and this book is my vision for the 
way forward in achieving this goal.  
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   Book Outline 

 The outline of the book is as follows. Chapter 1 outlines a progressive vision for 
why and how to achieve a long-term sustainable federal budget by placing the main 
topics in context: health care, Social Security, military spending, and developing a 
tax code that pays for the spending we say we want and does so in a manner that 
encourages economic growth and job creation. 

 Chapter 2 briefl y describes why the budget defi cit and the cumulative debt of our 
nation are problems, and why the levels of cumulative debt we have and are likely 
to incur over the next decade will lead to problems for our country without policy 
changes. 

 Chapters 3–7 focus in detail on health reform because health care costs are the 
primary driver of the defi cit and a clear understanding of the issues are needed to 
make good policy. These chapters outline the historical roots of our health care cost 
problem, identify what the Affordable Care Act did and did not do, and discuss the 
politics of health reform and how the way our culture views death and the limits of 
medicine enable the politics of health reform to be so powerful. Finally, Chap. 7 
provides a way forward in health reform that has at its center the belief that we must 
develop a bipartisan health reform strategy in which both political parties can get 
some credit, but also have some responsibility for what will be a 20–30-year effort 
to develop a sustainable health care system. 

 Chapter 8 focuses on Social Security, a key program that serves as the bedrock 
of the social safety net. I advocate undertaking long-term reforms now even though 
planned benefi ts can be paid for the next quarter century, in large part because doing 
so sooner rather than later will enable Progressive to drive changes to the program 
on their terms, and most importantly, so the program can be fi xed and “taken off the 
table” allowing us to focus on health care costs. 

 Chapter 9 provides brief thoughts on Defense spending, while Chap. 10 focuses 
on what proportion of the economy should be redistributed by government. The 
debate over a balanced budget amendment focuses on this question; however, an 
evidence-based discussion of this topic must make clear what level of taxation will 
be required, and what spending will be possible at different balance points. In short, 
the public wants low taxes and high spending, and we cannot continue to have both. 
Chapter 11 provides a direction for reforming the tax code in a way that increases 
the tax revenue fl owing into the federal government while taking several steps to 
improve our economy and to incentivize job creation. 

 Chapter 12 provides concluding thoughts on our need to move ahead with a long-
term plan to balance the budget. 

 Note: Figures, tables, references, and supplementary material for the book can be 
found at   http://sites.duke.edu/donaldhtaylorjr/balancing-the-budget-is-a-progres-
sive-priority/    .   

    Durham ,  NC ,  USA      Donald   H.   Taylor, Jr.             

http://sites.duke.edu/donaldhtaylorjr/balancing-the-budget-is-a-progressive-priority/
http://sites.duke.edu/donaldhtaylorjr/balancing-the-budget-is-a-progressive-priority/
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 Progressives need a balanced federal budget more than Conservatives, both to 
provide room for new government action when needed as well as to protect the key 
programs of Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security. For this reason, developing a 
long-term plan to balance the federal budget should be at the top of the Progressive 
agenda, because without doing so, the ability to address Progressive priorities via 
government action will be rendered moot. 

 Conservatives talk at length about  fi scal responsibility and lament “tax and 
spend.” However, when in power they have practiced “don’t tax, yet still spend.” 
When viewing the inevitable de fi cits, they claim they prove that government doesn’t 
work and advocate more tax cuts. Because Progressives believe government does 
have a key role in modern society, we must lead the charge to develop a sustainable 
federal budget that leaves room for government intervention to address important 
problems both now and in the future, while protecting Progressive priorities such as 
Medicare and Social Security. 

 Progressives also have blind spots. The current federal budget is unsustainable. 
This means that we cannot keep doing what we are now doing in the way of taxes 
and spending without the routine use of de fi cit  fi nancing to pay for programs that 
are ongoing and predictable—namely retirement and health care costs via Social 
Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and large military expenditures. If we develop a plan 
for a balanced budget, it will require hard decisions that cannot simply be a defense 
of current programmatic funding levels of key programs, cutting military spending, 
and an increase in taxes. The overall math of a long-term balanced budget is fairly 
clear: current spending levels will have to fall, and taxes will have to rise, but there 
are many important decisions to be made about how we get there. 

 Neither the intervention by the federal government in response to the  fi nancial 
crisis via the Toxic Asset Relief Program (TARP), nor the American Reinvestment 
and Recovery Act (ARRA, aka the stimulus) has made the federal budget unsustainable. 
De fi cits will always be incurred during times of emergency. It is the inability to pay 
for predictable expenditures over the next several decades given our tax code and 
spending obligations that make the federal budget unsustainable. 

    Chapter 1   
 Progressives Need a Balanced Budget                 
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 It is preferable to make the hard decisions needed to develop a plan for a long-term 
balanced budget before a debt-driven  fi nancial crisis (no one willing to lend us 
money at low rates; we do not have this problem now) forces us to act, at which time 
there will be fewer options, placing key programs such as Medicare and Social 
Security at risk. And it is unclear who will wield the balance of political power 
when a future debt-driven crisis could force quick action. 

 Progressives can best represent their vision of how a long-term balanced budget 
should be achieved by driving the agenda. 

   Why a Balanced Budget Is a Progressive Priority 

 The current unsustainable path of the federal budget makes new federal spending on 
issues such as education, energy, and the environment very dif fi cult. For example, 
the Race to the Top initiatives have been heralded as having a positive impact on 
education improvement across the nation. At $4.35 billion , the cost of the program 
is quite small in the context of the federal government (FY 2011 budget over $3.5 
trillion), but nevertheless may be consequential in stimulating positive changes. 
However, annual de fi cits larger than $1 trillion make it dif fi cult for us to consider 
new spending, even if it is a relatively small amount. 

 And in a real sense, this intuition that we cannot afford to spend more without a 
clear plan to address large annual de fi cits is correct. We cannot and should not 
achieve a balanced budget overnight, but we do need to get our  fi scal house in order 
and determine the amount of spending that is desired and then raise the amount of 
revenue needed to  fi nance this spending. The absence of a plan to address the de fi cit 
over the long-run crowds out investment in the short run and puts current programs 
at risk down the road. Similarly, any attempts to address the continuing mortgage 
and housing crisis or develop a federal jobs bill are likely rendered politically moot 
without a comprehensive, long-range plan to address our  fi scal imbalance. 

 It is unclear how close President Obama and Speaker Boehner may have really 
been to a “grand bargain” on a long-term de fi cit plan during the debt ceiling debate. 
Even less clear is whether the two leaders could have brought their respective 
Political Party’s    along on such a large-scale deal in such a short period of time. 
While many are skeptical of the ability of any real change to take place during an 
election year, the campaign provides a chance for the President and Progressives to 
educate the public and make clear that we do need a comprehensive long-range plan 
to balance the budget. It is possible that momentum toward this task may be the only 
way to politically enable needed short-term efforts to expand jobs and support our 
economy. If the “grand bargain” had passed in August 2011, then maybe we would 
have moved to address the jobs crisis more forcefully the next week. 

 If we do not develop a long-term plan for a balanced budget, not only will we 
likely be politically unable to address our immediate needs to bolster the economy, 
but by 2020 there will be no money left to do anything other than pay for Social 
Security, federal health care expenditures (Medicare, Medicaid, exchange subsidies), 
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the military and interest on the debt given our current system of taxation. Under this 
status quo that includes a politically imaginable extension of the current tax rates, 
we will be unable to move ahead on initiatives in areas like education, green tech-
nology, infrastructure, or the environment. 

 If Progressives would commit to a sustainable federal budget and paint a picture 
of priorities in how to get there we would do two things.

   First, directly engage a crucial problem facing our nation. The most important reason 
to do it is because it is the right thing to do.  

  Second, we would call the bluff of Conservatives, who seem to only care about 
de fi cits when in opposition, and never when discussing tax cuts. Our disinterest 
in this topic has allowed Conservatives to get away with rank hypocrisy in the 
area of  fi scal responsibility because the public has, perhaps rightly, seen us as 
mostly interested in developing new programs. If Progressives provide leader-
ship in this important and dif fi cult area, Conservatives will be forced to respond 
(and some want to do so), and the reality of the situation is that spending will 
have to fall and taxes will have to rise if we are to achieve a sustainable budget.    

 This book will make the case for how I think we should balance the budget over 
the long run, with the key being the next steps on health care reform, since health care 
costs are the nation’s biggest long term  fi scal problem. Medicare and the health care 
system generally require profound changes. Social Security needs to be tweaked, and 
can be done in ways that expand the safety net nature of the program if we move 
sooner rather than later to reform the program. Defense spending must decline in a 
thoughtful manner. And tax receipts will have to rise to pay for the spending we say 
we want if we are ever going to have a balanced budget again. We need a growing and 
prosperous economy to support the spending we believe is optimal, so reform of the 
tax code with economic growth and job creation as a central goal is paramount. 

 Some Progressives shrink from this conversation due to fear that engaging in it 
will endanger programs and spending that we believe to be crucial. The truth is the 
opposite. Not engaging in this conversation likely puts such crucial programs in 
more jeopardy, because waiting for a debt-driven  fi nancial crisis to address our 
long-term de fi cit problem will likely mean there are far fewer choices and options 
available, and large spending cuts to Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security would 
ensue. The longer we wait to start, the fewer options we will have, so we need to 
engage the discussion now, in a way that allows us to make our case. 

 Making the federal budget sustainable over the long term will be very dif fi cult 
due to the degree to which public opinion is frankly delusional: we want low taxes 
and high spending. Providing a detailed vision for balancing the budget is politi-
cally risky. While the outline of the  fi nal deal may be straightforward in policy 
terms, it is not clear what the  fi rst step is, and everyone is afraid to make it mistakenly. 
And both political parties have experienced recent electoral success by essentially 
arguing “we are not as bad as they are!” which is what I would assert was the primary 
message of the last three elections (2006, 2008, and 2010). With an external threat 
like World War II, our nation was driven together by common enemies. Developing 
a sustainable budget is far more likely to put us at war with one another.  
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   What Proportion of the Economy Should Be Redistributed 
by Government? 

 Conservatives have correctly identi fi ed a key question we must address as a nation: 
what proportion of our economy will be redistributed by the federal government? 
However, they have done so as a foil to argue for lower taxes, but have not identi fi ed 
the spending cuts required for a balanced budget given our current tax code, much 
less one that brings in even less revenue as a percent of GDP. 

 Answering this question and following through with policy choices to implement 
it is required if we are going to develop a sustainable federal budget. In that sense it 
is a very practical question. However, there are ways in which addressing this hard 
question as a nation will have profound intangible bene fi ts. If we manage to have a 
serious, fact-based conversation, with debate, disagreement, give and take, and 
eventually a consensus agreement, that would be good for our nation. If we succeed, 
it will mean that we have done something hard together, and in doing so will have 
helped to de fi ne in a practical manner the rights and responsibilities of being an 
American in the twenty- fi rst century. By rights and responsibilities, I mean what 
you can expect to receive, and what you are expected to provide. 

 In 2011, Republicans in the Senate offered a balanced budget amendment to the 
Constitution that would cap federal spending at 18% of the GDP and require a two-
thirds supermajority in Congress to raise taxes. The House Republicans passed a 
Cut, Cap, and Balance proposal during the Summer of 2011 that also set the target 
for achieving balance at 18% of GDP. This would require a balanced budget at the 
historical average level of taxation seen in the past 40 years, which is obviously 
mathematically possible, but practically improbable because Republicans lack a 
credible health reform plan that could achieve the savings needed to achieve long-
term balance at 18% of GDP. In fact, when in arguing against the Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) during the last election, many Republicans pledged to “not cut a dime 
from Medicare.” Capping federal spending at 18% of the GDP, while pledging to not 
cut Medicare spending, is a nonsensical position. It is like saying I will eat potato 
chips on my couch all winter and in the summer look great in my bathing suit. 

 The President’s Fiscal Responsibility Commission report (hereafter The Fiscal 
Commission) set a target of 21% of GDP as the point at which balance should be 
achieved, around the year 2035, which is a more plausible level of spending and 
taxes at which to seek balance. Achieving long-term balance at 21% of GDP will 
still require profound health reform beyond that passed in the ACA, and the poli-
cies suggested in this book are made with an aim toward long term balance at 21% 
of GDP. 

 Progressives have tended to focus on the importance of spending programs, and 
the negative effect on people’s lives if spending is cut, and we are quick to suggest 
raising taxes to close the de fi cit gap. However, we must take care to develop a long-
term plan for balance that ensures a robust economy. The last balanced budget came 
in the year 2000 that saw tax receipts as a proportion of GDP at 20.6%, the largest 
amount received in taxes in 50 years. The more you believe in the importance of 
federal spending programs, the more you need predictable revenues, which means 
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you need a robust and growing economy. And the last decade has shown that at least 
as far as job growth goes, there is a big problem with the US economy. Simply 
focusing efforts on maintaining spending levels of current programs will not be 
enough. We must develop a plan for a long-range balanced budget that does all that 
we can to incentivize economic growth and job creation while creating a tax system 
that can collect the money needed to pay for the spending we desire.  

   The Standard: The Ins Match the Outs 

 We need a long-range plan for a balanced budget, in which all of the ins match all of 
the outs. The ins of course are taxes, while the outs are expenditures, be they explicit 
 fl ow of funds toward programs such as Medicare, the military, NIH, or through 
aspects of the tax code that favor one type of behavior over another (a so-called tax 
expenditure), like the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC allows families 
with some income, but below the level at which they pay federal income taxes, to 
receive money from the federal government in what amounts to a negative income 
tax. It is a very ef fi cient way to provide money to lower income persons if that is 
your policy goal. The total cost to the treasury of the EITC was around $48 billion 
last year, all of which  fl owed to persons with relatively low income. Thus, if the 
EITC did not exist, the de fi cit would have been around $48 billion smaller last year. 
There are thousands of such tax expenditures (most smaller, but some larger) in the 
federal tax code, that all told increased the de fi cit by around $1.1 trillion last year. 

 Eliminating all tax expenditures would nearly balance the federal budget next 
year, with no change in tax rates. You may be nodding your head and saying, “let’s 
do it, who knew it could be so easy!” I suspect many who are for ending tax expen-
ditures in the abstract will change their tune when they realize that the largest tax 
expenditures bene fi t middle and upper income earners, notably the ability to deduct 
mortgage interest from taxable income (cost around $104 billion in 2010), or the tax 
free income that employees receive when their employer pays for a portion of their 
health insurance (cost $106 billion in 2010; $250 billion when summing all the 
related tax expenditures associated with the tax preference given to employer pro-
vided health insurance). It is very common in talks I give on health reform and the 
budget de fi cit to  fi nd out that those who are “fed up with all this spending” actually 
quite like most of it, because most people at such events are upper middle-class 
folks who receive most of the bene fi ts of tax expenditures. We hate spending only 
in the abstract, while vastly over estimating the size of programs we dislike, and 
underestimating the cost of ones we do like. 

 The key is that the debate cannot be abstract, but must be practical. Most Americans 
seem to want low taxes and high spending. However, when you begin to enumerate 
the types of spending that could be cut, they are loath to touch the biggest items: 
Social Security, Medicare, military spending. In the abstract, most are in favor of a 
balanced budget. It is less clear that we can marshal the courage to enact the practical 
(and hard) choices to actually achieve one. The only way to have a meaningful dis-
cussion is to focus on both the taxes necessary to achieve balance at a given spending 
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level (I think 21% of GDP is feasible), and the programmatic spending that would be 
feasible at that level. This means that the discussion could be iterative, with initial 
targets being altered in either direction. This is  fi ne, but we need to start. 

   The Redistribution Rabbit Trail 

 A common Conservative talking point is that they do not object to government 
spending, they simply object to redistribution of income via government spending. 
This is a nonsensical position, even if it appears to be an effective applause line at a 
political rally. Every government program redistributes income. For one to not do so 
would mean there is some tax that is collected and returned to citizens in the exact 
same proportion that the tax was collected. Medicare, Social Security, military 
spending, highway funding, the tax deductibility of home mortgage interest, the 
EITC, and every other program and tax expenditure in the tax code are redistribu-
tive. If you think home mortgage interest deduction is not redistributive, then no one 
should be opposed to ending this aspect of the tax code. The real debate is what type 
of redistribution we will have. And then deciding we will pay for it.   

   Multiple Plans, Same Diagnosis 

 Even with a normal economy, changes must be made or the normal functioning of 
the federal budget (default taxes and spending) as it now exists will lead to predict-
ably large de fi cits and cumulative levels of debt that will harm our economy. Groups 
like the Peterson Foundation and the Concord Coalition have long been touting the 
issues of balanced budgets and  fi scal responsibility, but the latter part of 2010 and 
2011 saw many groups engage in this discussion and provide their vision of how a 
balanced budget should be achieved. The Committee for a Responsible Federal 
Budget has identi fi ed 32 such plans from across the ideological spectrum. The plans 
differ in the target proportion of GDP at which to balance the budget, the timing to 
achieve balance (what year), the recommendations made regarding spending priori-
ties, and how the tax code might be altered in terms of what types of taxes are used 
to collect the revenue necessary to fund the federal government. However, they all 
identify one overriding problem that makes our current federal budget unsustain-
able: health care costs. 

 Put another way, if we don’t address health care costs, there is no feasible way 
that we can achieve a balanced and sustainable balanced budget. If we do address 
health care costs, then we have a chance to develop a sustainable budget if we get 
some other questions correct. 

 What do we actually need to achieve in the way of health care costs? The US now 
spends around $8,500 per capita on health care. Tracking spending over time is 
most meaningfully done via per capita spending, because that ties the actual 
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resources we put toward health care delivery to the size of the population. We do not 
need to spend less than $8,500 per capita on health care. What we need to do is slow 
the rate of in fl ation or increase in what we spend on a per capita basis. I call this a 
cut because it is a decrease in what we are expected to spend, by default. And it will 
be hard because health care costs have gone up so steadily in the past few decades, 
in large part because Americans like to consume health care. 

 At historical health care in fl ation rates, we would be expected to spend about 
$14,000 per capita in 2020. Spending just $13,500 per capita in 2020 would be an 
achievement, and spending $12,000 per capita in 2020 would be a miracle. Anything 
less than the projected spending level per capita is best understood as a cut because it 
is less than what we will spend by default. We have got to slow the rate of cost in fl ation 
in health care, if we are going to develop a balanced budget. If we got to the point 
where health care spending per capita grew only 1 percentage point faster than the 
GDP over the long run, it would be the greatest public policy achievement in the his-
tory of the United States. That is the goal I set later in the book, along with some of 
the policy ideas to get there. It will be hard to achieve, but I don’t think we have a 
choice but to try.  

   Social Security, Defense, and Taxes 

 Social Security has real  fi nancing problems that must be  fi xed. However, the mag-
nitude of the problem facing Social Security is much less severe than that facing 
Medicare. This is because Social Security only faces the demographic problem pre-
sented by the baby boomers moving into eligibility for the program, namely that 
there are fewer persons paying payroll taxes per bene fi ciary as compared to the past. 
Since Social Security’s bene fi ts are cash indexed to in fl ation in one way or another, 
a fairly straightforward, and predictable solution can be found. Medicare, on the 
other hand, joins the same demographic problem with the fact that it purchases 
health care, including innovations tomorrow that are unknown today, a far more 
complex undertaking than is the mailing of checks. 

 There are a variety of  fi xes that could make Social Security solvent for the rest of 
this century. They include increasing taxes or decreasing bene fi ts, or of course a 
mixture. I make the case for my preferred tweaking of the Social Security program, 
but what we most need is to pick one  fi x quickly, move ahead, and then focus our 
greatest attention on slowing the rate of health care cost in fl ation. One worry is that 
we will spend inordinate time debating Social Security and use a great deal of politi-
cal bandwidth and capital to  fi x what is really a fairly straightforward problem. If 
this debate keeps us from engaging the health care cost debate, that will be very bad. 
On the other hand, since a Social Security  fi x is simpler, addressing that  fi rst and 
taking it off the table would allow us to focus policy energy on addressing health 
care costs. This is my preferred approach. 

 In any event, inaction on both Social Security and Medicare is a recipe for disaster 
from a Progressive point of view because it puts us on a path to only addressing the 
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de fi cit after a debt-driven crisis that will put Medicare and Social Security at more 
risk than will an open discussion of these programs now. 

 I view military spending as linked to health care spending. There is no obvious 
connection between the two, other than the fact that they are both very large parts of 
our federal budget (military spending accounted for 20% of federal spending in 
2010; Medicare and Medicaid together accounted for 21% in 2010, and Medicare 
alone will account for 20% in 2020 under current growth scenarios). They also 
happen to be the two parts of our budget that are most exceptional in terms of inter-
national comparisons. I do believe we have to cut defense spending, but do not 
propose a detailed strategy for this because it is not my policy expertise. As a citizen, 
of course, I do state some preferences. In the end, the old tradeoff taught in high 
school civics class “guns vs. butter” is actually “guns vs. Medicare.” What you are 
willing to do in the way of cutting one de fi nes how much you must cut the other if 
we are to achieve a sustainable budget. If you believe we cannot cut military spending 
appreciably, then you must  really  be for Medicare cuts, and vice versa. 

 Finally, we need a tax code that can pay for the spending that we say we want. 
However, we must reform our tax code to provide the maximum possible incentive 
for job creation and economic growth possible while raising the needed revenue. 
Progressives need a robust and growing economy to fund the level of governmental 
spending that we believe is needed. I lay out a general tax reform framework that 
modi fi es that suggested by the President’s Fiscal Commission (fewer brackets, 
fewer deductions and credits, lower marginal rates) by proposing an end of the 
corporate income tax, making dividends and capital gains taxable as normal income, 
increasing the highest marginal tax rate (that would still be lower than today’s top 
rate), and reinstating a federal inheritance tax.  

   The Challenge 

 Both sides have managed big electoral victories in the last few years, mostly by 
exploiting the weaknesses of the other. “I am not as bad as them” may work quite 
well politically for some time to come, and may even be both sides best bet for the 
2012 election. And there is great uncertainty in taking the bold step of moving 
beyond vague generalities about a balanced budget and getting down the reality of 
the hard choices required on taxes and spending. If Progressives lead the charge to 
not only talk about a balanced budget, but to propose a vision of how to get there, 
we may be rewarded electorally. However, it is possible that we will not be. 

 It is true that Progressives have more to lose in the short term, notably the Senate 
and the Presidency. However, the biggest losers if there is no substantial movement 
between now and the next election toward developing a long-term sustainable 
budget are my children and grandchildren who have yet to be born (and yours). 
We Progressives should take a chance, for them, because there are worse things than 
losing elections.      
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 Since I was born in 1967, there have only been 4 years in which the US government 
took in as much money in taxes as it spent: 1969, 1998, 1999, and 2000. In the 
other 40 years, the federal government of the United States had an annual budget 
de fi cit. The government was able to spend more than it took in because it could 
easily borrow the money necessary to make up the shortfall by issuing government 
bonds, which simply means that investors loan money to the government, and in 
return, the government agrees to pay investors interest and principal over a speci fi ed 
period of time. The federal government pays the lowest possible interest rate 
because it has never failed to pay creditors the interest they were due. Even with 
the debt ceiling debate, the interest rate the US government is currently paying on 
our debt is very low. 

 Each annual budget de fi cit adds to the cumulative debt of the US government. 
Our revolutionary founding fathers borrowed money from France and the Netherlands 
to  fi nance war against England. The US government  fi rst of fi cially borrowed money 
in 1790 to make these war debts the responsibility of the US government, and the 
federal government has been in debt ever since. We don’t have to repay all of our 
debts in a set period of time because we can easily re fi nance our debt, but we do 
have to pay interest on time in order to keep our good credit rating. The cumulative 
debt of the US is around $15 trillion or nearly $50,000 per capita in January 2012. 

 Even though having a federal budget de fi cit has become the norm in modern 
society, the size and the reason for future de fi cits make taking public policy steps to 
address the budget de fi cit a public policy priority. 

 There are three reasons that projected de fi cits present a problem:

   First, de fi cits going forward will be large primarily due to the payment of predict-
able governmental expenses such as Medicare and Medicaid, Social Security and 
Defense with our current tax structure. De fi cit  fi nancing is an important tool to 
maintain for emergencies, but it is inappropriate to use sustained, large-scale 
de fi cit  fi nancing for predictable expenses.  

  Second, a predictably large de fi cit crowds out the ability of the federal govern-
ment to undertake important tasks, such as short term efforts to improve the 
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economy, or investing in Progressive priorities such as infrastructure, education, 
energy, and the environment. Even if the sums of money needed for such projects 
is relatively small, so long as the political discussion of de fi cits is apocalyptic 
but yields no solutions, it will remain hard to successfully argue for Progressive 
priorities that require governmental funding.  

  Third, the key safety net programs of Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security are 
at the heart of the unsustainability of the current bene fi t and spending structure 
of the federal budget. This means these programs will be changed, it is only a 
matter of when and how. Progressives should drive the changes in order to have 
maximum in fl uence on the outcome.    

   How Big Is Too Big? 

 The best way to represent the amount of money owed (debt) by the federal govern-
ment is to express it as a percentage of 1 year’s total economic output of the nation—
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Exactly what constitutes “too large” is unclear, 
but as the cumulative debt rises above 100% of GDP, most think this level is not 
sustainable over the long term. The way that a large cumulative debt harms the 
economy is the increase in interest costs that must be paid, diverting money from 
more productive uses. Eventually this will harm the economy. The cumulative debt 
is approaching 100% of GDP, but interest rates are very low mitigating the short-
term impact on our  fi nances. In a decade or so with no action, and a normally func-
tioning economy, the cumulative debt will be similar in size to what it was just after 
World War II (around 125% of GDP). Interest payments will divert money from 
more productive uses, and our economy will be vulnerable to any increase in 
interest rates. 

 Generally, annual budget de fi cits rise during times of war (e.g., World War II 
or the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan), or a very poor economy (e.g., the Great 
Depression or the most recent recession) and fall or remain stable during times of 
peace and more rapid growth of the economy. The peak level of cumulative indebt-
edness of our nation was just after World War II when we owed around 125% of 
GDP. That means we owed 25% more than the entire value of our economy in 
1950. Thus, the United States had a more serious debt situation in 1950 than it 
does today. 

 However, the amount owed (represented as the percent of GDP) declined steadily 
in the 30 years following World War II because the rate of economic growth was 
larger than the rate of borrowing undertaken by the federal government during this 
period of time. In other words, the overall economy grew faster than did the amount 
we were de fi cit  fi nancing in each year. Since taxes received are related to the size of 
the economy, the cumulative debt of the nation can actually fall in percent of GDP 
terms even as we continue to have annual budget de fi cits that are relatively small, at 
least compared to the growth rate of the economy. This is what happened during the 
1950s–1970s. 
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 The cumulative debt as a percentage of GDP grew during the 1980s and 
declined during the 1990s as we actually had three of the four balanced budgets 
in the last 40 years in 1998–2000. The debt began to grow more rapidly in the 
2000s, and rose very quickly in the past 3 years due to the severity of the eco-
nomic crisis which meant lower than expected tax receipts and higher than typical 
government spending. 

 The projected budget de fi cits over the next several decades are unsustainable and 
warrant public policy attention because they will be very large due to the predictable 
costs of health care and retirement for the aging baby boomers given our default tax 
structure. Historically de fi cits rose only in times of war or economic crisis. Without 
substantial policy changes, they will rise rapidly due to cost increases of predictable 
spending, pushing our cumulative debt toward dangerous levels going forward as a 
matter of course, even with good economic growth in the economy. Our current 
federal budget is unsustainable over the long run.  

   The Mere Existence of a De fi cit Is Not Evidence of a Problem 

 Hyperbole on the de fi cit is not the same as good policy. If so, we would have no 
problem, because we have far more hysterical talk than practical policy discussion 
that could actually address the problem. We need to react, but it is important not to 
overreact, and it is crucial to undertake the correct policy changes that will address 
our de fi cit over the long run, while not harming our economy in the short run. 

 It is important to realize that there will be times when running even a large de fi cit 
is necessary and good policy. The mere existence of a de fi cit is not proof of a 
problem, and policy remedies such as a balanced budget amendment that would rid 
us of this policy tool amount to getting out of the ditch on one side of the road, and 
going into the one on the other side. However, the best way to argue against bad 
ideas such as a balanced budget amendment is to take action and develop a long-
range plan to move toward a balanced and sustainable budget.  

   The Kitchen Table 

 The metaphor that is often used to describe the budget de fi cit is that of a family 
budget discussion around the proverbial kitchen table. In one sense this is a fair 
analogy, but in another it is false. 

 Most families are in debt, and they must decide if continued borrowing (running 
a family de fi cit) is worth it. In the same way, the federal government must decide if 
continued de fi cit  fi nancing on our current path given our current circumstances is 
worth it. For example, I live in a house with my family that was purchased with a 
mortgage. I pay interest and principal to the bank each month and over a period of 
30 years will pay far more for the right to live in my house than I would have if I 
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paid cash the day I moved in. However, I didn’t have that much cash, so the only 
choices were to either not live in my house, or to borrow the money to enable me to 
do so. Was this a good decision? Are the  fi nancing costs worth it? 

 This is of course a value judgment. Most people will likely think that my deci-
sion to buy a house via borrowing money is a better decision than splurging on a 
fancy vacation that was debt  fi nanced. However, my housing decision seems less 
clear that it did even 3 years ago given what has happened to housing prices. Even 
so, while the judgment is subjective, most persons would think of the purchase of a 
house as an investment, while the choice to  fi nance a vacation via debt would be 
seen as a luxury that would not be “worth it.” There are of course more dif fi cult 
decisions. Is it worth it to borrow money for a college degree? Does the cost of such 
a degree from Duke University, where I teach, warrant a price tag that is three times 
larger than that of the University of North Carolina, where I earned my college 
degree? The same sorts of questions can and should be asked about the source of 
government de fi cits. 

 In another sense, the family kitchen table is a poor analogy for the US govern-
ment’s debt situation, and the way the metaphor tends to be used politically to argue 
against de fi cit spending is false. The image is of a family tightening its budget belt 
in hard times, which of course many families are doing today. However, if they have 
a mortgage, they most certainly do not have a “balanced budget” even after such a 
family discussion. Further, if the US government acted in austerity to each eco-
nomic downturn, then this would make such downturns even worse. This points out 
the reality that the US government is different from individual households, and 
can borrow money in perpetuity and therefore  fi nance consumption that would 
otherwise be impossible, so long as we don’t borrow  too much  and the reasons for 
de fi cit  fi nancing are good ones. 

 Paying for predictable governmental responsibilities is not a good reason for 
ongoing and large de fi cit  fi nancing.  

   Fast Forward to 2020 

 Generalities can only get you so far in a discussion of the de fi cit, or any other type 
of consequential public policy. Let’s look at the 2010 federal budget and what it is 
likely to look like in 2020 given some politically plausible scenarios (extend the 
current tax code until then) to demonstrate why the budget de fi cit presents a unique 
problem in the US history, that nevertheless can and should be addressed while 
advancing progressive priorities. 

 The federal budget de fi cit in 2010 was $1.3 trillion, and will be of similar size in 
2011. This simply means that the federal government spent $1.3 trillion more in 
2010 than we collected in taxes. The de fi cit is simply the difference between the 
“ins and the outs.” The “ins” are taxes, and the “outs” are government spending and 
aspects of the tax code that bene fi t one group of taxpayers over another via the so-
called tax expenditures. Direct spending is easier to understand, so let’s start there. 
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 In Fiscal Year 2010, around two-thirds of the federal budget was spent on just 
 fi ve line items

   Military, $663 billion (20%)  
  Social Security, $695 billion (20%)  
  Medicare, $453 billion (14%)  
  Medicaid, $290 billion (7%)  
  Interest on the debt, $164 billion (6%)    

 The top four items are fairly self-explanatory. Interest payments on the cumula-
tive national debt are also a large item, and the more money that is owed, the higher 
will interest payments be. Interest payments on the national debt are not discretion-
ary, and must be paid to keep the US government from going into default (not 
paying its creditors), which would certainly set off a worldwide economic crisis. It 
would also certainly lead to an increase in the interest rate that we had to offer for 
new borrowing (government bonds), further worsening the problem. As interest 
payments increase, that diverts money from other potential uses. 

 The other items are both large and important, and are also entirely predictable. 
Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution explicitly names “Common Defence” of the 
nation as a responsibility of the federal government of the United States. The amount 
that we spend on the military is a choice, but the budget category is ongoing and 
predictable, and we have long spent the most of any nation on defense (by far). 

 The next three items comprise the basis of our social safety net. Social Security, 
which provides retirement bene fi ts and other protections such as disability pay-
ments to those who cannot work before retirement age and to children who are 
orphaned, has been in place since 1935. Around one in ten elderly persons have no 
retirement income other than Social Security, and another one in four receive 90% 
of their income from Social Security. Medicare and Medicaid, which pay for health 
care services of the elderly and the poor, respectively, were created in 1965. The 
cost of these important programs is totally predictable under current policy, and our 
society expects such programs. 

 The 111th Congress extended the current income tax rates for 2 years. If those 
same tax rates are kept through 2020, and there are no major changes to the spend-
ing side of the equation, the de fi cit in that year will be over $1 trillion even if a 
normally functioning and growing economy is in place. The percentage of the 
federal budget that is consumed by the Medicare program alone in 2020 will be 
20% instead of 14% in 2010. Our projected interest payments on the debt in 2020 
will equal nearly $1 trillion for that year alone, around the same amount we will pay 
for Medicare. Even more instructive is the fact that the total spent on the  fi ve line 
items above will exceed the tax receipts of the federal government in that year. 

 If we extend the current tax rates inde fi nitely and make no other consequential 
policy changes, every dollar spent in the 2020 budget that is not spent on the 
military, Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, and interest payments on the 
debt will be borrowed. To put it another way, we would still have a budget de fi cit 
even if we eradicated  all  federal spending other than the  fi ve line items if the current 
tax code remains in place. No NIH. No Homeland Security. No FBI. Nothing other 
than those  fi ve budget items and we would still have a de fi cit. 
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 We are on auto pilot for very large de fi cits that will push our cumulative debt 
toward levels that will harm our economy. And that is without an economic crisis or 
another war, but simply due to paying for programs that are completely predictable 
and costly.  

   De fi cits Crowd Out Progressive Priorities 

 The federal Department of Education is relatively small, with an annual budget of 
$46 billion in 2010, out of a total federal budget of $3.5 trillion. A high pro fi le 
program called “Race to the Top” is the type of program that could be considered 
an investment, in that it is a new program that is designed to boost academic 
achievement which is hoped to lead to improved economic development down the 
road. Similarly, President Obama is proposing expanded federal spending on high 
speed rail infrastructure, with a request of around $60 billion over 8 years made in 
the 2011 State of the Union speech. This too is best thought of as an investment 
since the goal is new spending to boost infrastructure, which will hopefully increase 
economic development. 

 The federal government can undertake spending of this type, which represents a 
large amount of money in absolute terms, that is, nevertheless, a small proportion of 
the federal budget. Conceptually, that is no different from you or me borrowing 
money to buy a car or a house. Questions about the wisdom of such programs or 
whether the federal government should undertake these types of efforts is a legiti-
mate source of debate and discussion. Are they worth it? Part of the answer is that 
the government can easily borrow money for such initiatives at the lowest possible 
interest rate because the credit markets assume it to be a nearly risk-free source of 
interest for those seeking safe savings options. However, very large and predictable 
de fi cits that will push our debt toward dangerous levels crowd out the ability to 
undertake such governmental projects. 

 Similarly, the current focus on de fi cit reduction but without agreeing to a long-
range plan has also crowded out discussion of further government spending to 
stimulate jobs and the weak economy. Whether such intervention came in the form 
aid to states to support state government jobs that are being cut, further intervention 
into the mortgage crisis, or other efforts, such initiatives do not seem to be viewed 
as realistic because of the degree to which the rhetoric of de fi cit reduction has 
heightened awareness of the issue, while our political system has so far proven 
unable to develop a long-range plan.  

   Not If, but When? 

 We do not need to immediately balance our budget, and doing so with large cuts to 
governmental services and discretionary spending would actually be bad for our 
fragile economy. What we do need is a plan, and a path toward a sustainable and 
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balanced budget. This will give investors more con fi dence that the United States 
will be able to pay its bills, keeping interest rates as low as possible as we move 
toward a sustainable federal budget. Absent such a plan, we will eventually have a 
debt crisis that would likely begin with investors being unwilling to loan us more 
money out of fears that we would be unable to pay it back. We would have to offer 
higher interest rates to tempt investors, touching off a vicious cycle that would likely 
lead to austere budget cuts far more draconian than what would come about as part 
of a long-range de fi cit reduction plan. 

 It is not clear when such a debt crisis will emerge or exactly what will trigger it. 
We are not in one now, so there is time to make a long-range plan in a reasoned 
fashion. If we do not develop a long-range plan for a balanced budget, we will likely 
 fi nd out sometime in the next decade what such a crisis looks like. 

 This book makes some practical policy arguments that would move us toward a 
sustainable federal budget, which means stabilizing the de fi cit in the short term, and 
moving over the medium and long term to developing balanced federal budgets. The 
book focuses on health care, because our de fi cit problem is most fundamentally a 
health care cost problem. But, it touches on the other big parts of the equation: 
Social Security, defense, and the tax code side of the equation that determines how 
much revenue comes into the federal treasury. 

 There are some who say that the US government should always have a small 
federal de fi cit (say 0.5% of GDP) because this allows for the  fi nancing of consump-
tion that improves quality of life for our people to levels that would otherwise be 
unachievable. In economic terms this is true, and I probably agree. However, my 
response to that argument is let’s get our de fi cit to this low level on a predictable 
basis and then have that debate. 

 To get anywhere near a balanced budget at some point in the future will require 
profound health care reform beyond that as passed in the Affordable Care Act. The 
next  fi ve chapters lay out the nature of the health care problem and provide a prac-
tical way forward, because slowing the rate of health care cost in fl ation is a neces-
sary, but not a suf fi cient condition to ever having a balanced budget. Put another 
way, if you hear a politician say that balancing the budget is their top priority you 
should ask them one question. “What is your health reform plan?”      
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 When teaching my introductory health policy class at Duke University, I begin the 
 fi rst day by describing two “laws” that I believe govern all health care systems:

  Everyone dies 
 Before that, the healthy subsidize the sick   

 The  fi rst point is a fact. The second implies a choice (or many choices). The 
essence of health policy is working out how the healthy will subsidize the sick. We 
return throughout the semester to these laws as we work through many wonky details 
such as whether insurance companies are allowed to deny insurance coverage based 
on preexisting conditions, whether older persons are charged higher premiums than 
are younger ones in employer-based insurance, and whether there are lifetime maxi-
mum bene fi ts in Medicare or private insurance. Each of these policy choices is 
simply a different way of deciding how the healthy will (and will not) subsidize 
the sick. 

 When talking with community groups about health policy and suggesting these 
two organizing themes, it is interesting how much nervous laughter there is when 
noting the obvious fact that everyone dies. This holds true even for groups of physi-
cians and health care providers; quick looks left and right when noting the obvious. 
It is not surprising for my 19-year-old students to laugh off death, but what about 
retirement age groups and physicians? The problem with not really getting the  fi rst 
point is that it likely in fl uences our views about the second one in ways that we 
don’t fully understand. Some type of subsidy of the sick by the well is inevitable, 
but what form shall the subsidy take? 

 Just because such subsidy is inevitable doesn’t mean it is not controversial. 
The political and legal  fi ght surrounding whether an individual mandate imposed by 
the federal government to force the purchase of health insurance is constitutional is 
really a question about the legitimacy of this approach to the healthy subsidizing the 
sick   . Similarly, asking whether it is reasonable to use cuts in planned Medicare 
spending to  fi nance insurance expansions is also a question about whether this 
means of the healthy subsidizing the sick is legitimate, or a good idea. Even if we 
decided not to expand health insurance coverage and required the uninsured to rely 
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upon charity if they cannot pay for care on an out of pocket basis, this is still a statement 
of how (voluntary action) the healthy will subsidize the sick. 

 The subsidy of the sick by the healthy did not start with the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA). A few examples are likely so ingrained in our consciousness that we pay 
them little attention. 

 The US Medicare program lumps all persons age 65 and older into one insurance 
risk pool that includes around 45 million persons. A few use very large amounts of 
care while others use only a small amount, and a very few use none in a given year. 
Around 60% of the program’s annual expenditures are spent on 10% of bene fi ciaries; 
at the other end of the spectrum, half of those covered by Medicare use just 3% of its 
annual total spending. The annual premium paid by these two groups for the doctor 
insurance portion of Medicare (Part B) is identical for most bene fi ciaries, even 
though their use of care is very different. In this way, the healthy subsidize the sick 
within the Medicare program in a given year. 

 Let’s assume two Medicare bene fi ciaries had the same earnings history over their 
working years, and therefore paid the same amount in Medicare payroll taxes prior 
to becoming eligible for the program. However, one has a series of strokes and 
numerous hospitalizations, while the other is vigorous and healthy and dies in his 
sleep at the same age as the other dies in a hospital. Two people who paid the same 
amount in Medicare payroll taxes over the course of their working life, lived to 
the same age, but who had very different uses of health care. Again, the healthy 
subsidize the sick. 

 The same principle is found in private health insurance. Duke University 
provides health insurance to me as a bene fi t of my employment, and it covers me, 
my wife, and three children. Duke pays a premium of around $580 per month for 
this policy; I pay a monthly premium of $322. The policy that Duke has arranged 
stipulates that all Duke employees choosing family coverage are charged the same 
premium, regardless of the age, health, or number of persons covered by their 
particular policy. If a professor has cancer, he or she does not pay a higher premium 
than a professor who does not. If one family has one child and another has  fi ve, they 
pay the same family premium. 

 This is called community rating, which means that the premium charged is based 
on an overall average instead of setting premiums based on an individual’s likeli-
hood of needing care in a given year. The structure of Duke’s insurance offerings is 
the choice of Duke. They could choose to charge employees different premiums 
based on their health, but instead they choose community rating. Why? Because it 
is simple and reduces administrative costs that would rise if each person was charged 
a risk-based premium. Such an approach works because the size of the risk pool is 
large, which simply means there are numerous healthy persons to subsidize those 
who are sick within the risk pool. The larger the risk pool, the less the potential 
bene fi t for underwriting to Duke (or the insurer). And Duke has a large risk pool 
(around 33,000 employees). 

 Around 51 million persons were uninsured in 2011. Some of them are young and 
well, and it is probably not a big deal to be uninsured so long as they are not in a car 
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accident or don’t have another unexpected health event, like  fi nding a lump in their 
breast. However, some of the uninsured are sick or do get injured in an accident and 
often face bankruptcy trying to pay their medical bills. Our nation has a strong 
cultural norm that could be called the rescue principle—you help those in 
need—even if they cannot pay. This norm was reaf fi rmed in law in 1986 through 
the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA). EMTALA 
stipulates that care must be provided to those needing it in an emergency room, even 
if they cannot pay. Hospitals typically seek to collect the cost of this care from 
patients who are uninsured, and many individuals go bankrupt trying to pay their 
bills, ruining their credit. However, much of the total is unrecovered because very 
few people have a hope of paying the cost of medical care in the absence of health 
insurance, because the care is so expensive. This unrecovered cost is paid for by 
society in a variety of ways:

   By those with private health insurance through higher premiums, which are increased 
because private insurance pays more than it otherwise would for care to offset the 
uncompensated care that is incurred by hospitals and physicians. This is called 
cost shifting.  

  By taxpayers who foot the bill for local and state government contributions to 
hospitals that provide a good deal of the care to the uninsured via emergency 
rooms.  

  Via higher cost of the Medicare and Medicaid programs through the payment of 
disproportionate share (DSH) payments that are made to hospitals by these gov-
ernment insurance programs to hospitals that provide a large amount of health 
care to the uninsured, and extra payments to teaching hospitals whose resident 
physicians often staff emergency rooms.    

 In all of these ways and many others, the healthy (and the insured) subsidize the 
sick (and the uninsured). 

 The healthy subsidize the sick in other nations as well. The English National 
Health Service (NHS) places all of its residents into one insurance pool like Duke 
University places all employees in one pool. The NHS is an example of community 
rating on a national level, all 34 million people in one pool. The NHS then provides 
access to the health care system as a matter of right, with little cost share at the time 
care is used, with the cost of the system  fi nanced by both income and consumption 
taxes. Persons who pay little in taxes receive access to care just as do those with who 
pay more in taxes to  fi nance the NHS. Likewise, persons who are sick receive more 
care than do those who are well, no matter how much each paid in taxes to  fi nance 
the NHS the previous year. The healthy subsidize the sick. 

 All of the high income democracies of the world other than the United States. 
have developed a means of providing health insurance coverage to all their citizens. 
The policy details of how each nation sets up health insurance,  fi nancing and the deliv-
ery of care differs, but at the most basic level, all of these schemes have the practical 
effect of the healthy subsidizing the sick. They do not differ in that some do this and 
others do not, they differ in  how they do it . And as described above, not developing 
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a system of universal insurance coverage in the United States, we have simply made 
other provisions for how the healthy will subsidize the sick, though many of the 
relationships may not be obvious, result in poor access to care and outcomes, and 
represent an inef fi cient means of cross subsidization. 

 The healthy subsidizing the sick is not a new idea, nor a creation of modern society; 
human interactions have long had the effect of offering care to those who needed 
help, and who were helpless. In a nomadic hunter/gatherer society in which most 
persons spent most of their energy obtaining food for the next day, if you were sick 
and couldn’t hunt and gather, you died unless someone brought you food. Whatever 
motivation you ascribe to why the healthy brought food to the sick in such a society, 
this behavior has been observed in many forms across many years and societies. 
Modern health policy  fi nancing is just another example, a modern extension of this 
basic principle of being human. 

 The healthy subsidizing the sick is not unique to health care, and in one sense it 
is just the practical de fi nition of insurance. Insurance is the trading of a predictable 
payment (premium) for protection against an unknown and potentially catastrophic 
harm or loss. The insurer who accepts the premium has become at risk for paying 
for the catastrophic loss should it occur (such as your car if you crash). For insur-
ance markets to work, the aggregate receipt of premiums must cover the aggregate 
amount paid out by insurance companies, at least over long periods of time. If they 
do not, then the insurance company would go bankrupt. Similarly, if a public insurer 
pays out more than it takes in, either the ins must rise or the outs must drop, or 
de fi cit  fi nancing must be undertaken. 

 Homeowners insurance works because premiums are set at a level that covers 
losses due to  fi re, hail,  fl ood, etc. If the house of everyone covered by State Farm 
Insurance Company burned down in a given year, then State Farm would be in seri-
ous trouble and might go bankrupt, because the premiums paid are very small in 
relation to the cost of a total loss. Someone’s house (in fact most people’s given the 
premium paid per insured dollar) has to not burn down in a given year for that insur-
ance market to work. The basic principle is the same for car insurance, and every 
other type of insurance that you can imagine. There have to be those who pay 
premiums and who do not make claims for the insurance market to remain solvent 
and continue to operate. In this way, the “healthy” subsidize the “sick” in any type 
of insurance market. However, you only know after the fact, or period of insurance 
coverage, which group is which. 

 In all of the examples provided, those who are well may seem to get a bad deal, 
but you never know when you will shift from one group to the other. 

 However, there is one major difference between health care and other types of 
insurance, like homeowners insurance. Most people never have the experience 
of having their home burn. However, almost no one lives their entire life without 
using health care. Eventually, even the well use substantial amounts of health 
care services, with the rate of use rapidly increasing as people age and became sick, 
and inevitably approach death. 

 And everyone dies. 
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   The Problems 

 There are three basic problems with the US health care system. First, it costs too 
much and is unsustainable given our current system of taxation and other spending 
priorities. Second, we have millions of persons without health insurance at a point 
in time, and many more who are exposed to being uninsured for periods of time 
because of the link between employment and health insurance in our nation. This 
leads to a variety of negative consequences, both for individuals as well as the 
overall health care system. Third, there are problems with the quality and appropri-
ateness of the care provided. This has both human and  fi nancial costs. We need a 
reform approach that addresses each of these problems, because they are related. 

   Problem Number 1: Cost 

 The long term budget de fi cit problem facing our nation is primarily a health care 
cost problem. Put simply, getting a handle on health care costs is a necessary, but not 
a suf fi cient, condition for our nation to have any hope of developing a long-term 
balanced budget. If we manage to slow the health care cost growth rate to manage-
able levels, then we have a chance to develop a sustainable federal budget if we make 
wise decisions in developing a new tax code and setting parameters on other spending. 
If we deal with health care costs, we  can  address our nation’s impending  fi scal crisis. 
However, if we don’t address health care costs and slow its rate of growth, it doesn’t 
matter what else we do, we will not achieve a balanced budget. 

 We have the following four general approaches for dealing with the cost of our 
health care system and its impact on the federal budget:

   Addressing health care costs by slowing their rate of in fl ation as compared to over-
all in fl ation  

  Increasing taxes to pay for the federal government’s share of health care  
  Substantially decreasing other federal spending so that we can spend more of our 

federal budget on health care  
  Paying for the increasing federal share of health care costs by using de fi cit 

 fi nancing    

 These choices are all either bad or hard, or both, depending upon your perspec-
tive. I believe that we must address health care costs (option 1 above), not by seek-
ing to spend less on health care, but by spending less in the future than our current 
path suggests we will spend. In other words, we need to slow the rate of growth in 
health care costs. To do so means that less care will be provided and/or providers 
will be paid less for the care provided than would otherwise occur in the default 
case. Whether you favor expert-based rationing of care or the use of markets to 
reduce costs, the last step of these polar-opposite approaches is the same if they are 
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to work: less care will be delivered, and/or less will be paid to providers for the same 
care, as compared to continuing on the default track. 

 I do believe taxes must rise overall if we are to achieve a balanced budget, how-
ever, raising them enough to pay for the default level of health care costs implied by 
our system is unrealistic, and would entrench some poor quality, inappropriate, or 
ineffective care. If we could get to the point where health care costs went up one 
percentage point faster than GDP growth in the long run it would be the greatest 
public policy achievement in the history of the United States. This is a simple objec-
tive, but will be very hard to achieve. 

   How Did We Get Here? 

 In 2010, the United States spent around $2.5 trillion on health care, or an average of 
$8,500 per person. This doesn’t mean each person received $8,500 worth of health 
care, that is simply the per capita expenditure (total divided by population). This 
represented 17.5% of our nation’s GDP, which means that one in six dollars in our 
economy was spent on health care last year. In 1980 we spent $1,072 per capita or 
8.8% of GDP on health care. So both the amount spent on health care is rising as is 
the share of our economy that is devoted to health care. 

 In 1994, after the demise of the Clinton health reform plan, I had informal dis-
cussions with health policy graduate students and professors in my graduate school 
program in which we agreed that there was no way that health spending could go 
above 12–13% of GDP; we thought it represented some sort of natural cap (I don’t 
remember why we thought this, but graduate students are sometimes right but 
never in doubt). Obviously this was wrong, and it appears there may be no limit to 
what our nation can spend on health care. The United States has long spent the 
most on health care of any nation in the world, and our health expenditures alone 
are larger than the entire economy of most nations. We spend more per capita on 
health care than China’s entire GDP per capita. In and of itself, spending a lot on 
health care proves nothing. Maybe we simply prefer health spending to other types 
of spending and are willing to invest more of our money in it as compared to other 
things. 

 This is a legitimate perspective, and in a democratic society we could decide that 
we would invest more of the federal budget in health care, and less in other things, 
or raise taxes to pay for health care. However, we have not done the second or third 
part—spend less on other things, or raise taxes to pay for health care. And as the 
baby boomers begin to move into eligibility for Medicare, our autopilot level of 
spending will greatly increase the federal share of the health care costs of our nation. 
This is going to lead to predictably large budget de fi cits to pay for the cost of 
Medicare and Medicaid. 

 Considering how much we spend per capita as compared to other nations pro-
vides a more legitimate comparison through which to evaluate the performance of 
our health care system. The amount of money spent per capita is not uniformly 
spent across individuals in the United States, but this is true of other nations as well. 
In 1980, we spent $1.50 per capita each time our cultural and economic partners 
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spent $1; today this has risen to around $2 while these nations spend $1, so our real 
expenditure on health care services per capita has risen much faster than in other 
nations. On the whole, the outcomes our nation achieves are basically average when 
compared to the other high income nations of the world; better in some areas, worse 
in others. Yet, we spend twice as much. This raises serious questions about whether 
we are getting our money’s worth for what we spend on health care, and points out 
what I call the good bad news: since we spend a great deal on health care that 
appears to be non productive, we should be able to reduce our rate of health care 
cost in fl ation without harming patients. In fact, it should be possible, but not easy, 
to improve the quality and appropriateness of care while reducing costs.  

   Who Pays for Health Care? 

 Just under one in two dollars spent on health care is paid for directly by government, 
or around $1 trillion in 2010. A large portion of this is paid for by Medicare, which 
had a 2010 budget of around $500 billion, followed by the federal portion of 
Medicaid, which was around $300 billion. States are responsible for funding a por-
tion of their Medicaid program, and cumulatively spent around $200 billion on 
Medicaid in 2010. The federal government also directly pays for the Veterans 
Administration health system and some other smaller direct care provision pro-
grams such as the Indian Health Service. These  fi gures represent the default before 
the passage of the ACA, and the income-based premium subsidies to help persons 
purchase private health insurance beginning in 2014 will add another source of 
direct federal spending on health care. 

 In fact, our public expenditures alone on health care services are greater than the 
total health spending (public and private) of many nations. And we have even higher 
levels of per capita private health care expenditures paid by private health insurance 
and out of pocket payment for care. 

 I use the phrase direct federal spending because private insurance is heavily sub-
sidized by the federal government via the preferential tax treatment of employer-
based health insurance, which will be more fully discussed later. This is a fundamental 
attribute of the US health care system. The dollar value of this tax bene fi t to people 
like me with employer-based private health insurance was around $250 billion in 
2010. To restate, if there were no preferential tax treatment of employer-paid insur-
ance premiums (which bene fi ts those with good employer based policies), then the 
federal de fi cit would have been $250 billion lower in 2010 than it was. Again, this 
is the default system that was in place prior to the passage of the ACA, and is a 
cornerstone of the employer-based insurance system. 

 Another way of parsing health care spending is by type of care. The largest line 
items are hospital, physician, and pharmaceuticals. Interestingly, this rank order 
holds in all high income nations, so the primary differences across nations in spend-
ing are the level, not the relative weighting of costs at the macrolevel. Further, out 
of pocket expenditures—meaning patients paying for care not covered at all or fully 
by insurance—are a part of just about all health care systems in high income nations, 
and tend to aggregate around 10% of total health system spending. 
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 The growth in Medicare (and to a lesser extent, Medicaid) is the main source of 
the projected federal budget de fi cit problem over the next few decades. However, 
the United States has a general health care cost problem that is shared by both 
Medicare and private insurance. Both have risen much faster than general in fl ation in 
the past. There are periods of time when the rate of in fl ation in private insurance has 
been slightly higher, and others when it is the opposite, but they are fairly closely linked 
over time. The US health care system has a cost problem, not one payer or another. 

 This makes sense because we don’t have a separate health care delivery system for 
private insurance and Medicare. Physicians and hospitals tend to treat both privately 
insured patients as well as Medicare bene fi ciaries, though there are differences 
across specialty. A  pediatrician  is not likely to treat many Medicare bene fi ciaries 
(though some children are permanently disabled and eligible for Medicare), and a 
 urologist  is likely to see many Medicare bene fi ciaries. There are issues that Medicaid 
bene fi ciaries face in not being able to  fi nd private physicians to be their doctor due 
to the relatively low payment rates. However, virtually no hospital would refuse 
Medicaid, and would greatly prefer it to attempting to collect on a bill that was owed 
by a person who was uninsured. 

 The reason that health care cost in fl ation is a problem for the federal budget is 
that in Medicare we join our general cost in fl ation problem with the demographic 
change known as the baby boomers. As the baby boomers move into Medicare 
eligibility beginning now, they obtain access to health insurance that is primarily 
 fi nanced by taxes. Thus, the share of the health care cost bill to be paid by the federal 
government will grow rapidly in the next decade leading to large de fi cits with no 
change due to the baby boomers moving into Medicare eligibility and the fact that 
health care is so expensive in the United States. 

 It is important to keep in mind the difference between cost shifting and cost 
reduction. If our singular aim is the federal budget de fi cit, then a program such as 
the one proposed by Representative Ryan in April 2011 to provide vouchers for 
private insurance that are insuf fi cient to purchase bene fi ts similar to those provided 
by Medicare, and therefore shift costs to the elderly could suf fi ce (he has since 
moderated this proposal via the so-called Wyden–Ryan plan, discussed later). In my 
mind, while the federal budget de fi cit drives our need to reform the health care sys-
tem, the goal is a sustainable health care system, which means a level of expendi-
tures that is broadly understood to be appropriate, and for which we are willing to 
pay. To achieve this will require spending less than what will be provided by default, 
meaning the delivery of less care and/or the payment of less to providers for the 
same care. This will be very hard to do.   

   Big Problem Number 2: Lack of Coverage 

 A second problem with the US health care system is the large number of uninsured 
persons. This is not a short-term problem, but one that is perpetual and inevitable 
given our current system. During the health reform debate, some persons were more 
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focused on this issue than the problem of costs. For many, the lack of a straightforward 
means of insuring every person in a nation that is as rich as ours is a profound moral 
failure. For others, addressing the problem of the uninsured by developing a mecha-
nism for guaranteed coverage is a matter of ef fi ciency; since we have a system in 
which the uninsured often get care, although often late, it often comes in the most 
expensive setting (emergency room) and results in some costs being shifted to pri-
vate insurance in ways that are dif fi cult to appropriately account for. In either event, 
the presence of the uninsured is relevant to the cost discussion, and certainly to 
attempts to slow the rate of cost in fl ation. 

 Around three in six Americans (155–160 million persons) are covered by private 
health insurance, mostly provided by an employer as a bene fi t of employment. This 
includes dependent children. 

 Two in six are covered by government health insurance, namely 45 million per-
sons the Medicare program that covers all persons who are age 65 and above as well 
as persons with end stage renal (kidney) disease and those who are permanently 
disabled. Approximately 60–65 million persons are covered by Medicaid, which is 
the joint federal/state insurance program that covers persons with low income. The 
number of persons who are eligible for Medicaid tends to rise during economic 
downturns as people lose their job and health insurance. The eligibility rules and 
bene fi t design differ by state, but most persons covered by Medicaid are pregnant 
women and children, in large part due to expansion of eligibility rules for pregnant 
women over the past 15–20 years as a means of addressing the problem of inade-
quate prenatal care and subsequent poor birth outcomes. 

 Most political and even policy discussion assumes that Medicaid is a homoge-
nous group of patients, “the poor.” Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, 
I think of Medicaid as three distinct programs, meaning groups of bene fi ciaries 
whose needs and realities are very different.

    Program 1 : covers mainly pregnant women and children for acute services. There 
are around  45–50 million  such persons. The ACA would greatly expand this por-
tion of the program. This is the group that experienced barriers to access in the 
recent study, and this is where most of the debate is centered. Such bene fi ciaries 
are numerous, but are relatively inexpensive on a per capita basis.  

   Program 2 : covers long-term care, most notably nursing home care for Medicare 
bene fi ciaries who are also poor and therefore covered by Medicaid. Such persons 
are known as Dual Eligibles because they are covered by both Medicare and 
Medicaid. There are  nine million  duals, around two-thirds of them are eligible 
for Medicare because of age, the remainder due to permanent disability. This 
relatively small number of persons are extremely costly to both Medicare and 
Medicaid.  

   Program 3 : covers long term care and acute specialized services for persons younger 
than 65 who are disabled, but not eligible for Medicare; There are   fi ve million  
such persons, who are not as homogenous due to their variety of needs.    

 Most of the discussion of Medicaid is related to program 1 above or acute care 
Medicaid. This is especially true given the use of Medicaid expansions to provide 
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coverage increases in the ACA. However, it is important to remember that the 
Medicaid program insures a diverse group of persons, including the many children 
who are relatively healthy as well as some of the most vulnerable members of our 
society. Group 1 is much less expensive than groups 2 and 3 on a per capita basis. 
I will provide more detail about these three groups of Medicaid bene fi ciaries and 
my proposal for reforming Medicaid later. 

 Of course, that leaves one in six Americans who are uninsured at a given time. The 
existence of such a large proportion of the population that does not have health insur-
ance is one of the most notable descriptors of our health care system. Who are they? 

 First, they are younger than age 65, since the Medicare program provides universal 
coverage at that age and older. 

 Second, they are people who either do not have access to job-based health insur-
ance, or who have declined an offer to purchase job-based health insurance, typi-
cally because the employee share of the premiums is viewed as too high. Most 
persons who are uninsured at a given point in time have a job or are the child of 
someone who is employed. Over time, the link between employment and insurance 
is breaking down. From 2009 to 2010, the number of persons with employer-based 
coverage actually declined, for the  fi rst time since the Census Bureau tracked the 
uninsured. This was due in large part to the very severe economic downturn, but 
there is a trend over time for employers to move toward contract employees and part 
time workers, at least in part to avoid the bene fi t costs associated with private health 
insurance. Only a minority of persons are uninsured for longer than 6 months, while 
others move in and out of coverage, often due to job changes, though this is likely 
changing during the current economic downturn due to long-term unemployment. 

 Third, they are persons who are not poor enough to qualify for Medicaid. Children 
have the lowest rate of being uninsured than any age group other than the elderly. 
Many are insured via a job of their parent, but the expansion of Medicaid through 
what are known as State Child Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) initiatives have 
greatly reduced the rate of being uninsured among children. Women who are preg-
nant are also less likely to be uninsured because of Medicaid coverage expansions 
in the 1990s that expanded coverage eligibility for pregnant women out of concerns 
around the health effects of children born without receiving prenatal care. Thus, the 
story of pregnant women and children demonstrates that policy choice can reduce 
the uninsured, even within our existing system. 

 There were around 51 million persons with no health insurance at a given time 
during 2010. Most of these persons were not uninsured for the entire year (but 
around one in four were) but instead moved in and out of insurance often due to a 
change in job. While persons who are age 65 and over and those with low income 
are covered by Medicare and Medicaid, most persons receive health insurance as a 
bene fi t of employment. That means that having a job that provides health insurance 
is how most Americans are covered, including dependent children. My job as a 
Professor at Duke University provides health insurance coverage for  fi ve people: 
my wife and me and our three children. If I lost my job, then we would eventually 
lose our health insurance. 
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 Persons who are uninsured tend to get care, but often receive it late, and in settings 
that are very expensive, such as emergency rooms. There are both legal and cultural 
mores that dictate that persons receive some care even if they cannot pay. The end 
result is a subset of the population who suffer from delayed or foregone care, poorer 
quality care, worse outcomes and many persons who are  fi nancially devastated 
attempting to pay for health care bills that are run up due to not having health insur-
ance. In fact, persons who are uninsured are typically charged the highest price for 
care, far more than an insurance company that can negotiate a volume discount. 
Health care bills are the leading source of bankruptcy in the United States and  fi gured 
heavily as a triggering event for the home loan foreclosure crisis. 

 Some view the cyclical nature of being uninsured as proving that the problem is 
overblown. The argument goes that most are not uninsured for years (which is true), 
but are instead uninsured for periods of time or spells, often around life changing 
events, such as graduating from college, aging out of your parents insurance policy, 
or changing jobs. But, others lose insurance because they become ill and can no 
longer work, ending their source of  fi nancing needed care. 

 Another way to view the cyclical nature of insurance is that this means that far 
more persons and a larger proportion of the population are exposed to a period of 
being uninsured. While 51 million were said to be uncovered at a point in time in 
2010, around 80 million were uninsured for some period during the year. Because 
of the cyclical nature of being uninsured in the United States, more than one in four 
persons may be exposed to a spell of uninsurance in a given year. 

 A  fi nal problem with being uninsured comes about from the fact (legal and cul-
tural) that persons tend to get some care even if uninsured. This means that the cost 
of uncompensated care (especially for hospitals) is shifted to other payers, such as 
private insurance companies. This in turn raises health insurance premiums for 
employers and employees, which leads to lower wages than an employee would 
otherwise have received. Precisely estimating the impact of such a cost shift is 
dif fi cult, and there is some recent evidence showing that cost shifting is very com-
plicated and may have a smaller direct impact than once thought. 

 There is a subtle aspect of the cost shifting that hinders our ability to comprehen-
sively control health care cost in fl ation, above and beyond any direct cost increase 
imposed on others. If I run an insurance company and am attempting to negotiate 
the amount of money that I will pay to a hospital for a given service, say an appen-
dectomy, the hospital negotiators will describe their inability to accept the price I 
say I want to pay and will almost certainly invoke the cost of uncompensated care 
in saying this. There is a real cost that is borne by the hospital for uncompensated 
care, which would legitimately affect their ability to accept a given price as payment 
for a service. However, I believe there is an extra “negotiation effect” whereby the 
hospital will use this (real) cost of uncompensated care, but will essentially claim 
the cost is higher than it actually is. Until all persons are insured (or the uninsured 
are turned away and not given care) it will be very hard to fully address health care 
cost in fl ation because the shifted costs are dif fi cult to predict and identify in terms 
of their impact on the bottom line of a hospital or other provider.  
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   Big Problem Number 3: Quality 

 There is a third fundamental problem with our health care system, and that is the 
quality of care provided to patients. All health systems have problems have multi-
faceted quality problems, and ours is no different. There is a voluminous research 
literature on this topic that this book will not review. The main point for continued 
health reform is that even though we spend two times as much per capita as most 
nation’s on health care, we have similar levels of quality, leading to the conclusion 
that the extra spending does not show itself in improved outcomes for our people. 
This means that it should be possible to reduce the rate of health care cost in fl ation 
while actually improving quality. In fact, without the requirement to reduce cost 
in fl ation, the inertia in the health care system might even make it harder to improve 
quality. 

 There are three basic types of quality problems. First, care that is provided errone-
ously, this is often described as the problem with medical errors such as operating on 
the wrong body part or giving the wrong medicine. A second type of quality problem 
is providing care that is inappropriate for the situation of the patient. The third type 
of quality problem is not providing care that is indicated by the patient’s situation, 
such as not offering a screening test when one is indicated. Both the second and third 
problems signify a suboptimal mismatch between what a patient needed and what 
they got. Sometimes the patient gets too much, sometimes too little. Both are prob-
lems. Altogether, these quality problems demonstrate that we are not getting our 
money’s worth for our large expenditures, and that we can do better. 

   Medical Errors 

 The 1999 Institute of Medicine report,  To Err Is Human , greatly altered the debate 
on quality of care in the United States, and drew attention to quality shortcomings, 
especially problems associated with medical errors. This report estimated that 
around 98,000 persons died annually in the United States due to medical errors, a 
 fi gure that would make errors among the ten leading causes of death in our nation. 
The report and follow-ups have of course been criticized. But, let’s assume they 
over estimated the number of deaths related to medical errors by a factor of ten, and 
the true number is 9,800. Even then, that would mean that 27 people a day die of 
medical errors in the United States. It is hard to argue that is not alarming, and a 
problem. A variety of high pro fi le efforts have been undertaken to address errors 
and some simple procedures such as checklists prior to surgery have shown some 
promise and ability to improve quality in certain surgical care. In November 2010, 
a study in the  New England Journal of Medicine  demonstrated that major hospital 
error rates remained essentially unchanged in a sample of North Carolina hospitals. 
Thus, the last 10 years have seen an explosion in the discussion of the quality prob-
lem in the US health care system, an increase in efforts to improve it, and limited 
evidence that it has gotten any better.  
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   Inappropriate Provision of Care 

 Both of the other two types of quality problems amount to the improper provision 
of health care to patients given their needs and preferences. Sometimes patients 
received too little care, sometimes too much. For example, a NEJM paper by 
Elizabeth McGlynn and others several years back noted that adults only receive 
around half of the services that would be understood to be optimal quality during a 
primary care visit. This type of research is controversial because it applies guide-
lines for what patients should receive to actual care, and many rightly note that it 
would be impossible for a primary care physician to provide the “optimal” level of 
suggested screening and prevention in a 15 minutes of fi ce visit. However measured, 
one issue is patients not receiving care that would have helped them. Not receiving 
warranted care could sometimes increase costs long term, and other times might not. 

 Overprovision of care can also be an issue of quality. There is a strong assumption 
in our nation and culture that more is always better and some care is provided that may 
actually reduce quality of life and/or shorten the lifespan of a patient. The reasons 
that care is overprovided include  fi nancial incentives of health care providers, habit 
and the desires and preferences of patients. There is a proper role for patient prefer-
ence and some patients will think the chance of a recovery or improvement given a 
medical reality will be worth it while others will not. What we need to do is learn to 
talk about this in a more open fashion and to expect that better information will be 
available to guide patient choices and decisions. 

 The extremely politicized nature of health policy in the United States harms our 
ability to discuss the need to improve the quality of health care. During the 2009–
2010 health reform discussion, it seemed that many politicians felt they need to 
preface anything they said with the proviso “that we have the greatest health care 
system in the world.” Anyone who dared to suggest this might not be the case, or 
that there were things that might be improved upon, were often roundly criticized 
then for somehow not loving America. This silly rhetoric has served to make it even 
harder for our nation to address quality problems in our current system. Improving 
the quality of health care as we seek to slow the rate of cost in fl ation is a priority. 

 I believe that health care expenditures should either improve quality of life and/
or extend lifespan. You then need to know how much these improvements cost to 
judge whether they are worth it or not, a judgment with many subjective aspects. 
These complicated questions and how our culture revolts from asking them are 
addressed in detail in Chap.   6    , but there is enough evidence of spending that neither 
improves quality of life nor increases life span to suggest that we can greatly slow 
the rate of health care cost in fl ation while improving quality. 

 The next step is to look brie fl y at the Affordable Care Act—what did the passage 
of it do to address these interrelated problems of cost, coverage, and quality—and 
what further steps are needed?        
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 The passage of the ACA on March 21, 2010 was notable for many reasons. It was 
the most consequential health policy change enacted since Medicare and Medicaid 
in 1965, and one of the most comprehensive pieces of social legislation ever. It pro-
vided a route from the current 16–17% of the population lacking health insurance to 
5–6% who will remain uninsured in 2020. It  fi lls in the gap between employer-
based insurance provided as a bene fi t of employment and government programs for 
the poor and elderly with a mandate for individuals to purchase coverage if they are 
not otherwise insured. 

 The law will expand coverage via Medicaid expansions, but will also more than 
double the number of Americans who purchase their own health insurance policy 
(from around 14 million today to 32 million in 2020). It limits the heretofore unlim-
ited tax preference provided to employer paid insurance since World War II by 
imposing a tax on high cost insurance policies that will be implemented in 2018, 
and includes a kitchen sink approach that will develop and test new institutions and 
models that could decrease cost while improving quality. 

 Just as notably, it was passed entirely with the votes of one political party—60 
members of the Senate, 219 in the House of Representatives and signed by President 
Obama. There is no other example of such a consequential law being passed without 
some members of the opposition political party. 

 The partisan nature of the months-long debate and passage does not match the 
policy reality of the law, which has the intellectual  fi ngerprints of both parties. 
However, it remains politically toxic 2 years after its passage, and opposition helped 
to fuel large Congressional gains for Republicans in 2010. 

 This chapter and the next aim to morph the policy and political realities of the 
ACA in a way that makes clear what the ACA achieved and what it did not. Most 
importantly, it sets the stage for identifying the barriers to achieving a sustainable 
health care system in Chap.   6    , before laying out what I see as the best next steps for 
our nation to take in health reform in Chap.   7    . It is crucial to get health reform cor-
rect since addressing health care costs is a necessary, but not a suf fi cient condition 
for achieving a long range balanced budget. Without a coherent and broadly accepted 
health reform strategy, we have no hope of a balanced budget. 

    Chapter 4   
 Health Reform: The Policy                 
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   First Step, or Last? 

 As I watched President Obama address Congress on September 10, 2009 to make 
the case for moving ahead with health reform, I was thrilled that health policy was 
front and center, but had one massive cringe moment—when he said that many 
Presidents had talked about health care reform and failed to achieve success, but that 
he intended to be the last. 

 There will never be a last step in health reform. 
 We will constantly be tinkering with the health care system, in large part because 

the health care system of tomorrow will have to deal with innovations that are 
unknown today. And any large complicated law that reformed a large complicated 
health care system would inevitably have to be revisited. In this more realistic spirit, 
the ACA was a good step toward our nation developing a sustainable health care 
system, in large part because it was a step. It represents what could pass the House, 
the Senate, and be signed by the President at the time. If it is the last step taken, we 
will not have a sustainable health care system; if it is repealed fully, we will not have 
a sustainable health care system. 

 To achieve a sustainable health care system will require constant tinkering, 
and the next steps will be the hardest. The ACA is not the last word on health 
reform, but instead the  fi rst word of a 30–40 year period of discussion, implemen-
tation, changing and tweaking that will be required to develop a sustainable sys-
tem. If we can manage to move forward from this base, we have a chance at 
addressing health care costs and having a balanced budget in the future. If we 
cannot, we do not. 

 The ACA does six main things.

   First, it creates an individual mandate to buy health insurance.  
  Second, it reforms insurance laws to ban preexisting conditions and rescissions 

(cancellation of coverage after a person becomes ill).  
  Third, it sets up a framework for state-based markets in which individuals and 

small businesses can purchase private health insurance in a setting that provides 
information to consumers designed to enable them be better shoppers.  

  Fourth, it provides income-based subsidies to help those with incomes between 
$28,000 and $90,000 (in 2010 dollars) to purchase private insurance, and expands 
Medicaid to cover those with lower incomes. All told, around 32 million persons 
will be insured in 2020 who would otherwise be uninsured.  

  Fifth, it cuts planned Medicare spending and increases taxes to offset increased 
spending on expanded insurance.  

  Sixth, it employs a variety of strategies to slow the rate of health care cost in fl ation. 
Prime examples include a tax on high cost health insurance, the Independent 
Payment Advisory Board (IPAB), and a variety of pilot projects and experiments 
that amount to a “kitchen sink” approach.    
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   Individual Mandate 

 There is no example of a nation that has achieved universal health insurance  coverage 
without a mandate of some sort. There are three types of mandates: expansion of 
government insurance, such as Medicare or Medicaid; an employer mandate in 
which businesses are required to provide coverage or to pay a tax to  fi nance cover-
age; an individual mandate in which the onus for obtaining coverage is placed on 
individuals, typically with income based premium support to assist lower-income 
persons in purchasing private insurance. 

 All of these approaches are currently used in the United States. The payroll taxes 
that fund Part A of the Medicare program (hospital insurance) are not voluntary; 
instead, you are mandated to pay them and in return you gain the right to insurance 
coverage when you reach age 65. Likewise, income taxes pay the majority of the 
costs of Medicare Part B (doctor insurance) and you certainly are mandated to pay 
income taxes. The ACA increased the number of persons who are eligible for 
Medicaid, the federal/state insurance program for persons whose incomes fall below 
a certain threshold (set at 133% of poverty in the ACA) which today already covers 
around 60–65 million persons. 

 The state of Massachusetts enacted a law in 2006 that mandated that individuals 
purchase health insurance if they were not otherwise covered and provided subsidy 
amounts based on individual’s income to help them do so. Massachusetts has 
achieved coverage of around 97% of the state’s population. In fact, the ACA is pat-
terned after the Massachusetts plan since it used an individual mandate and set up 
insurance markets designed to enable consumers to make good choices in purchas-
ing coverage. This law was the centerpiece policy achievement of Republican 
Governor Mitt Romney’s time as Governor of Massachusetts, at least until he began 
running for the Republican nomination for President. This demonstrates the contin-
ued political toxicity of the ACA—the biggest barrier to Gov. Romney becoming 
the Republican nominee for President is what is generally understood to be his 
greatest policy achievement. 

 The state of Hawaii has had an employer mandate in place since the 1970s, which 
means that businesses must provide insurance coverage to all full-time employees 
and some part-time ones. This policy has achieved approximately 92% coverage. 
Even without an employer mandate, a job is the way that 160 million Americans 
receive health insurance. However, over time, the employment-insurance linkage 
has been breaking down, making it a less reliable source of coverage, certainly in a 
time with high unemployment. 

 Where did the employment-insurance link come from anyway? In short, it was a 
historical accident that has proven to be very consequential. During World War II, 
there were broad wage and price controls in the US economy as the nation’s indus-
trial output was harnessed for the war effort. Large corporations seeking ways to 
compete for employees constructed the idea of a bene fi t—something provided to 
employees in return for their labor that was not taxable as income. Congress amended 
the tax code making such premiums not taxable income, allowing employers to 
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 compete for employees with bene fi ts without violating wage and price controls. This 
seemingly innocuous decision started in process the system that we have today. 

 The elderly are universally covered by government health insurance once they reach 
age 65. The poor are covered by a government program (Medicaid), with the de fi nition 
of what constitutes poor differing by state. Most others receive health insurance as a 
bene fi t of employment (including dependents) or they are uninsured. Just 14 million 
persons (out of 308 million) purchase their own health insurance policy today. 

 While there is still a strong linkage between employment and health insurance, it 
is breaking down somewhat with the rise of contract workers and other settings that 
reduce the employment cost to providers. Thus, the problem of the uninsured has 
been growing with time and will continue to do so. It is not an accident that the two 
states that have passed state insurance mandates, one an employer and the other an 
individual mandate, have the highest rates of insurance coverage in the United 
States. If one of your goals is to expand rates of health insurance coverage, it will 
take a mandate of some sort. 

 Interestingly, the individual mandate is a policy that has traditionally been 
favored by Republican politicians. In fact, the primary Republican alternative to the 
Clinton plan in 1993–1994, the Chafee plan, was based on an individual mandate to 
purchase insurance, the development of an improved insurance market in which the 
otherwise uninsured could purchase cover and a modest Medicaid expansion. That 
general idea should sound familiar. 

 Seventeen years later, a plan that is based on an individual mandate to purchase 
insurance, setting up insurance markets to enable consumers to shop for insurance 
and a Medicaid expansion (that is much larger in terms of how far up the poverty 
level it goes), became the basis of President Obama’s health reform and was 
described as a government takeover of the health care system and/or a Socialist plot. 
How did a basic approach to expanding insurance coverage go from being the 
Republican alternative to the Clinton plan to the clearest sign of the End of the 
Republic in less than two decades? 

 There are two basic explanations. One is that the Republican party changed pro-
foundly from 1994 to 2009–2010 in terms of health care insurance reform, the other 
that they decided they were going to challenge and oppose any legislative initiatives 
of President Obama as the best means of regaining power. Either explanation is bad 
news for moving ahead with a comprehensive health reform that includes insurance 
expansions.  

   Insurance Reform to Ban Denial of Coverage 
for Preexisting Conditions 

 The insurance reforms that ban preexisting conditions are as popular as the individual 
mandate to purchase insurance coverage is unpopular. The only thing I can think of 
that is worse than the status quo of the US health care system is eliminating the indi-
vidual mandate while keeping the insurance coverage reforms, without adding some 
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other means of pooling risks and reducing adverse selection. It seems an  obvious  fi x: 
get rid of the unpopular individual mandate but keep the popular insurance market 
revisions. This is like telling your kids they can skip the vegetables, don’t need to 
exercise, only have dessert and play video games, yet still be  fi t and trim. 

 If you get rid of the individual mandate but retain a ban on denial of insurance 
due to pre-existing conditions, then you will have persons who are sick sign up but 
fewer persons who are young and healthy. A legitimate worry about the ACA is 
whether the individual mandate is strong enough; I think it isn’t and needs to be 
made more stringent to reduce adverse selection worries of this type. But, the insur-
ance reforms go hand in hand with the individual mandate (or some type of mandate 
which is nothing more than a mechanism through which to pool insurance risks).  

   Setting Up State-Based Insurance Markets 

 The most radical aspect of ACA is the notion that individuals will shop for their own 
health insurance. The big idea is that competition for customers will cause insur-
ance companies to compete, giving consumers more options and lower priced insur-
ance. This idea is quintessentially American, but extremely rare when it comes to 
health insurance. In 2009, around 14 million Americans purchased their own health 
insurance policy meaning they applied for coverage, went through underwriting, 
were approved for a policy, and then paid their own premiums. In contrast, around 
110 million persons had government-provided health insurance in the form of 
Medicare, Medicaid, or the Veterans Administration. According to the CBO, in 
2020 there will be 32 million persons purchasing their own insurance through the 
health insurance markets that each state will set up, called exchanges. 

 These exchanges are based on the Massachusetts model whereby the state cre-
ated websites that allowed consumers to compare policies based on monthly pre-
mium, out of pocket cost share when care is used, and the network of providers that 
are covered by a given policy (and therefore where you can receive care; what doc-
tors and hospitals). A key aspect of both what was done in Massachusetts as well as 
what was passed in ACA is the development of standards regarding what types of 
care are covered by a given policy. States are granted large discretion in doing so. 

 While some lament the regulation inherent in this approach, without setting the 
basic de fi nition of what type of care is covered, and what providers can be used, it 
renders comparison of plans based on monthly premium and cost share not mean-
ingful. With no regulation, policies could differ fundamentally in what type of care 
is covered (such as not covering maternity care or mental health for example) mak-
ing comparison shopping far more dif fi cult. Persons in such cases could pick a low 
cost premium but  fi nd themselves not covered when they actually need coverage. 
One can of course say that they should be better shoppers, but especially if you are 
trying to get younger persons to get coverage, that is a strategy that will lead to 
predictably bad results. This is a bad idea, especially if society is unwilling to say 
“sorry you do not get care” to someone who chooses poorly. 
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 A good deal of the success or failure of health reform will be how well states 
implement the insurance regulations and set up markets and whether these markets 
work well. States are given a great deal of latitude in setting up exchanges and some 
states are moving ahead with development of exchange policies while other states 
remain in full opposition mode and are not moving toward implementation. Some 
states that are dominated by Republicans are doing both, loudly protesting the ACA 
while moving to set up the infrastructure and policies needed to develop insurance 
exchanges by 2014. There are really two aspects to this process. The  fi rst is deter-
mining what standards and policies that states wish to mandate. The second, and 
likely most important, is determining how to communicate the complicated infor-
mation inherent with purchasing health insurance to consumers in a meaningful 
manner that leads to informed choices.  

   Medicaid Expansions 

 In 2020, 32 million persons will have health insurance who otherwise will be unin-
sured. Half of these persons will be covered by Medicaid, the state/federal insurance 
program for persons with relatively low incomes. The ACA mandated that Medicaid 
covers all persons in families up to 133% of the federal poverty level (around 
$28,000 for a family of four). For some states, this represents a tremendous expan-
sion of Medicaid coverage, while others had more expansive coverage standards of 
their own volition (since Medicaid provides minimum coverage levels but allows 
states to do more). 

 There are several issues that are worth noting in regard to using Medicaid as a 
coverage expansion approach. First, the reason it is an attractive means of expanding 
insurance coverage is that it is a straightforward means of doing so that can be con-
trolled by simply increasing the income cutoff for eligibility. Second, the cost of 
 fi nancing Medicaid is shared between the federal and state government in question, 
with the rate of cost share determined by the relative wealth of the state. The default 
is for the state to pay half the cost of Medicaid, with more impoverished states pay-
ing a smaller proportion. For example, North Carolina pays around one-third of its 
Medicaid costs, and Mississippi pays around 18%, with the federal government pay-
ing the balance. The federal government will pay all of the extra costs for the 
Medicaid expansion through 2020. However, after that time the state cost share will 
be expected to revert to the common cost share. Third, Medicaid pays much lower 
rates to physicians and hospitals which leads to some cost shifting as well as 
dif fi culty for some bene fi ciaries to  fi nd providers willing to treat them. Further, a 
program that is known to be “insurance for poor people” is not very attractive, politi-
cally, and bene fi ciaries often face problems  fi nding physicians who will treat them. 

 The reason it is so dif fi cult to get persons with low income insured is that health 
insurance is expensive. If the 16 million persons who will be newly covered by 
Medicaid under the ACA were instead provided with premium support to purchase 
private insurance, it would be more expensive.  
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   Cut Planned Medicare Spending to Partially 
Finance Insurance Expansions 

 There are only two ways to offset spending increases to expand insurance coverage: 
increase taxes or cut planned spending. The ACA does both. To  fi nance insurance 
expansions, the law increases certain taxes and reduces planned Medicare payment 
increases over the same time period. 

 There are three main areas in which future Medicare spending will be cut by 
ACA. The  fi rst is a reduction in Disproportionate Share (DSH) payments to hospi-
tals that are pro-rated based on how many uninsured patients a hospital cares for. It 
seems perfectly reasonable for DSH payments to drop given the expansion of insur-
ance coverage. 

 Second, payments to Medicare Advantage plans are reduced to more typical lev-
els (on a historical basis). Medicare Advantage are private insurance plans in which 
Medicare bene fi ciaries choose to enroll in HMOs, with Medicare paying a monthly 
premium that is based on the historical payment level in a bene fi ciary’s county of 
residence. Historically, Medicare Advantage plans were paid 95% of the average 
adjusted per capita cost of all Medicare bene fi ciaries in a given plan. When estab-
lished in the late 1970s and continued for the next 30 years, the plans were designed 
to save Medicare money based on the notion that the premium paid is 95% of the 
average cost to Medicare of caring for persons. However, cost savings have never 
materialized because the Medicare bene fi ciaries who have chosen to sign up for 
such plans have systematically been healthier than average. It has never been clear 
whether this effect has been entirely due to selection (only healthier bene fi ciaries 
are willing to take a more limited choice of providers) or whether private insurance 
companies have simply been able to market plans to healthier bene fi ciaries. 

 Payments to Medicare Advantage plans were greatly increased in 2005, as the 
Bush Administration and the Republican Congress sought to expand the “private” 
Medicare option. In some cases, Medicare advantage paid private insurance compa-
nies 114% of the average adjusted per capita cost in a county to pay for a bene fi ciary 
who choose such a plan. Around one in  fi ve Medicare bene fi ciaries are now enrolled 
in such plans. 

 Third, payment increases paid to certain types of providers (disproportionately 
home health) are to be less than they were set to be prior to the passage of the law. 

 Some have questioned whether it is legitimate or reasonable to use cuts in planned 
Medicare expenditures to fund insurance expansions for younger persons. I think 
the answer is yes, for several reasons. First, the Medicare program is large, thus 
making it a prime source of expenditure cuts. Second, there is a disconnect in the 
logic that states that Medicare spending is sacrosanct and shouldn’t be cut to pay for 
insurance for younger persons. The younger persons who are having insurance 
 fi nanced at least partly via cuts to planned Medicare expenditures are the children, 
grandchildren, and great grandchildren of the Medicare bene fi ciaries in question. 
And these are the same persons who are and will pay the payroll taxes to fund Part 
A and income taxes to fund the general fund portion of Part B payments.  
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   Increase Taxes to Partially Expand Insurance Expansions 

 A variety of taxes are increased by the ACA to partially pay for insurance expan-
sions provided for in the ACA. These taxes fall into  fi ve major categories.

   Taxes imposed on persons who do not comply with the individual mandate, and 
who remain uninsured. The tax penalty could range from $695 per year up to 
$2,085 per year, depending upon the household income of the person not 
complying (with higher incomes being taxed more).  

  An increase of 0.9% in the Medicare part A payroll tax for wages above $200,000 
for individuals and $250,000 for couples.  

  A 3.8% tax on unearned income high wage earners ($200,000 for individuals, 
$250,000 couples).  

  An excise tax on high cost insurance policies. The tax of 40% will be applied to the 
value of policies above the following thresholds $10,200 for individuals, $27,500 
for family policies, with the value of policies determined by the premiums paid 
by employers, as well as employer contributions to Flexible Savings accounts 
and other tax preferenced health care purchasing accounts. These levels will be 
indexed to overall in fl ation, so more policies will face these taxes over time if 
health care costs continue to rise much faster than in fl ation (which they will).  

  A variety of health care industry taxes that are denominated in dollar terms by 
industry and year, to be prorated to companies based on market share. Industries 
taxed include pharmaceuticals, the health insurance industry, medical device 
makers, and a 10% excise tax on indoor tanning salon services.     

   Aspects of ACA That Could Address Health Care Cost In fl ation 

 Cost is one of the primary problems facing the US health care system, and more 
speci fi cally, how much faster health care cost in fl ation is compared to overall 
in fl ation. The law has several aspects that can address and slow cost in fl ation if they 
are implemented as planned.  

   Tax on High Cost Insurance 

 The tax on high cost health insurance noted above is one of the most consequen-
tial changes in the ACA because it represents a de facto capping of the subsidy 
provided in the tax code to employer provided health insurance. This represents 
a profound change of the health insurance landscape of the past 60 years, and 
the President and the Democratic Congress have gotten too little credit in taking 
this step. 
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 As described earlier, this tax expenditure is one of the largest in our tax code and 
amounts to a subsidy of around $250 billion last year that  fl owed to persons with 
employer provided health insurance, with high wage workers tending to receive the 
largest subsidy since those with higher wages tend to have more generous bene fi ts. 
The imposition of the excise tax of 40% on the amount above target cap levels 
would create an incentive for insurance companies and employers to arrange for less 
generous bene fi ts for their employees. 

 Altering the tax treatment of employer paid insurance is an obvious “next step” 
among policy wonks that would be taken to address health care costs. Indeed, this is 
another example of an idea that is typically associated with Republican health plans 
actually making it into the ACA. For example, then-Senator McCain’s health plan 
in the 2008 Presidential campaign had at its center removing the tax preference of 
employer provided health insurance. Candidate Obama criticized this approach dur-
ing the campaign, but the ACA contains a tax on high cost health insurance that will 
achieve at least a capping of this subsidy. 

 The tax on high cost insurance works in a roundabout way to achieve this goal. 
The rhetoric used in arguing for the tax focused on taxing insurance companies. 
However, such a tax will certainly be passed on to employers and therefore employ-
ees, since bene fi t costs are simply a portion of total compensation. This tax is one 
that is designed to be avoided, meaning the successful functioning of the tax will be 
shown through the reduction in generosity of bene fi t packages such that new total 
premium amounts will be below the level at which the tax applies. For employees, 
it is designed to trigger a conversation between employer and employee in which 
health insurance bene fi ts are explicitly discussed as a portion of total employment 
costs. Employees who now receive bene fi ts and who may not even know their value 
will be incentivized to know in the future. This will shift some compensation from 
tax free (employer paid premiums) to taxable wages, increasing tax receipts. 

 Reforming the tax treatment of employer paid insurance will put downward pres-
sure on cost in fl ation in the private insurance market. It is important to address costs 
in both private insurance and Medicare since payment differentials that are too large 
will likely proved to be very dislocating to the ability of Medicare bene fi ciaries to 
access health care services. We must address cost in fl ation in the private insurance 
market as well as in Medicare, and the tax on high cost health insurance is a start to 
doing so.  

   The Independent Payment Advisory Board 

 For the Medicare program, the Independent Payment Advisory Board is a means of 
slowing health care cost in fl ation. However, this board has also been perhaps the 
most politically toxic aspect of the law save the individual mandate. The board is 
based broadly on the concept of the Base Realignment Commission (BRAC), more 
commonly known as the base closing commission that was successfully used on 
two occasions to undertake the politically dif fi cult decision to close military bases. 
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Because such bases are key economic lifelines in local communities, the mere 
suggestion of closing a base would result in ferocious political opposition. Even 
people, who believe that in the abstract we have too many military bases, do not 
believe the one in their town, or in their Congressional district, should be closed. 
The point of such a board is to give experts the authority to make hard decisions in 
a manner that is insulated politically. In the case of the BRAC, Congress had to vote 
the entirety of the board’s recommendations up or down. 

 The IPAB is a similarly designed board experts who would make recommenda-
tions for how to change Medicare payment policies if health care costs grew too 
rapidly; any recommendations from IPAB would likewise have to be voted up or 
down by Congress. The President would nominate members of the board and the 
Senate would con fi rm them. Once in place, the recommendations of the IPAB would 
become binding unless Congress overrode them in their entirety for a given year. 

 The IPAB has been a  fl ash point for the discussion of rationing during the debate 
of the ACA and in the aftermath. Most of this discussion has not been based in the 
actual reality of the policy mechanisms available to the IPAB, and the repeal of IPAB 
has become a top level target by Republican politicians as well as for some Democrats. 
A fuller discussion of the IPAB and how I believe this board should be strengthened 
is provided in Chap.   7    . Here are several facts about the IPAB as passed in the ACA:

   Members who are appointed are expected to leave their job and undertake work on 
the IPAB as their full time employment. This has raised concerns about the 
willingness of the best persons to serve on the board.  

  Certain Medicare providers and types of care are exempted from IPAB jurisdiction 
for the  fi rst 10 years of the law, most notably hospitals. This will limit the scope 
of the board in the near term.  

  The IPAB will only be called upon to issue recommendations that will become 
binding if health care costs increase above a certain rate. Recently, CBO pro-
jected that this standard was not likely to be met in the  fi rst 10 years of the ACA, 
which if true would mean that no IPAB-based savings could be projected. The 
reason this is important is that it would allow for Congress to repeal the IPAB 
section of the ACA without having to identify funding offsets that would allow 
them to say they had not increased the budget de fi cit.  

  The IPAB is explicitly forbidden from making coverage decisions or from rationing 
of health care services in the ACA, as de fi ned in the statute as follows in subsec-
tion (c)(2), the ACA says:

  (ii) The proposal shall not include any recommendation to ration health care, raise revenues 
or Medicare bene fi ciary premiums under section 1818, 1818A, or 1839, increase 
Medicare bene fi ciary cost sharing (including deductibles, coinsurance, and copayments), 
or otherwise restrict bene fi ts or modify eligibility criteria. (42 USC 1899A(c)(2)(ii)).    

  The work of the IPAB will likely be subject to much litigation, especially as sellers 
and providers of health care services who could have their Medicare-based 
income streams disrupted seek all options to avoid this outcome.  

  President Obama in March of 2011 actually pledged to strengthen the IPAB, making 
the standard that would require IPAB recommendations to be lower, and to 
strengthen the ability of IPAB to improve quality of care.     
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   Medicare Innovation Center, Etc. 

 The ACA contains a veritable “kitchen sink” of pilot programs and tests and ideas that 
could lead to improvements in how care is provided and paid for, hopefully leading to 
improved quality and perhaps reduced cost. Basically, many promising ideas are 
included in the law, which has led some to deride the scattershot approach. However, 
we have known for a long time that there are many fundamental problems with how 
health care is paid for in the Medicare program. Most notably, a fee for service-based 
approach incentives and rewards hospitals and providers for having patients who are 
ill and use lots of care. The ACA  fi nally produces a route to experimentation actually 
changing and improving Medicare policy. We need to try everything, and changes in 
the Medicare program have historically  fi ltered down into private health insurance, so 
Medicare is an appropriate place to test new models of care. 

 One of the negative aspects of the continued political environment related to 
health reform is that any new idea that does not pan out or work as intended is taken 
as a “gotcha” moment that is used politically to invalidate the entire ACA. This is 
one of the reasons that we desperately need a political agreement to make health 
reform the vehicle of both political parties. Of course some things will not work, of 
course there will be unintended consequences that must be addressed and tweaked. 
There are always unintended consequences and we need to get to the point in which 
we are able to use the results of experiments and demonstrations to move ahead, 
whether they work as intended or not. 

 The biggest hindrance to using new information—both things that work as well 
as things that fail—to inform our next steps in health reform is the fact that the ACA 
remains embroiled in a political  fi restorm. Every new  fi nding is  fi rst and foremost 
fodder in the ongoing political war surrounding the ACA. That must stop if we are 
ever going to have a balanced budget.       
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 I was in Washington, DC with my two sons (then 9 and 13) the weekend of March 
19–21, 2010. As we emerged from the Union Station Metro stop that bright Saturday 
morning, I got goose bumps when I saw the Capitol Dome, in part because I like 
public spaces, but also because it was a momentous weekend. That day, the House 
began debating the  fi nal passage of the Senate bill as well as the reconciliation bill 
that paved the way for  fi nal passage of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that was 
signed into law on March 23, 2010. 

 We got a chance to watch some of the debate from the House gallery, and I was 
as intent as my sons were bored: my 9 year old won the day with a tug of my shirt, 
and his clear preference that we leave the “boring talking” to go and ride the 
airplane simulator in the Smithsonian that lets you “ fl ip upside down until you 
nearly puke.” 

 As we walked from the Capitol to the Smithsonian, my sons got a very practi-
cal introduction to a key American value: dissent and protest. We waded into the 
middle of the anti-health reform protest and listened to a bit of it, taking in the 
scene. “Dad, there are a lot of mad old people here,” was my 9 year old’s take. 
However, I noticed more families with younger and adolescent kids of my children’s 
age than I would have predicted. And the most vivid image of protest for me is a 
kid of about 10 chanting “Kill the Bill” over and over inside a Metro stop later in 
the day. 

 As we travelled home at the end of the weekend, I was sure that the passage of 
the ACA would lessen the vehemence of the protests and that the country would 
settle into the implementation of the new law. Boy was I wrong. 

 The passage of the ACA became the rallying cry of the Republican party, and 
more directly for the Tea Party wing of the Republican party (and like-minded 
Independents as well), fueling their 2010 election campaign. The passage of the 
law became a symbol of the federal government overstepping its Constitutionally 
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prescribed bounds of power and control of the House of Representatives 
changed from Democratic to Republican and Republicans made large gains in 
the Senate. 

 I never got the vehemence of the political opposition to the law, because I 
viewed the ACA in policy terms. President Obama and Congressional Democrats 
embraced an individual mandate and the creation of private insurance markets 
(and a Medicaid expansion) to move us closer to universal coverage, not a 
Medicare-for-all proposal favored by many Liberals. An individual mandate had 
been the preferred route for Conservatives interested in expanding health insurance 
coverage since the early 1990s when Mark Pauly and others published a short book 
called  Responsible National Health Insurance . The third principle of the plan was 
that “All citizens should be required to obtain a basic level of health insurance.” In 
the debate over the Clinton Health Reform Plan a few years later, the so-called 
Chaffee plan became the primary Republican alternative that relied on an individual 
mandate and the setting up of insurance markets to aid consumers in making their 
purchasing decisions. 

 Phrases often used by Conservatives arguing for an individual mandate in the 
past included: responsibility, common sense, ef fi ciency, and fairness. Phrases used 
by many of the same people to describe the individual mandate once it became 
central to the ACA: unconstitutional, heavy handed, unfair, and socialism. A 
February 16, 2010 story on NPR chronicled the intellectual and political history 
of the individual mandate and the irony that once adopted by the Democratic party 
it became unpalatable to Conservatives. The list of notable Republicans that 
supported the individual mandate as the responsible way to expand insurance cover-
age, who later changed their minds, is not short: Grassley, Dole, Hatch, Gingrich, 
Bennett, McCain, and many more. 

 When viewed in policy terms, the Democratic party appears to have negotiated 
with itself in the passage of the ACA, and developed a plan that is similar to what 
might have been expected to arise had the parties actually negotiated a bipartisan 
reform deal. Why did a plan that was moderate and bipartisan in policy terms 
become so politically potent for Republicans that none of them voted for a bill that 
had at its heart ideas long espoused by them? 

 I think it boils down to a Rorschach test of sorts: President Obama and 
Congressional Democrats froze out and didn’t allow Republicans access to the 
negotiations that developed the law; 

  Or  
 Republicans were going to vote against anything supported by President Obama, 

because they were committed to nothing as strongly as they were to his political 
defeat. 

 Half the country thinks it is the  fi rst, and the other half thinks it is the second. For 
me, in the end, most Republicans seem to be re fl exively opposed to anything that 
President Obama is for and they simply had to try and deny him a victory in health 
reform. 
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   Political Flashpoints: Individual Mandate and Rationing 

 The rhetoric used against the individual mandate has provided the political space in 
which the Supreme Court could plausibly rule the individual mandate to be uncon-
stitutional when the hear the case during their 2012 term. This outcome would have 
seemed absurd during the Summer of 2009 as House committees began reporting 
out early versions of the bills that ultimately became the ACA. 

 As late as June 14, 2009, Senator Charles Grassley (R-Iowa), the ranking 
Minority member of the key Senate Finance Committee, stated that there was a 
bipartisan agreement that an individual mandate was the best way to increase insur-
ance coverage. Senator Grassley was not only the leading Republican on the Senate 
Finance Committee; he was one of the “gang of six” from this committee who were 
said to be negotiating compromise legislation from July–September, 2009. However, 
by October 2009 Senator Grassley was not only against the version of the ACA that 
was passed by the Senate  fi nance committee (with one Republican vote, Olympia 
Snowe of Maine), he  fl atly said that the presence of an individual mandate in any 
reform law was a deal breaker. 

 Senator Grassley also infamously noted during town hall meetings in August 
2009 that we shouldn’t be “pulling the plug on grandma” as the presence of expanded 
reimbursement for palliative care consultation within Medicare as proposed in the 
bill had come to be called “death panels.” Of course, Senator Grassley had previously 
supported expanded access for palliative care, and he knew that there was nothing 
remotely close to “pulling the plug on grandma” in the ACA. Senator Grassley cer-
tainly wasn’t the only Republican politician who raised the specter of rationing for 
political expediency in their  fi ght against the ACA, he was, however, a member of the 
Senate who was involved in negotiations about the details of the law and knew better. 
However, in the drive against the ACA, nothing seemed to be out of bounds. 

 Politicians can of course change their mind. It seem as though Republicans 
changed theirs about the individual mandate only as it appeared that a major step 
ahead on health reform was about to take place, which of course would give President 
Obama and the Democratic Party a major victory. If Republicans would have joined 
in, they could have improved the law and advanced long-term interests of theirs 
such as medical malpractice reform and together the two parties may have done 
much more to address health care cost in fl ation. Perhaps the delayed tax on high 
cost health insurance could have been a more straightforward capping of the tax 
preference afforded to employer provided insurance. 

 Republican members of Congress will of course say they were frozen out of the 
process. However, after the election of Scott Brown to the Massachusetts Senate 
seat vacated by Ted Kennedy’s death rid Democrats of the 60 votes they needed to 
override a  fi libuster in the Senate, one Republican Senator could have gotten quite 
a lot to simply vote for a motion to proceed to consider a conference committee bill 
on the ACA. Three or four working together could have gotten almost anything. 
Then they could have shared the victory, but the notion of shared political victories 
did not abound in the 111th Congress.  
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   The Patients’ Choice Act 

 One of the leading candidates for the Republican Presidential nomination in 2012, 
Mitt Romney, presided over the passing of an individual mandate-based reform plan 
that has pushed the rate of insurance to around 97% in that state showing that the 
Republican party’s fealty to the individual mandate was not only theoretical. 

 Even more proximate to the debate around the ACA, the 111th Congress saw the 
introduction of the Patients’ Choice Act (PCA), cosponsored by Senators Tom 
Coburn (R-Oklahoma) and Richard Burr (R-North Carolina) and House members 
Paul Ryan (R-Wisconsin) and Devin Nunes (R-California). This bill was introduced 
on May 20, 2009, around 1 month before the  fi rst of the Democratically controlled 
House committees reported out early versions of HR 3200, the House version of the 
reform bill. 

 This Republican-sponsored bill is fascinating because of its use of soft individual 
mandates and the introduction of two boards to apply cost effectiveness research 
and guidelines broadly in the health care system that are similar to the Independent 
Payment Advisory Board (IPAB)—the two most potent political symbols of 
Republican opposition to the ACA. In short, they were great ideas when proposed 
by Republicans but foretold the end of the Republic when proposed by Democrats. 

 The PCA aimed to set up state-based insurance markets in which individuals 
could purchase private insurance. The bill was never scored by the CBO (and still 
hasn’t been as of January 2012), and while a fairly comprehensive proposal, there 
were many details that were not made plain in the text, which would have had to be 
 fl eshed out had it come under serious consideration (committee hearings, bill mark 
ups, and the like). Following is a brief review in the ways that the ACA adopted 
ideas that initially appeared in the most comprehensive Republican-sponsored 
reform bill introduced into the 111th Congress, the Patients’ Choice Act. 

   Soft Individual Mandates 

 The PCA foresaw a series of soft individual mandates designed to get persons to 
sign up for insurance. Examples included auto-enroll procedures when persons did 
things like sign up for or renew a drivers license. If uninsured, someone renewing a 
drivers license would be auto-enrolled in the most basic catastrophic plan unless he 
or she explicitly opted out. A staffer for one of the sponsors of the Patients Choice 
Act talked with me about the need for some sort of mandate to get persons covered 
during the Summer of 2009, explaining that if you didn’t get a broad cross-section 
of the public signed up for such insurance, that you would run the risk of adverse 
selection blowing up the risk pool. That is why you have an individual mandate. 
Given that the penalty proscribed in the ACA for violating the individual mandate 
and not signing up is quite weak, the practical difference between the degree to 
which the PCA and the ACA mandated persons into health insurance is unclear. 
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It would have of course depended upon what a more  fi nal version of the PCA would 
have looked like. However, the policy staffers of the sponsors knew they had to have 
a way to compel people into insurance for this approach to work. You certainly 
wouldn’t know that from the political rhetoric in opposition to the individual 
mandate in the ACA.  

   End Tax Exclusion of Employer Paid Insurance 

 This is the most consequential aspect of the proposed PCA from a cost perspective. 
The bill, like the proposal made by Senator McCain during the Presidential campaign, 
would completely end the preferential tax treatment of employer paid insurance, 
undoing a subsidy that has quietly helped to encourage employer-based insurance 
since World War II. It has also shielded persons receiving employer-based coverage 
from the true cost of their health insurance. This is easily the best next step to address 
health care cost in fl ation in the private market and I embrace it. 

 Under the PCA, each person would receive a tax credit that could be used to 
purchase private health insurance. Essentially this would redistribute the tax prefer-
ence that currently bene fi ts those with expansive employer based coverage, and 
equalize the subsidy so that everyone would get the same amount in the form of a tax 
credit with which to purchase health insurance. This policy would result in a very 
large redistribution of bene fi t from those with excellent employer-based coverage to 
those who were uninsured, or who were self-employed and therefore didn’t fully 
bene fi t from the way the tax code now preferences employer-based insurance. 

 Republicans have long talked about reforming the tax treatment of employer paid 
health insurance, but the Democrats actually did it via the tax on high cost health 
insurance (delayed until 2018 in the reconciliation bill). If Republicans had acknowl-
edged the ACA as a cousin to the PCA they could have exerted some in fl uence on it, 
and perhaps a more direct capping of the subsidy would have resulted.  

   Tax Credit Would Provide Catastrophic Coverage Only 

 Unstated in the PCA and in the rhetoric of the proponents, the amount of tax credit 
could purchase a catastrophic insurance policy only. The value of the family tax 
credit proposed was $5,900 in 2009, while the average cost of a family policy in the 
United States that year was $13,500. There is nothing wrong with proposing cata-
strophic insurance, but the sponsors of the bill never made clear that is all that could 
be  fi nanced with the magnitude of the tax credit proposed. Further, even the modest 
value of the proposed tax credit would not be fully offset in cost terms by ending the 
tax preference of employer provided insurance, so another source of revenue would 
have been required to make the PCA pass muster with the standard that a bill not 
increase the de fi cit over 10 years time.  
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   Proposed Board of Experts to Make Policy Decisions 
for the Entire Health Care System 

 The PCA proposed setting up two federal boards that were insulated from the work 
of Congress to apply cost effectiveness research, practice guidelines and quality 
standards across the entire health care system. Their withering criticism of the 
Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) in the ACA suggests that Democrats 
dreamed up this idea, but the general idea was  fi rst suggested in the 111th Congress 
by the PCA. 

 Title VIII (pp. 205–216 of the bill) of the PCA set up an expert advisory board to 
apply cost effectiveness research to medical treatment decision making, and which 
granted the board powers to bar physicians not following such rules and guidelines 
from billing governmental insurance programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. 
This means that 1 month before the  fi rst bill was passed out of a House Committee, 
a Republican bill envisioned a board that would be tasked with applying cost effec-
tiveness research and the use of guidelines throughout the health care system 
(not just in Medicare), and that had a more powerful ultimate penalty than what 
actually was created by the ACA, the IPAB (the IPAB can merely enact payment 
changes, while the PCA board could ban providers from billing Medicare or 
Medicaid if they didn’t follow guidelines). The inclusion of the IPAB in the ACA is 
an example of an idea  fi rst suggested by Republicans making it into the  fi nal health 
reform legislation, but that does not stop the criticism of the IPAB from continuing 
to be apocalyptic. 

 When proposed in the PCA, boards made up of experts appointed by the President 
and con fi rmed by the Senate were a good way to bring expertise to bear on the 
health care system, but when a similar board was put into the ACA, it was a rationing 
board populated by bureaucrats who want to kill your grandmother.  

   Cake Not Fully Cooked 

 One argument that was made in favor of the PCA was that it was much shorter than 
the ACA, and the PCA was only 260 pages long as introduced. However, part of the 
reason it was shorter was because it wasn’t  fi nished, meaning there were numerous 
statements that would have had to be  fl eshed out into legislative language if the Act 
were to be considered for passage into law. An example follows. 

 Tax credits provided to people to purchase insurance in the PCA could be used 
to buy policies sold in the state-based Health Insurance Exchanges, but they could 
also be used to purchase policies sold outside of the exchanges. However, only poli-
cies sold inside the exchanges would ban the use of preexisting conditions to either 
deny or underwrite health insurance policies. Thus, there would be a danger that 
only the sickest patients would seek coverage via the exchange, since coverage in 
exchanges cannot be denied. Outside the exchanges, policies could be denied, so 
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healthier patients could likely get a better price outside exchanges. If this happened 
systematically, it could result in death spiral whereby only poor risks are included 
in exchange-based plans. However, the text of the PCA (sec 202 (d), pp. 22–25 of 
the bill) notes that exchanges “shall develop mechanisms to protect enrollees from 
the imposition of excessive premiums, reduce adverse selection, and share risk.” 
The legislative language and/or the rules and regulations required to translate that 
simple clause into reality would be many, many pages long. So, part of the reason 
that the PCA was short is that it was not a  fi nished product.   

   The Political Bottom Line 

 I coach my 10 year olds little league football team and have come to know that 
defense is easier than offense. On offense, one player can make a mistake and the 
perfect execution of ten others is rendered useless. On defense, it is exactly the 
opposite, and one defender can sack the quarterback even if his teammates fail in 
their assignment. The Republican Party has shown itself to be expert at arguing 
against health reform proposals using strident, ideological language. This remains 
true in the debate around the ACA even though many of the basic policy initiatives 
at the heart of the law are ideas that either came from Republicans or were not 
incongruent with their health policy approach until they showed up in the ACA. 

 The primary political themes of opposition to the ACA were limits of freedom in 
the form of the individual mandate, and fear of death as a result of rationing, as 
encapsulated in opposition to the IPAB. The switch on the individual mandate seems 
to be simple political opportunism to me. The rationing line of attack on the IPAB 
is a tried and true strategy that Republicans have perfected to an art form. 

 However, there is a bipartisan dimension to using fear to argue against your 
opponent’s health reform plan. In the end, the bottom line message of some 
Republicans arguing against the IPAB and of some Democrats arguing against Rep. 
Paul Ryan’s April 2011 plan to transition Medicare to a program in which seniors 
will purchase private health insurance using vouchers is simple: the other side wants 
to kill your grandma. This line of attack is very effective in playing upon the fear of 
death and the inability to face the concept of limits in medicine that is pervasive in 
our culture. It is easier to deconstruct the other side’s arguments than it is to propose 
something better. Our culture enables and incentivizes this line of political attack, 
and that is the biggest barrier to our developing a sustainable health care system.      
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 It is our cultural fear of death and inability to discuss the limits of medicine to forestall 
death that enables the politics of health reform to be so potent. 

 When I did a postdoctoral fellowship in England in the mid-1990s, a professor 
I met who had lived in the United States explained to me why he thought health policy 
discussions in that nation were so much more honest and straightforward than were 
those in the United States. The UK, he explained, was a country that believed 
re fl exively in Original Sin, regardless of what an individual’s religious beliefs might 
be. They were not surprised when things were bad, and they fully expected them to 
get worse! This general perspective held true he said for the weather, how England 
would do in the World Cup as well as in health policy. So, the English people weren’t 
surprised by waits for some medical procedures, for example, and preferred an honest 
discussion on how to make them as short as possible, to pretending that limits to 
what the NHS could afford to spend on health care did not exist. 

 In the United States, he surmised, we believe in the perfectibility of humankind, 
again re fl exively and without respect to religious views. This means that we assume 
that with enough effort, energy, and focus we can  fi x anything. This of course runs 
counter to what I have termed the  fi rst law of health care systems: that everyone 
dies. 

 That everyone dies doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t attempt to prevent and treat 
illness, but that inevitably, we reach diminishing returns on the health care invest-
ments we make to forestall death. It can be quite dif fi cult to determine when this 
occurs, and harder still to decide what to do about it. However, in the United States, 
we do not seem to even be able to ask the question that  fl ows naturally from dimin-
ishing returns: is this procedure worth it? 

 Of course the answer is laden with many value judgments. But not asking the 
question too has values, and means that we often spend substantial sums of money 
on care that may actually shorten lifespan and reduce quality of life, in the miniscule 
chance of achieving a miracle. Our expectation that we should be able to conquer 
any disease if we just work hard enough hinders our ability to have honest, open, 
and realistic conversations about the existence of limits in what medicine can do. 
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It is our culture’s inability to honestly wrestle with these limits, and practically coming 
to grips with the reality that everyone eventually dies, that is the root cause of why 
our health system is unsustainable. 

 Beginning to face this reality and ask the question “is it worth it?” is the only way 
we can address health care costs and transition to a sustainable system. 

   We Have to Develop Our Own System 

 I don’t use the example of the NHS to now launch into an argument for why we 
should copy their health care system. Quite the opposite. We couldn’t copy it even 
if we wanted to do so (and I do not in any event) because it exists in a cultural and 
historical context. It was created by the people of England for the people of England. 
I do think it is interesting and can be informative to look at what other nations do 
and do not do in the area of health care. Cross-national comparisons do provide a 
menu of options and help to show that we are not getting our money’s worth from 
what we spend on health care in the United States, but they don’t self-evidently 
direct our reform efforts. Talk of copying another nation’s health system is both a 
bad idea and a waste of time. 

 We have to develop a health care system that is sustainable and works for our 
nation, created by us, for us. 

 In order to do so, we must  fi rst learn how to talk about limits, and to acknowledge 
the inevitability of diminishing returns. Even with advances in therapies, there will still 
inevitably be a point of diminishing returns, so long as everyone eventually dies. The 
next breakthrough simply produces more questions about when it should be applied. 

 We must not only talk about these issues in a cultural sense, but begin to translate 
discussions into policies that can identify when returns are diminishing beyond a 
level at which we are willing to spend given the expected bene fi ts. It will not be easy 
to achieve a system based on an honest acknowledgment of limits. It will require 
hard work, given the gulf between our stated views about the need to control costs 
and our cultural default to assume that more is always better in health care. And it 
is not a one-way street in which we  fi rst talk and then institute policies. The only 
way we will actually talk is to begin to implement policies that could begin to slow 
the rate of health care cost in fl ation in our system. 

 We have no hope of ever having a balanced budget without addressing health care 
costs. And we have little hope of doing this without learning how to talk about limits.  

   The Biggest Obstacle Is Us 

 The biggest obstacle to addressing health care costs is not technical: it is us. Over 
the past couple of years, I have had the privilege of talking with a variety of com-
munity groups about health care reform, the role of health care in our nation’s budget 
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woes, and my views of what the next steps after the ACA should be to move us 
toward a sustainable health care system. In giving talks like this, it is easy to show 
slides about rising costs and to elicit knowing nods that we must do something to 
slow down the rate of cost in fl ation. There is a common gut level understanding 
that our system is unsustainable and that we need to do  something  to address 
health care costs. 

 However, when I shift gears and talk about  anything  that has a chance of slowing 
the rate of cost in fl ation in health care, people change their mind. No, not that…that is 
not what we meant! We want the magic solution where we revolutionize our system 
to slow spending, but change nothing in the way of what is available, how provided 
and how much providers are paid for delivering it. My bottom line conclusion is 
that we as a people are profoundly delusional when it comes to health care. We say that 
we want to reduce “out of control spending,” but we are opposed to any change that 
has a chance of resulting in the outcome we say we want. 

   Can Anyone Say No? 

 As I was  fi rst working on this book over the Christmas holidays of 2010, two exam-
ples of this disconnect were in the news. These examples are not unique, just on the 
front page of my local paper. Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBS NC) 
announced a new set of rules that govern when they (largest insurer in North Carolina 
with around 70% of the market share) will pay for spinal fusion surgery. This is a 
surgical procedure that is designed to lessen lower back pain, which is a common 
chronic health condition that results in a great deal of suffering. There has long been 
uncertainty about the best way to treat low back pain, with expensive surgical inter-
ventions often having trouble demonstrating improvements over much less inten-
sive interventions such as exercise, physical therapy, pharmaceuticals, and waiting. 
Many patients favor intensive treatments, even in the absence of clear evidence that 
they work any better, and they have more risks to boot. In this case, spinal fusion 
surgery is around three times as expensive as another surgical procedure, that is, in 
turn, more intensive than other common treatment options. The difference in out-
comes of the options is unclear. 

 BCBS NC did not say they will never pay for spinal fusion surgery, but instead 
they are tightening the criteria for when they will do so to ensure that the procedure 
is warranted. In other words, under some circumstances they will say no, we will 
not pay for spinal fusion surgery. If we ever slow the rate of cost in fl ation in health 
care, there will be numerous instances like this—where we begin to spend less than 
we otherwise would have with no change. Someone will have to say no to some-
thing that is likely to be provided by default if we are going to slow the rate of health 
care spending increase. The possibilities of who could say no are patients and fami-
lies, insurers, be they government or private, and health care providers. If there are 
not any changes in how these actors currently think about and act in making health 
care decisions, we will not address health care costs. 
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 The reaction to BCBS NC’s decision was predictable. The American Association 
of Neurological Surgeons and the North Carolina Spine Society lodged complaints 
against BCBS NC and their planned change. They professed worry about the 
welfare of their patients, and also linked this decision to the broader health reform 
context. “If this intrusion into the physician–patient relationship goes unchallenged, 
other insurers will follow” Dr. John Wilson a neurosurgeon at Wake Forest University 
is quoted as saying in the December 25, 2010 Raleigh, NC  News and Observer . 
The use of this type of spinal surgery in the Medicare program is also controversial, 
and some say Medicare should review its criteria regarding when the procedure 
should be covered. The number of procedures paid for by Medicare has quintupled 
since its approval as a treatment option in 1997, and Medicare routinely covers 
nonexperimental therapies with almost no oversight so long as there is a willing 
patient and a ready provider. 

 Brie fl y, the arguments and interests in this case:

   BCBS NC says the evidence that this procedure works is shaky, and wants to approve 
it in more limited cases, when other therapies have already been tried but not 
worked.  

  Physicians object on two grounds: this will harm their patients and the slippery 
slope argument that if an insurer gets between the doctor and the patient here it 
will further erode the doctor–patient relationship and further harm patients.  

  Unstated by the surgeon groups is that the procedure is lucrative for them.  
  Unstated by the insurance company is that denying the procedure reduces their out-

lays or payment for care, so is lucrative for them.  
  Patients are suffering from low back pain, and understandably want it  fi xed. It is a 

miserable condition and how it should be treated has long been a vexing prob-
lem, mostly because nothing seems to work well. The only way a procedure can 
expand fourfold in a little over a decade is for a lot of patients to assent to receiv-
ing the treatment. Obviously the average patient relies upon his or her doctor for 
advice, and if the surgeon says the procedure will help them, most are in no posi-
tion to evaluate the evidence for the procedure and decide for themselves. And 
when in doubt, our culture assumes that more is better.  

  The state of the research seems to indicate that this procedure is not any better than 
other options. And it is three times more expensive than other surgical proce-
dures; even if better, it is not three times better. When you factor in the risks, it 
could even be worse.  

  A key policy question is what the default: when in doubt cover everything, even in the 
absence of clear evidence that it works? Or, is the default to not cover something 
if the evidence of its bene fi t is not clear?    

 So, we are left with the public saying they want to put an end to “out of control 
health care spending” but most of these same individuals will decry the move by 
BCBS NC as rationing that is inappropriate. Any comment from the public will be 
disproportionately weighted toward outrage that an insurance company may not 
cover the procedure in certain circumstances. Persons without low back pain will 
not pay much attention, but those with the problem and advocates will decry the 
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removal of a treatment option from some patients. And many will assume that 
BCBS NC and any other private insurance company are only out to reduce their 
payout for care as a way to improve their bottom line. They of course do have this 
as a motivation. And the most likely outcome is that a procedure that is not proven 
to be better than other therapies yet costs many times more will be provided and 
paid for by BCBS NC. Even if de fi nitive research proof is found that the surgery is 
not worthwhile, such a technical answer is unlikely to prove persuasive without a 
change in how our culture talks about these sorts of issues. 

 And right on cue, 6 weeks after the initial story of BCBS NC’s proposed change 
there was an announcement late in January 2011 that the policy had been modi fi ed 
after meeting with provider groups. Some applications of various surgical proce-
dures were removed from the policy (for example, pediatric surgeries were removed 
from the policy and were instead to be decided on a case-by-case basis) and other 
changes were made, all having the effect of making it more likely that BCBS NC 
would pay for more surgeries. I do not know if this was a reasonable settlement of 
this dispute or not, but I know that the largest barrier to reducing health care spend-
ing is cultural acceptance that reducing spending means delivering less care. We say 
we want to save money, but anything that could do this will be met with the retort, 
“ that  is not what I meant.” 

 This general story could be told with dozens of examples. It will be able to be 
told a decade from now for a therapy that has yet to be discovered.  

   Saying No to Palliative Care 

 Another example was in the  New York Times  the day after Christmas, 2010. Medicare 
announced that it would begin to pay for the following as a part of an annual physical: 
counseling of patients about end-of-life options available to them, such as living 
wills and advance directives, the availability of hospice care should they need and 
want it, and related matters. A provision in earlier versions of the ACA to create a 
separate bene fi t for such consultations in Medicare morphed politically into the 
infamous “death panels” in August 2009. Getting from increased payment so that 
patients and physicians could discuss options as they face their illness(es) into death 
panels was a preposterous “political misstatement” designed to defeat the bill. In 
December 2010, Medicare decided to implement the change via the regulatory 
process implemented by CMS, the agency in the executive branch that runs Medicare 
and Medicaid. 

 In early January 2011, CMS abruptly altered course, and dropped the regulation 
change that allowed for the reimbursement by Medicare of these services as part of 
a covered annual physical. The White House overrode the decision of CMS to bring 
about this change because of political concerns that the renewed charges of “death 
panels” being secretly put into Medicare. In fairness, there were questions about 
whether CMS followed the appropriate rules about public notice of changes in 
Medicare regulations, and this uncertainty meant that litigation of the items was 
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assured. So, the decision to pull back from the rule was probably correct, perhaps on 
the technical merits of not following proper procedure, and certainly because it 
seemed sneaky to many. 

 However, the reticence to engage the conversation about how Medicare 
bene fi ciaries wish to be cared for as they become sicker and approach death tells us 
a great deal about our culture, and our inability to even fathom directly the concept 
of limits to what medicine can do, and diminishing returns for the continued use of 
aggressive therapy. 

 It is fascinating that one of the enduring images of health reform is a lie: “death 
panels.” That expanded coverage of counseling to give patients information, 
options and inform them of their choices including palliative care became “death 
panel” is absurd and devoid of fact. However, the power of the charge and the 
entry of this phrase into our cultural vocabulary illustrate our cultural fear of not 
having access to the medicine-based miracle that we all seem to assume must exist. 
And the idea that a government insurance program (Medicare) would be the 
purveyor of something as ominous as being “sentenced to death” (again a lie) by a 
panel of bureaucrats makes the phrase all the scarier. However, as you can see from 
the BCBS NC example, having a private insurance company impose rules that 
could reduce the receipt of health care services doesn’t make it any less explosive 
politically and culturally. 

 Interestingly, expanded access to palliative care consultation and discussion of 
end-of-life issues is a route to increasing access to care that has been shown to 
improve quality of life of patients with serious life-limiting illness. So, the bottom 
line effect of the strange “death panel” lie is to harm patients, the exact opposite of 
what those charging “death panels” claim to be interested in. 

 Hospice has long been shown to improve patient and family satisfaction and 
quality of life among patients who are believed to have less than 6 months to live 
and who decide to forgo aggressive care based on their wishes. Nearly half of all 
Medicare bene fi ciaries use some hospice prior to their death, up from less than 10% 
in 1990. In other words, hospice has passed the market test. And from family expe-
rience and talking with others, the typical take on hospice is that they enter people’s 
lives at the most dif fi cult time, and help people and their families in their hour of 
ultimate need. There is evidence that hospice actually reduces Medicare costs near 
death as compared to what they would be if patients used normal care, which often 
means dying in a hospital, the most expensive part of the health care system. 

 And access to palliative care—all care that focuses on improving quality of life 
regardless of prognosis—earlier rather than later in a terminal disease course has 
been shown to improve quality of life and even to extend lifespan in some studies 
(hospice is a subset of palliative care). In the year-end 2010 lists, many noted a 
randomized control trial showing that early palliative care for persons newly diag-
nosed with stage IV lung cancer improved quality of life, extended life, and actually 
reduced costs as one of the top medical articles of the year. Make no mistake; receiv-
ing a diagnosis of stage IV lung cancer is grave. However, in this study, those who 
received early access to palliative care lived an average of 12 months as compared 
to 9 months, had better quality of life, and lower health care costs. 
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 Expanded access to discussing palliative care options is what was politically 
labeled as “death panels” during the health reform debate. The result was removing 
expanded funding to discuss options for such care from the ACA, which should best 
be understood to have denied patients access to care that could help them. Arguing 
for expanded access to palliative care remains politically toxic due to the strange 
“death panel” lie that began in August 2009 as a way to defeat the ACA. 

 On the other hand, the spinal fusion surgery is not proven to work any better than 
other available therapies, and costs a great deal more. So, expanded coverage of this 
procedure is exposing patients to an invasive and risky procedure that is far from 
proven to be worth it. 

 These two vignettes clearly demonstrate the cultural default in our nation when 
it comes to health care: when in doubt, do more. And when further discussing what 
should be done, assume that anything that argues for less intensive medical treat-
ments is not only bad, but possibly evil. There is no technical answer to our health 
care cost problem that does not include hard choices, clear statements of values, and 
open and honest discussion of limits. Given that everyone dies, eventually you 
encounter diminishing returns in what is being done to forestall death. If you read 
this sentence and re fl exively revolt, it means that deep down you think it is possible 
you could live forever. You cannot. 

 The only way to deal with the disconnect between statements that we must slow 
health care spending and revulsion against any policy that might plausibly achieve 
what we claim to want is to learn how to talk openly about limits in medicine and to 
then develop practical solutions that can slow the rate of cost in fl ation in health care. 
In developing a means doing so, we need to commit to developing an American way 
of doing it, that  fl ows out of our culture and works in our culture. The hardest part of 
doing this will not be technical.   

   Focus on Value 

 What we most need to move the US health care system toward sustainability is a 
value revolution. By that I mean that we need to ask and bring focus to answering to 
the following three questions when considering health care for a patient:

   Does it improve quality of life?  
  Does it extend the patient’s life?  
  How much does it cost?    

 Only with an answer to these three questions can we begin to formulate an answer 
to the question “is it worth it?” I don’t know how we should put these questions and 
the answers together to make decisions, but we (the 308 million person version) 
have to learn how to talk about this and decide how we will respond. It will be hard, 
and it will be scary. But, not doing so is also scary. 

 The  bad bad  news is that our health care system is on autopilot to bankrupt our 
country. The  good bad  news is that we are not getting our money’s worth for all of 
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the money we are spending, so that it should be possible to reduce the rate of health 
care cost in fl ation without harming patients. By that, I mean that we are systemati-
cally providing care that neither extends life nor improves quality of life, and in 
some cases we are reducing quality of life. If it were the case that all of our health 
spending was productive (improved quality of life and/or extended life), it would 
truly be dif fi cult to identify reductions in planned expenditures that are necessary to 
make our system sustainable. That is not the case, which is good news, but that does 
not mean that it will be easy. If we systematically ask the three questions above, it 
will be exceedingly hard and we will make mistakes. If we don’t try, health care 
costs will bankrupt our nation.  

   How Do We Start? 

 The process of transitioning to a sustainable health care system that is based on asking 
and answering the three questions posed above will take years to achieve, but all we 
can do is start from where we are. It has to begin with some steps, both big and 
small.    We need more cultural discussion of these issues, but the best way to engender 
that is moving ahead on policy, because an overly abstract discussion will not be 
useful in helping us build a sustainable health care system with value at its core. The 
discussion has got to be practical. 

 The way to address cost in fl ation while keeping patient welfare in the forefront 
of the discussion is to focus on getting value for our money. Paradoxically, the 
increasing cost pressure in the health care system may be the only way to improve 
the value we receive for what we pay because worries about cost require us to pay 
closer attention to what we do throughout the system. The next chapter provides a 
set of concrete policy steps that I believe are the next (but not the last) steps toward 
developing a sustainable health care system.      
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 Health care    costs are the biggest threat to our nation’s long-term  fi scal sustainability, 
and slowing health care cost in fl ation is a necessary, but not suf fi cient, condition of 
ever having a balanced budget again. The last chapter noted the cultural barriers to 
addressing health care costs, namely fear of death and our inability to discuss limits. 
However, we are who we are, and we must move ahead with a practical health 
reform strategy. 

 What our nation most needs is a bipartisan health reform strategy that will allow 
us to address the interconnected problems of the health care system: cost, coverage, 
and quality. There is no perfect health care system and no perfect plan. However, 
without a deal that allows both political parties to claim some credit as well as to 
have some responsibility in seeking to slow health care cost in fl ation, we have very 
little chance of success. Achieving a viable political deal for the way forward on 
health reform should be the top priority for anyone who claims to be interested in a 
balanced budget. Such a deal is not likely to yield tremendous de fi cit reduction in 
the short term (next 10 years), but fundamental reform is vital if we are going to 
have any chance of avoiding the unimaginable long-term de fi cits that will inevitably 
occur over the next three to four decades with our default health care system. 

 The ACA is the only viable reform vehicle that we have, due to three numbers: 
218, 60, and 1. That is of course the number of members of the House, Senate and 
White House that must vote for any health reform change, be it a full-scale repeal or 
a small tweak (this of course could be changed by the Supreme Court). Signi fi cant 
reforms can be undertaken to the ACA to both improve it in terms of coverage, cost, 
and quality as well as broaden its political acceptability in ways that provide some 
credit to both Democrats and Republicans. Both parties will have to work together 
if we are to do the most consequential work of addressing and slowing the rate of 
health care cost in fl ation. 

    Chapter 7   
 Health Reform: Next Steps         
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   Overview of Suggested Reforms 

 The six concrete steps I propose as modi fi cations of the ACA framework:

   Replace the individual mandate with federally guaranteed, universal catastrophic 
insurance coverage  

  End the tax preference of employer paid health insurance  
  End the Medicaid program by transitioning responsibility of dual eligible Medicaid 

costs to Medicare, while moving non elderly low income persons into subsidized 
private health insurance  

  Expand the ability of Medicare to become an active health care purchaser and 
encourage in Medicare a culture of experimentation  

  Enact comprehensive medical malpractice reform  
  Adopt an overall cap on federal health care spending of GDP growth plus 1 percent-

age point starting in 2022, and back this up with a tax-based fail-safe    

 The following policies represent my understanding of what a compromise between 
the political parties would roughly look like if they negotiated a way forward and 
they were serious about addressing health care cost in fl ation, and taking account of 
the realities of the health care system and our current political and economic 
situation.  

   Replace the Individual Mandate with Catastrophic Coverage 

 Covering all persons with at least catastrophic insurance coverage is the correct 
thing to do in moral terms, and will provide a predictable source of health insurance 
coverage which I believe is necessary for achieving cost control for both technical 
and political reasons. It is wrong for our nation to spend so much on health care and 
not provide at least basic coverage for all citizens. We even require hospitals to treat 
all comers in emergency situations; it is time to take the steps to provide universal 
catastrophic coverage. 

 I would gladly trade federally guaranteed universal, catastrophic coverage for 
attaining 95% coverage with more comprehensive bene fi ts via implementation of 
the ACA unchanged. This would allow Progressives and Conservatives to get what 
they most want in terms of health insurance: universal coverage and catastrophic, 
instead of  fi rst dollar coverage, respectively. If you hate one side of this deal, that is 
actually the point. To move ahead will take compromise. 

 Such a deal would make the individual mandate unneeded. It is unclear what the 
Supreme Court may rule about the mandate in June 2012. If it is upheld, a political 
deal is still needed to move ahead, and if the mandate is overturned but the rest of 
the law remains intact, consequential changes will be needed to achieve risk pool-
ing. This compromise would allow President Obama and the Democratic party to 
take credit for compromising on their initial health reform law, and Republicans 
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could take credit for getting rid of the individual mandate. Progressives will have 
achieved their long-term goal of universal coverage (that the ACA as is will not 
achieve), while Republicans will be bailed out from having to offer a comprehensive 
reform plan that can address costs and quality while expanding insurance coverage 
rates, which they do not have. It is telling that they made no progress toward a vision 
of what they were for since taking control of the House of Representatives. Without 
such a plan, Republicans have no hope of ever achieving a balanced budget. 

 The best way to implement catastrophic coverage is via Medicare (perhaps 
Medicare Part E) because it is simple, and could be implemented quickly. 
Conservative economist Martin Feldstein has suggested a federally guaranteed cata-
strophic insurance approach implemented via a newly created federal executive 
branch mechanism. Under Dr. Feldstein’s proposal, individuals would get a voucher 
to purchase a private catastrophic policy and be issued a “federal health care credit 
card” to use to pay for care in the deductible amount if they wished, the size of 
which he reasonably suggests should be linked to income (he suggests 15% of 
adjusted gross income). The federal credit card he suggests would guarantee that 
providers would get paid, and would also provide patients with a guaranteed means 
of  fi nancing care, though they would be responsible to pay it back. 

 I prefer using Medicare as the catastrophic insurance vehicle, but might accept a 
mechanism like Dr. Feldstein’s in lieu of using Medicare if it truly achieved univer-
sal coverage, though it is surprising to me that Conservatives would want to create 
a  new  federal apparatus to implement a catastrophic insurance plan. It is unclear 
whether the catastrophic policies available under Dr. Feldstein’s proposal would 
differ by what was covered, or would they cover any care above the deductible 
amount? Finally, for a catastrophic proposal to work, providers will have to make 
public their prices ahead of time, or they could be linked to Medicare payments for 
simplicity. These are key issues that would have to be resolved under any cata-
strophic proposal. 

 Under my proposal, we would implement state-based health insurance exchanges 
in which insurance policies would be available for gap insurance. To reduce adverse 
selection, annual enrollment periods with guaranteed issue could be maintained. 
Certain care like well child visits and prenatal care could be made  fi rst dollar covered 
under a catastrophic policy. I suggest very large deductibles in order to maintain an 
important role for private health insurance in the system via selling gap insurance 
($10,000 individual; $15,000 family, which would be indexed to medical in fl ation). 

 Either the amount of the deducible or subsidy provided with which to purchase 
gap insurance should vary by income. The same actuarial outcome could be reached 
by either approach, but I favor varying the premium support amount to be used 
towards purchasing gap insurance in order to maintain an important role for private 
health insurance. Deductibles and/or premium support could also be varied by age, 
say in 10-year bands, which would more closely link premiums to the expected cost 
of an individual’s own care, and would lessen the degree to which young adults 
cross-subsidize those who are older in such a system. 

 Some persons would choose to stick with the catastrophic level of insurance, 
while others would want more coverage. People should buy gap insurance with after 
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tax dollars. Employers could arrange and pay for gap insurance for their employees, 
but the premiums they paid on behalf of workers should be taxable income. I would 
expect employer involvement in insurance to decrease over time, which I think 
would be good on balance, so long as there is guaranteed catastrophic coverage and 
readily available insurance for gap amounts available through exchanges. This 
would end insurance-related “job lock” which may be a barrier to entrepreneurship. 
The reduction in employer role should lead to an increase in both tax receipts and 
disposable income, all else equal, as currently non taxable compensation in the form 
of insurance premiums shifts to taxable wages. States would have broad discretion 
in setting up insurance exchanges. There would be many details to work out, but if 
the parties could agree on federally guaranteed catastrophic coverage with a robust 
role for private insurance, the details should be tractable. 

   Cost Reduction 

 Providing universal catastrophic coverage may provide some downward pressure on 
health care costs, but likely not as much as some might assume. That is because of 
the distribution of high use and the cost of health care. If my family had a $15,000 
deductible last year and choose not to buy a gap policy, in retrospect, we would have 
essentially been uninsured. 

 All  fi ve members of my family had an annual physical, one of us had a follow-up 
visit to investigate a chronic condition, there are four recurring prescriptions in our 
household, and there were  fi ve “sick” visits between the three kids, three of which 
resulted in one-time prescriptions. In addition, one of my children suffered a fairly 
signi fi cant sports-related orthopedic injury that resulted in an ER visit and a wrist 
being placed in a cast, and two follow-up orthopedic visits. All told, I estimate that 
we would have had around $7,500 in out of pocket costs last year had we paid it all 
out of pocket which we would have had to do if we had a policy with a $15,000 
deductible and no gap policy. Of course, one of us could have had a very large health 
expenditure that ran into the hundreds of thousands of dollars; you only know you 
didn’t suffer a profoundly catastrophic cost during a year until it is over. 

 For example, while in the ER with the orthopedic injury for one of my children, 
there was a point at which surgery for the broken bones appeared to be imminent 
because the doctors could not set the broken wrist. If surgery had been required, we 
would have blown through even a $15,000 annual deductible most likely in that day 
alone. And if the bones could not have been set, surgically repairing the wrist would 
not have been discretionary given the nature of the injury. A large deductible will 
exert some downward cost pressure on those with relatively low health expendi-
tures, but will do virtually nothing for someone with extremely high ones. Especially 
after the annual deductible or capped annual out of pocket amount is reached, true 
catastrophic insurance that pays 100% of medical bills provides no downward cost 
pressure. High deductibles do the least to control costs for the patients with the 
highest costs, whose care drives our cost problem. 
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 By comparison, during last year my family paid $4,000 in premiums and around 
$1,000 in out of pocket costs under our current insurance policy that is provided by 
Duke University (and Duke paid around $7,000 in premiums). 

 My goal in having a large deductible is to maintain an important role for private 
health insurance that would cover the “gap” which provides maximum  fl exibility 
for future reform efforts. I anticipate that most people would desire to purchase such 
coverage, but this approach would provide them with the option of only having truly 
catastrophic coverage that would protect the rest of us from massive medical bills 
that they could not afford if they were uninsured and got sick or injured.  

   Settle Coverage Questions and Focus on Costs 

 Settling the coverage issue would allow the singular focus of health policy to be 
addressing health care costs while seeking to obtain value for what we spend. And 
there are some subtle reasons that universal coverage is actually a precursor to 
increased efforts to address health care costs. 

 First, when providers, be they hospitals or physicians negotiate payment rates 
with insurers, the burden of providing uncompensated care is often speci fi cally 
invoked as a reason for needing higher payment levels for care. I suspect this actu-
ally has a stronger impact on holding back cost control efforts than the actual mag-
nitude of any cost shift to public and private insurers has, but that is only my 
intuition. Caring for the uninsured is a reality for providers (especially hospitals), 
but serves as a bargaining point used by hospitals for why lower payment rates pro-
posed by public and private insurers are untenable. Universal catastrophic coverage 
would remove both real economic cost shifting as well as the hindrance that such 
care provides to focusing on cost reduction strategies. 

 Second, some form of universal coverage is needed politically if we are going to 
do the hard work of truly dealing with health care costs. We are currently in policy 
“no man’s land” whereby we have various legal requirements and cultural expecta-
tions that mean the uninsured get some care, but not the fortitude to follow through 
with these notions and provide a system of universal coverage. That doesn’t mean 
everyone has to have the same insurance or to choose the same options, but we need 
to take one variable off of the table, the issue of persons being uninsured, so that we 
can focus on costs and quality.   

   Reform the Tax Preference of Employer Paid Health Insurance 

 This is easily the most consequential policy that we could undertake to slow cost 
in fl ation in the private market within the current system. If we were going to do one 
thing and then see what happened before taking further steps, this would be it (if we 
couldn’t agree to catastrophic coverage suggested above, for example). The Fiscal 
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Commission suggested this beginning in 2014 when the ACA exchanges will be up 
and running, and it has long been a mainstay of Republican health care plans, like 
the one offered by Senator McCain during the Presidential campaign, and the 
Patients’ Choice Act, sponsored by leading Republicans in the 111th Congress. 

 The Medicare program is ground zero for the federal budget’s unsustainability 
because it joins the demographic reality of the baby boomers with our nation’s over-
all health care cost in fl ation problem. However, a cost reduction strategy that only 
focuses on Medicare will not work for several reasons. First, around half of total 
health system spending is in the private portion of the system. We spend more pri-
vately per capita than many nations spend in total. Second, the health care delivery 
system provides care to both Medicare bene fi ciaries and the privately insured. This 
is one of the reasons that Medicare is so popular among bene fi ciaries: it assures 
them access to mainstream health care services. Third, cost control in one portion of 
the system only may lead to cost shifting to other providers, namely private insur-
ance. Some recent work on cost shifting by my co-blogger Austin Frakt who has 
resurrected a 20 year old book written by Michael Morrissey has suggested that cost 
shifting has a smaller impact than often assumed, with a larger Medicaid to private 
cost shift as compared to Medicare to private. However, there is an impact. 

 The bottom line is that that entire health care system has a cost problem, and cost 
control efforts must focus on all parts of the system. Changing the current tax pref-
erence provided to employer based insurance is the most obvious place to start to 
address costs in the private portion of the system. 

 Democrats have already voted for a de facto capping of this tax expenditure via 
the tax on high cost insurance, but the imposition of the tax was delayed until 2018 
in the Reconciliation bill that completed the ACA. Moving to directly cap the tax 
exclusion earlier and making it apply to more policies would increase the cost sav-
ing potential of the ACA. If done in concert with moving to a guaranteed universal 
catastrophic insurance scheme this is really a conversion of a now-regressive tax 
expenditure (bene fi ts high income persons more) to a more equitable distribution of 
federal support for catastrophic coverage. It would be transitioned into a progressive 
subsidy under what I suggested by providing income based premium support for 
gap insurance coverage. The goal should be to transition to the point whereby per-
sons buy health insurance with after tax dollars and income-based direct subsidies, 
regardless of the exact next steps in health reform.  

   Move to End the Medicaid Program Over the Next Decade 

 I suggest we move to end the Medicaid program and begin to transition the follow-
ing three groups of Medicaid bene fi ciaries as follows:

    Acute care Medicaid  would be covered by federally-guaranteed catastrophic cover-
age I suggest with states being responsible for premium support to purchase 
private gap insurance policies for them. There are 45–50 million such  persons, 
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and the ACA will increase this group by 16 million by 2021. These bene fi ciaries 
are numerous, but are the cheapest Medicaid bene fi ciaries on a per capita basis 
because most of them are young and relatively well.  

  The total cost of the  Dual eligible  bene fi ciaries will become the responsibility of 
Medicare, which now covers their acute care costs, while Medicaid currently 
pays for most of their long term care. There are around nine million such persons, 
and these are the most expensive persons to care for in the entire health care 
system on a per capita basis.  

   Long-term disabled  who are not eligible for Medicare will be covered by federally-
guaranteed catastrophic coverage supplemented by state-paid gap insurance. 
There are around  fi ve million such persons. This is a varied group with many 
different types of needs, and will likely be the most complicated group to transi-
tion away from Medicaid.    

 Ending Medicaid would represent a profound change in the insurance system of 
our nation and will likely be controversial for both Progressives and Conservatives. 
Progressives will worry about transitioning acute care Medicaid into the private insur-
ance market and how vulnerable persons will fare; Conservatives will worry about 
placing the entire long-term care responsibility for dual eligible seniors with the fed-
eral government. This direction is justi fi ed by a mix of policy and political reasons. 

 In policy terms, the division of responsibility for care of the dual eligibles causes 
outcomes that are suboptimal in both quality and cost terms. The proposed changes 
are warranted purely on policy grounds for the dual eligibles. 

 Other proposed Medicaid changes are motivated more directly by political con-
cerns. Conservatives seem to viscerally dislike Medicaid because it is a government 
insurance program, while Progressives believe its safety net function is vital to the 
well-being of our country. I believe the political viability of Medicaid as currently 
structured is in doubt, and that budget pressures will cause incremental reforms that 
will chip away at the safety net provided by the program. In the current climate, 
Medicaid is being looked to shoulder spending cuts in an unthoughtful manner. 
Progressives need to drive changes to the program in order to protect vulnerable 
bene fi ciaries, and there are incentives for both Progressives and Conservatives to 
transition away from the current program. 

 The logic behind the proposed changes rests in the different needs of the “three 
programs” represented within Medicaid. Those covered by  acute care Medicaid  
(45–50 million persons), most of them pregnant women and children, are relatively 
inexpensive to care for on a per capita basis. Increasingly, such bene fi ciaries have 
trouble  fi nding providers who will care for them, due to a double whammy of stigma 
(it is insurance for persons who are poor) and the fact that it pays providers below 
what Medicare pays, which is less than what private insurers pay. This has led to a 
systematic access problem for some Medicaid bene fi ciaries who have trouble 
 fi nding a physician willing to treat them. There is nothing inherently wrong with the 
structure of Medicaid; we could decide to make it the best payer of care tomorrow, 
but that of course is not going to happen. Buying them into private insurance 
policies will mainstream their care and remove a layer of cost shifting. 
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    The second portion of the Medicaid program, the  dual eligibles  (nine million 
persons) are Medicare bene fi ciaries due to their age, or because they are perma-
nently disabled, and covered by Medicaid because they are poor. Medicare should 
become responsible for all of their care, and states should no longer have any 
responsibility. These individuals are among the sickest and costliest persons in the 
health care system. Many such persons live in nursing homes, and some became 
impoverished due to paying for nursing home care, while others were poor prior to 
their entry into a nursing home. 

 The reasons to federalize all costs of the  dual eligibles  are both to improve qual-
ity as well as to incentivize one payer to reduce costs. There are numerous care 
coordination problems related to caring for dual eligibles that both increase the cost 
of their care and likely reduce the quality and appropriateness of what they receive 
that could best be addressed by making Medicare responsible for  fi nancing all of 
their care. 

 I will give two examples. 
 The  fi rst is bed-hold payments by state Medicaid programs, which are payments 

made by Medicaid to a nursing home while a dual eligible bene fi ciary is in the hos-
pital, which is paid for by Medicare. The motivation for such payments is sound—
maintaining a place for such a person to return when an acute hospitalization ends. 
However, the incentive created is for nursing homes to send patients to the hospital 
when they are very ill, and have high acuity. This is medically appropriate if there is 
a hospitalization that can address the problem being faced by the person that cannot 
be addressed in a nursing home. However, such admissions often provide little value 
to patients and in many cases may harm them, even as they drive up overall costs. 

 A related example is that  dual eligibles  living in a nursing home may be prevented 
from electing the Medicare hospice bene fi t due to the interaction of their state’s 
Medicaid nursing home rules and Medicare hospice regulations (Medicaid hospice 
policies differ by state). Around nine in ten Medicare bene fi ciaries who receive hos-
pice do so in their homes. For many dual eligibles, the nursing home is their home. 
However, in some states, electing the Medicare hospice bene fi ts affects the person’s 
Medicaid status, causing them to have to pay for the room and board portion of the 
nursing home bill (most of it) while they receive Medicare- fi nanced hospice bene fi ts. 
The impact of this policy is shown by the fact that Medicaid decedents who die in a 
nursing home have a lower probability of using hospice prior to death than do others, 
even though the care hospice offers would be relevant to most of them. 

 For the sickest, most vulnerable members of society, having one insurer respon-
sible for all of their care is the best way to improve the quality and appropriateness 
of their care, and perhaps to reduce the overall cost by reducing the incentives for 
one government payer to shift costs to the other. 

 The third portion of the Medicaid program are the  long-term disabled  ( fi ve mil-
lion persons) who are not eligible for Medicare, which means they are younger than 
age 65. This group would include those with mental and intellectual disabilities and 
those with long-term physical disability due to a catastrophic event such as a stroke 
or spinal cord injury. The most reasonable strategy would be for states to retain the 
responsibility for acute care gap insurance (they will be covered by federally 
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 guaranteed catastrophic coverage) purchased in exchanges. The federal government 
could provide a subsidy to states for the additional care and services needed for this 
relatively small, but very vulnerable patient group. I am open to suggestions on how 
this group can best be provided with the services they will need for years, and in 
some cases, decades. 

 The use of Medicaid as a coverage expansion vehicle in the ACA was under-
standable, but I believe that the long-term political future of Medicaid is in doubt 
and that Progressives should lead the drive to transition away from it as a program. 
Moving to end the Medicaid program in a manner that ensures that the needs of 
bene fi ciaries is provided for would remove an entire layer of cost shifting, and end 
a program that is tainted by the stigma of being associated as a poor people’s insur-
ance. Proposals to block grant Medicaid do not account for the distinct nature of the 
three “programs” within Medicaid, and it is best to move proactively to modernize 
and improve the Medicaid program than it is to let it die by a thousand cuts. Under 
a “slow death” scenario for the Medicaid program, dual eligible and long-term dis-
abled bene fi ciaries would be those most at risk due to their high needs and the per 
capita cost of their care.  

   Expand Medicare’s Ability to Be an Active Purchaser 

 Medicare has long been a passive payer, and essentially covers all non experimental 
services that are agreed to between provider and patient. We need to take a variety 
of steps to empower the Medicare program to exert more purchasing authority over 
what it pays for, and in doing so begin to incorporate an expectation of patients 
receiving value for all that Medicare purchases. These three questions need to 
become front and center in all that Medicare does:

   Does it improve quality of life?  
  Does it extend lifespan?  
  How much does it cost?    

 Only by pulling together such information and using it to inform Medicare payment 
and coverage decisions can we truly begin to reduce health care expenditures over 
that level that would be expected under the status quo. Consequential policies to 
address such questions head on would have direct effects on Medicare and might be 
expected to have spillover effects into private insurance. Such changes in Medicare 
are needed regardless of whether we adopt a universal catastrophic coverage 
approach or not, and are likely even more important if we simply move ahead with 
implementing exchanges absent a shift toward universal catastrophic coverage that 
I have suggested. In short, regardless of the exact structure of any system moving 
forward, private health insurers will likely  fi nd it politically dif fi cult to limit their 
coverage of nonproductive care if Medicare continues to cover such care. 

 A few concrete ideas. 
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   Expand the Authority of the Independent Payment Advisory Board 

 The idea of Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) is to empower a board of 
experts that is granted authority to make Medicare policy in a manner that is insu-
lated from Congress. As passed in the ACA, it can only propose changes in payment 
rates under limited circumstances. I would greatly expand the IPAB to allow it to 
systematically look at both coverage and payment rates and methods. After watch-
ing the debt-ceiling “debate,” it seems noncontroversial to me that Congress is inca-
pable of making the very dif fi cult decisions that will be required to address health 
care costs in a reasoned manner, and that a model of experts making detailed assess-
ments with Congress maintaining an ability to vote up or down on their recommen-
dations is the best way to make Medicare a more active purchaser of health care. 

 For example, IPAB could focus on common and expensive diseases for the 
Medicare population, such as congestive heart failure (CHF) and apply the de fi nition 
of value that I provided earlier: does it improve quality of life? Does it extend life? 
How much does it cost? Answers to these three questions are needed, along with 
broad discussion to decide if a particular treatment is “worth it.” 

 Results from such a review could produce different layers of changes. For example, 
treatments that are shown to be nonproductive could be deemed to be ones that are not 
generally paid for by Medicare under certain circumstances. Others which are margin-
ally productive could be paid for with a higher out of pocket cost share, or could be 
subject to reference pricing meaning the payment of a lesser amount that is equal to a 
more proven therapy that is less expensive. Providers would have to accept the lesser 
reimbursement for the procedure or treatment. There should be no limitation placed 
on what individuals can spend their own money on, but this would be setting explicit 
limits on what public money would cover in certain circumstances. The details of 
working this out are obviously important, but the default is that we never get to the 
details because we constantly avoid the dif fi cult decisions in health care. 

 IPAB focuses on Medicare, but could have an impact on cost in the overall health 
care system. Recall the story from Chap.   6     about Blue Cross Blue Shield of NC 
being unable to carry through on their plans to limit access to a type of surgery. At 
least part of the story was that Medicare pays for the surgery with virtually no ques-
tions asked, so then how could a private insurance company move to limit access to 
the procedure? Reducing health care costs will require either less care be provided 
and/or providers be paid less for care on a per capita basis as compared to the 
default case. We must develop an ability for someone to be able to say no, or we will 
not address health care costs.  

   Give the Kitchen Sink Approach to Improving Quality 
and Reducing Costs a Chance to Work 

 The ACA has numerous pilot projects that are designed to test new models of health 
care that could move us away from our current fee for service-driven system and 
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toward one with different incentives (away for incentivizing illness and intense 
medical treatment). The key to best using the various tests of models and approaches 
in the ACA is to depoliticize them. Some things will work, some will fail. That is 
why we are trying new approaches. We need to move these inevitable tinkerings 
into the realm of policy and out (somewhat) of the realm of politics. Examples 
include the Of fi ce of Dual Eligibles, pilot projects on new approaches to delivering 
concurrent palliative and hospice care (delivery of such care without a patient hav-
ing to unelect curative treatments), the development of new models of care delivery 
like Accountable Care Organizations (ACO) and the like. 

 The biggest hindrance to being able to learn from any of these demonstrations at 
this point is the politicization of health reform. Both parties need a way to take 
some credit for health reform, and most importantly to have some responsibility for 
taking the next steps to address costs. This would enable us to best use new 
information.  

   Experimentation with Competitive Bidding 

 Competitive bidding aims to bring market forces to bear on health care costs and 
quality through insurance companies competing for business. The big idea of the 
ACA is to provide governmental subsidy to enable the purchase of health insurance 
that varies by income with patients choosing among options to harness competition. 
At the big picture level, there seems to be some similarity between the exchanges in 
the ACA and the proposal by Rep. Paul Ryan to transition Medicare to a private 
insurance system in which bene fi ciaries purchase their own coverage using a gov-
ernment-provided voucher. The idea of competitive bidding was given added politi-
cal credence in December 2011 when Rep. Ryan and Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) 
endorsed a competitive bidding approach for Medicare that would maintain tradi-
tional (fee for service) Medicare as an option. This was a departure from Rep. Ryan’s 
earlier proposal that was passed in a budget instruction by the House of Representatives 
in April 2011 which would eventually end traditional Medicare, but that proposal 
had no chance of enactment, and was not even taken up by the committees in the 
House of Representatives that would have had to complete the details. 

 In policy terms, competitive bidding is an old idea, but in the political realm, the 
joining of a Democratic and Republican elected of fi cial to support a consequential 
health reform is big news. 

 There are two problems in getting to the bottom of the similarities and the differ-
ences of a variety of health reform plans that use the phrase competitive bidding 
and/or premium support: language and the details. 

 I distinguish three approaches to purchasing private health insurance with support 
from the government to defray the cost. They may seem similar, but are very differ-
ent in reality. And within each of these three varieties noted below, there are innu-
merable policy distinctions that could be made. Within the broad category of premium 
support, the version below that I term competitive bidding is an idea worth trying, in 
both the elderly and nonelderly population. The other two are probably not. 
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 The  fi rst approach is the use of an  Equal Value Voucher . An equal value voucher 
is when everyone gets the same amount of money to go and purchase health insur-
ance. The main effect of such an approach is to  fi x the total cost to the federal gov-
ernment, and essentially to shift cost differences to individuals. This is not being 
actively proposed by anyone as a Medicare policy, but this is similar conceptually to 
block granting the Medicaid program to the states. The federal government would 
 fi x their cost and shift the remainder to the states in the case of Medicaid, or to the 
patient if you had an equal value voucher proposal. 

 The second approach is an  Administratively Set Voucher . This is where an amount 
is provided to people that enables them to purchase private health insurance, but the 
key detail—how much money is provided to purchase insurance—is set administra-
tively as opposed to by market forces. The current Medicare Advantage program, 
and really all earlier variants of Medicare HMOs were administratively set vouch-
ers. The amount of money provided was determined in relation to the average 
adjusted per capita cost (AAPCC) of Medicare in a given county; it was set at 95% 
of AAPCC for two decades in an attempt to reduce costs until the mid-2000s, when 
the amounts were greatly increased with a policy goal of increasing participation in 
private plans. However, the amounts were still administratively determined. A com-
pany that could provide care cheaper than the value of the voucher simply pockets 
the difference as pro fi t. 

 Rep. Paul Ryan’s plan passed by the House in April 2011 to transition over time 
away from the current Medicare program and toward a system of providing money 
for the elderly to purchase private health insurance is also an administratively set 
voucher program. In fact, his linking of the amount provided to the elderly in the 
future to purchase health insurance to overall in fl ation, which grows much less 
slowly than health care in fl ation, shows what can happen with an administratively 
set voucher program: the value and therefore purchasing power of the voucher 
would greatly erode over time. 

  Competitive bidding  occurs when the amount of a voucher provided to a patient 
with which to purchase private health insurance is determined by the actual cost of 
an insurance policy that covered a set of services (de fi ned bene fi ts) in a given health 
care market. This price would differ by market, and would be set through competi-
tive bidding, in which insurance companies were each seeking as much business as 
possible. Setting the voucher amount at the price at which the lowest bid company 
was covering the speci fi ed bene fi t package would incentivize other insurance com-
panies to aim to provide better care for less money and therefore gain market share. 
Insurers could compete on provider network, wellness programs, or internal 
ef fi ciency. If insurers charged a higher premium than this competitive bid standard 
for a given area, the patient would have to be willing to pay the extra amount if they 
wanted to sign up for the higher priced plan, as the government would only pay the 
lowest bid amount in a given market. If properly constructed, cost could drop and 
quality could increase. 

 The ACA exchanges are the closest thing we have to competitive bidding at this 
point, although there are worries that the premium subsidies provided in the out 
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years could erode under some circumstances. Competitive bidding is a good thing 
to try in the exchanges, and it also a reasonable thing to try in Medicare. The key is 
that the amount of premium subsidy provided to patients must be set by the cost of 
an actual reference health insurance policy that is readily available in a given 
market. 

 Senator Wyden and Rep. Ryan’s plan proposed in December 2011 may fall in the 
competitive bidding realm, because of how the amount provided by government to 
Medicare bene fi ciaries would not be set administratively, but would be set via a bid-
ding process between private insurance companies (note: the details are important 
and the plan is not in legislative language as of this writing). Further, this proposal 
would maintain traditional Medicare, though it would have to live under the limits 
of the competitive bidding framework as well, with patients receiving cash pay-
ments if plans (or traditional Medicare) were able to provide health care to their 
covered population for less than the competitively determined bid amount, and 
being expected to pay more if the premium was higher. 

 Competitive bidding should be the standard in the exchanges as well as for any 
private options in the Medicare program. Both “sides” of the current political debate 
are hypocritical. If competitive bidding is good and acceptable for the ACA 
exchanges, then why would it not be acceptable as an option in Medicare, and vice 
versa? Competitive bidding could probably be implemented in some fashion even if 
we adopted a guaranteed catastrophic insurance plan that I suggest. An insurance 
company could receive the same premium necessary to purchase the federally guar-
anteed catastrophic coverage, and this option of choosing a private insurance com-
pany for all care could be made available. 

 In policy terms, something like Wyden–Ryan will likely be adopted one day in 
Medicare, for both political and policy reasons. I used to call for an end to private 
insurance options in Medicare. However, having no private insurance option in 
Medicare is a fantasy of the left, just as having no public option (traditional 
Medicare) is a fantasy of the right. Given that there will likely be some sort of pri-
vate insurance option in Medicare along with a public one, I think that some version 
of premium support based on competitive bidding could be better than our current 
Medicare Advantage program. And we must do something. The Wyden/Ryan plan 
continues that part of the conversation. 

 It is true that Rep. Ryan moved to the center from his initial Medicare proposal, 
but that only means he moved away from his fantasy with respect to Medicare, as 
have I. However, I am unable to give a  fi nal grade to the Wyden/Ryan proposal 
without knowing what we will do to expand coverage (or not) for people under the 
age of 65, while seeking to slow costs and improve quality. If Wyden/Ryan were a 
part of a deal that also adopted a compromise to modify and implement the ACA, 
then this is potentially a way forward (but more details are needed). Rep. Ryan con-
tinues to maintain an inconsistent rhetorical stance since the introduction of Wyden–
Ryan in December, 2011: arguing that exchanges are a key aspect of Medicare 
reform, while also being terrible for the US health care system for persons who are 
younger than age 65.   
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   Medical Malpractice Reform 

 Medical malpractice reform is a perennial campaign issue for Conservatives, often 
sold as a panacea for  fi xing the cost problems of our health care system. This is a 
common view among physicians as well. Last year I spoke in an annual meeting of 
a medical specialist society, and there were innumerable physicians convinced that 
capping noneconomic damages in lawsuits would reduce health care spending by 
one- fi fth overnight (a recent op-ed on the subject making this claim was  fl oating 
about). I kept asking the physicians asserting this if that meant their income would 
drop by one  fi fth overnight given that payments to physicians are the second largest 
category of medical expenditures in the nation? They looked at me like I had three 
heads in a way that said “that is not what we had in mind!” I bet. 

 In reality, medical malpractice is a far better campaign issue than it is a policy 
that could revolutionize health care costs. However, Progressives should take this 
campaign issue away from Conservatives by enacting malpractice reform, both 
because there are big problems with this aspect of our system as well to render the 
issue politically moot. 

 A malpractice lawsuit claims that a doctor treated a patient negligently, that this 
treatment caused harm, and it seeks monetary compensation. Negligence means that 
a physician failed to provide the standard of care expected by the prevailing medical 
custom. Juries decide cases that are tried, but most cases are settled or dropped. 
Lawyers get paid (typically 35%) only when they win or settle a case. 

 A successful malpractice system would protect patients from harm via a deter-
rent effect of lawsuits, compensate patients for harm and exact justice. In addition, 
a good system would protect physicians from frivolous suits, identify substandard 
physicians so that medical licensure boards could remediate them or remove their 
licenses and provide a clear signal to insurers regarding the risk of insuring a 
physician. 

 Our malpractice system does none of these well. 
 Some basic facts: About four in ten lawsuits are  fi led when there is no physician 

error. Such cases usually do not result in awards but are stressful to physicians. 
However, only two in 100 cases of truly negligent care result in malpractice claims 
being  fi led, leaving the vast majority of the worst care unaddressed. And when neg-
ligent care is identi fi ed via a suit, the compensation for harm is inef fi cient, with 55 
cents being spent administering the system for each dollar paid to injured patients. 

 The result is physicians who feel under assault from the malpractice lottery, 
patients who remain at risk of substandard care, and injured persons who may not 
receive enough compensation. 

 Malpractice increases costs primarily through defensive medicine—the ordering 
of unnecessary tests, consultations and procedures designed to demonstrate care 
and caution to use as a defense if a physician issued. Defensive medicine is esti-
mated to increase system costs by 1–9%. At 5%, this would amount to $125 billion 
per year. I suspect that actual savings from even the most robust malpractice reform 
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would be far less, primarily because there are multiple motivations for what is 
termed defensive medicine, including habit, monetary incentive and a culture that 
assumes more is better. 

 Even though addressing it is no cost-saving panacea, malpractice reform that is 
responsive to physician concerns is a crucial stepping stone to the type of compre-
hensive reforms that are needed to achieve a sustainable health care system. We 
must slow the rate of growth in health care costs, and it will take big changes 
throughout the system. We will not achieve this without the buy-in of doctors, whose 
professional judgment runs the health care system. 

 My experience with physicians who are colleagues and friends suggests that, 
though physicians differ in many ways, they have one similarity: an obsession with 
getting sued. I think this is borne of the cost (time and money) of their training and 
the fear that one lawsuit could take it all away. I have heard many physicians say 
that, although income is important to them, what they really would like is to practice 
medicine as a calling and not to constantly worry about getting sued and paying 
high malpractice premiums. We should take them up on this offer. 

 First, we should adopt a series of reforms discussed during the ACA debate and 
scored by the CBO as providing around $54 billion in de fi cit reduction over 10 
years that provides for a federal cap on noneconomic damages in lawsuits among 
other things (the AMA endorses a $250,000 cap). In return, all persons need to be 
insured with at least catastrophic coverage, reducing the pressure of having to sue to 
obtain money needed to  fi nance care for a person rendered uninsurable due to an 
injury. 

 Second, we need to transition from addressing medical errors via an oppositional 
system toward one focused on patient safety and learning from mistakes. This open-
ness is impossible in the current system. As part of this change, the medical profes-
sion would have to take more seriously the policing of its own. 

 Third, we should reconsider how liability insurance is provided. Many factors 
related to rising malpractice premiums have nothing to do with claims experience, 
including investment losses of insurance companies, insurance losses in other sec-
tors and marketing behavior in which insurers cut premiums to gain market share 
only to raise them rapidly later to avoid insolvency. We need stable insurance that 
reduces physician worry, is consistent with a patient safety approach, and compen-
sates injury ef fi ciently. 

 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we need physicians to lead the way in 
systematically reconsidering how medicine is practiced in the United States. We 
cannot afford the current system, and we are not getting our money’s worth from 
what we spend. Currently, any large change in the system would be met by most 
physicians with the retort: What about lawsuits? 

 No nation has succeeded in major reform without supportive physicians. The 
only way to get from here to there is to give physicians a substantial victory in the 
area of malpractice and then to appeal to their professionalism and sense of calling 
to care for patients in helping us create a sustainable health care system.  
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   Cap Federal Health Spending Backstopped 
by a Tax-Based Fail Safe 

 The Fiscal Commission adopted a series of health policy recommendations most nota-
bly suggesting a budget cap on combined federal health care spending: Medicare, 
Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, Federal Employees Health 
Bene fi ts (FEHB), TRICARE (which covers families of active duty military personnel), 
the ACA exchange subsidies, and the cost of the tax exclusion for health care. They 
propose that beginning in 2020, this total federal expenditure and subsidy of health 
care be limited to grow not faster than 1 percentage point faster than the entire econ-
omy (GDP plus 1 percentage point). If such a rate of cost in fl ation in all federal health 
spending were not achieved after 2020, then Congress would be required to enact addi-
tional policies to slow cost growth in the overall federal contribution to health care. 

 I believe this is a good policy to apply a cap to total federal health spending, 
whatever the eventual makeup of those categories may be (I have suggested ending 
Medicaid, for example). However, I suggest adding a second-step trigger should 
these cost growth targets not be met—an increase in the payroll tax, implemented 
on wage earners above the median wage and applying to all wages earned if this 
target (no greater than GDP growth plus 1 percentage point) is not met  and  further 
attempts to slow the rate of health care cost growth fail. The tax would be paid only 
by the employee, and not the employer. The amount of such a tax would be deter-
mined by the magnitude of the cost overrun, but for placeholder purposes, I would 
suggest a tax of 0.5% of payroll, applied to the top half of the wage distribution. 

 The point of such a tax is to put in place a clear choice for the public. We can set 
target growth rates for total health care spending, and say that we want to address 
health care costs but we seem to hate any policy with a chance to actually slow such 
costs. By setting the growth rate in total federal health care spending at 1 percentage 
point above the GDP growth rate, we are saying our federal spending on health care 
will grow faster than everything else in our economy, but that there are limits. If we 
don’t reach our growth goal, then Congress and the President can put in place poli-
cies that will constrain the growth of federal spending. However, if history is a 
predictor of the future, there will be a backlash and it will be hard to constrain health 
care cost growth. In that case, we will simply have to pay more in taxes to support 
cost in fl ation above the growth target. Such a tax, implemented only after policies 
to constrain growth are tried (or not), will provide us with a very clear choice: con-
tinued inability to slow health care cost growth will have to be paid for via higher 
taxes. The goal of my suggested policy is to make the choice clear and real.  

   I Do Not Favor Raising the Medicare Age 

 I do not suggest raising the Medicare age as a policy option, because it mostly shifts, 
and doesn’t reduce costs. Removing the youngest and therefore healthiest sliver of the 
Medicare program will not revolutionize the cost of the program, but would shift some 
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costs from the federal budget onto bene fi ciaries or to another aspect of the federal 
government (income-based premium support, for example). In fact, recent analysis sug-
gests that doing this will increase overall health care spending, because all such a policy 
does is to move persons out of the largest risk pool (Medicare) into a smaller one. 

    As a stand-alone policy, there is no doubt that raising the Medicare eligibility age 
is a bad one. And doing so assumes the implementation of exchanges under the ACA. 
However, I am open to raising the Medicare age in a manner that equalizes it with the 
Social Security retirement age as part of a broader political deal that either brings 
about federally guaranteed universal catastrophic coverage or an agreement to move 
ahead with implementation of the ACA that makes reform the responsibility of both 
parties. For many Conservatives, a move such as this one is a strong signal of serious-
ness in addressing long range health care cost problems. As I say, I don’t think they 
are correct, but there is a policy logic of increasing the age along with Social Security 
increases given that they have been linked for so long. In the end, I would potentially 
agree to this, so long as what is gained in return is consequential enough. 

 If we did raise the Medicare eligibility age, it would work as follows. Increase the 
Medicare eligibility age by 2 months/year beginning in 2014 until it reaches age 67 
in 2025. A person who turns 65 on January 1, 2014 would be eligible for Medicare 
on March 1, 2014. A person turning 65 on January 1, 2015 would be eligible on May 
1, 2015 and so on. This will not revolutionize the cost structure of the Medicare pro-
gram, and in fact will remove the actuarially cheapest patients from the program (the 
youngest). 2014 is key, because that is when the exchanges will be up and running. 

 The Social Security retirement age is already set to increase in this manner as set 
by the Social Security changes adopted in 1983. Historically, the age for Medicare 
eligibility and full retirement (you can retire currently at age 62 and receive a lower 
Social Security bene fi t) have been the same and this change would continue that prac-
tice. Doing so would reduce Medicare outlays by around $100 billion over 10 years 
according to the CBO, but would have a far larger reduction in federal spending in 
later years once the eligibility age was 67 while it is now projected to be 65. However, 
if this change is made in isolation, it simply shifts costs and doesn’t reduce them.  

   The Way Forward 

 We need a series of changes to the ACA that allow it to stop being the symbol of 
political toxicity, and transform it into a bipartisan vehicle to address the health care 
cost problem that is at the heart of our nation’s long-term  fi scal woes. Slowing the 
rate of health care cost in fl ation relative to the rest of the economy compared to 
historical trends is a necessary, but not suf fi cient condition to ever achieving a bal-
anced budget. We need to act soon, and the ACA is the only viable reform vehicle 
that we have. Reaching such a compromise along the lines that I suggest would 
allow both parties to receive some credit, and most importantly, would mean that 
both parties share responsibility for seeking to address health care costs while 
addressing the related problems of coverage and quality. This must occur for us to 
have any chance to ever have a balanced budget again.       
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 Social Security is  fi rst and foremost a retirement income program that provides 
other, less well-known protections, such as income support for children if a parent 
dies, and disability insurance. Fifty-six million people receive bene fi ts from Social 
Security, with 69% of them being retired workers and their families, 12% being 
survivors of deceased workers, while 19% are disabled persons or their children. 

 The program is the cornerstone of the safety net in the United States, and perhaps 
most importantly de fi nes the income below which we will let no elderly person fall. 
Prior to the advent of the program in the 1930s, more than half of the nation’s 
elderly lived in poverty, while today fewer than one in ten do. Around 15% of all 
elderly persons have no source of income other than Social Security, and one in four 
depend upon it for 90% of their income. Therefore, a predictably functioning and 
sustainable Social Security system is among the top Progressive priorities. 

 Many Progressives view any discussion of reforms to the program with fear and 
trepidation. It seems as though we think that discussing the need for reform or com-
paring the various options somehow places the program at risk. This is especially 
true because the program can pay the scheduled bene fi ts for another 25 years with 
no changes. So why entertain a discussion of policy options that, once begun, could 
lead to program changes that are not to the liking of Progressives? 

 It is a fair question. I believe that there are several bene fi ts to moving sooner 
rather than later to reform Social Security.

   The program must be eventually be reformed because the taxes to be collected do 
not match the promised bene fi ts over the next 75 years. The shortfall is equal 
around 0.7% of GDP over this time period. In 25 years, this shortfall will cause 
a precipitous drop in bene fi ts of 20–25% absent action. Moving now to reform 
the system provides more time for changes to take hold, allowing Progressives 
to argue for changes that strengthen the program in line with Progressive 
priorities.  

  There is no guarantee that Progressives will be in a better political situation at some 
later point when Social Security reform may be completed.  

    Chapter 8   
 Social Security                 
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  Because Social Security provides cash to bene fi ciaries that are indexed in some way 
or another to in fl ation, it is a very predictable program. Cost savings from health 
care reform (whether via the Affordable Care Act or any alternative that may be 
developed) will be far more speculative and unpredictable, simply because it is 
more complicated to purchase health care than it is to mail checks. If we arrive 
at a bipartisan Social Security reform agreement, then it can be expected to work 
roughly as planned, truly taking Social Security “off the table” and allowing us 
to focus on health care costs.  

  Finally, moving with a serious reform of the program may also provide opportunities 
to argue more broadly for general tax increases that will be necessary if we are 
to achieve a long-range balanced budget. In one sense, if Progressives move 
now to reform Social Security, they will call the bluff of Republicans who believe 
that we are afraid to move  fi rst in reforming our sacred cow. By doing so, 
Progressives will expose Republican unwillingness to consider theirs: the raising 
of taxes that will inevitably be a part of any long-range plan that produces a 
balanced budget.    

   Principles for Social Security Reform 

 There are several key principles for Social Security reform. First, all changes need 
to be clear and understandable to all generations. Second, we should increase the 
minimum retirement bene fi t, or the  fl oor below which no elderly person shall be 
allowed to fall. Third, we must increase the tax revenue  fl owing into the program. 
Fourth, we should reduce bene fi ts for higher wage retirees. Fifth, we should reduce 
bene fi ts for all bene fi ciaries by linking their growth over time to general in fl ation 
and not wages. Via a mixture of bene fi t reductions and tax increases, we can make 
the Social Security program able to pay the newly identi fi ed promised bene fi ts over 
the long run without raising the full retirement age.  

   The Nature of the Problem 

 The problem facing Social Security is purely demographic. The movement of the 
baby boom generation into eligibility for the program means there will not be 
enough workers paying payroll taxes at current tax rates to allow for the bene fi ts 
promised in current bene fi t schedules to be paid. This is not a new problem, but has 
been inevitable since the mid-1970s when it was clear that the birth rates of the late 
1940s to the mid-1960s indeed represented a “boom.” There is simply a  fi nancial 
shortfall between the taxes that fund Social Security and the schedule of bene fi ts 
that are due to be paid over the next 75 years. 

 While life expectancy has risen since the advent of Social Security in 1935, that is 
not the primary reason that there is a long-range Social Security  fi nancing problem. 
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The biggest problem is no more complicated than the baby boomers had fewer 
children than did their parents. Social Security (like Medicare) is a pay as you go 
program which means that current workers pay payroll taxes to  fi nance the retire-
ment costs of current retirees. Paying into the system gives one a right to later 
collect bene fi ts, but this is a social contract, not an annuity contract. In 2000, there 
were around four persons paying payroll taxes for each Social Security bene fi ciary; 
in 2030, there will only be 2.4. 

 The current unfunded Social Security liability—or the amount by which current 
promised bene fi ts are larger than current anticipated taxes—is around 0.7% of GDP 
over the next 75 years. By comparison, the unfunded liability of the current Medicare 
program absent changes for the next 75 years is on the order of 4–5% of GDP, a 
much larger problem. To provide further context, the current Social Security payroll 
tax is 12.4% of all wages up to $106,800. If the payroll tax were raised immediately 
to 13.98% of payroll up to $106,800, and this rate remained constant and the wage 
to which the tax is applied is updated as scheduled for the next 75 years, the shortfall 
would be completely made up. 

 In public policy, it is always good to keep in mind the default option. What hap-
pens if we do nothing? In the case of Social Security, it means an across the board 
bene fi t cut on the order of 20–25% in around 25 years. The reason is that starting 
in 2010, less money in payroll taxes  fl owed into Social Security than was paid out in 
bene fi ts. This meant that Social Security had to begin redeeming special treasury 
bonds that were purchased by the federal government with excess (more than 
bene fi ts to be paid out) Social Security payroll taxes in the past. When more money 
 fl owed into Social Security than needed for bene fi ts, the surplus was used to under-
write the federal government’s debt. Essentially, the right hand loaned the left hand 
money, to be paid back later. For the next quarter of a century, Social Security will 
receive this money back in order to pay bene fi ts. This process will continue until 
there are no longer any treasury bonds earmarked to Social Security remaining, 
which should happen in about 2037 according to the latest CBO estimates. 

 Under current law, once this occurs bene fi ts paid out must equal the payroll taxes 
that  fl ow in during a given year, which will require the large bene fi t cut noted. 
Should this take place, in the worst year (year with biggest shortfall sometime in the 
mid-2040s), payroll tax revenues will be able to cover about 75–80% of the cur-
rently promised Social Security bene fi ts, according to the CBO. This is the default 
way that Social Security’s  fi nancing problem will be dealt with: a substantial cut in 
bene fi ts in about 25 years and continuing thereafter. 

 This is where the politics come in, and where both Conservatives and Progressives 
have it wrong on Social Security. 

 One the one hand, Conservatives typically overstate the magnitude of the problems 
facing the program. Many political speeches given by Conservatives on the federal 
budget often make some sort of joke or assertion whose punch line is that workers in 
their 20s and 30s who are today paying payroll taxes will receive  nothing  from Social 
Security. This is an absurd overstatement that is not based in fact. In fact, if we did 
nothing to Social Security, then bene fi ts would be cut to around 75% of their current 
level in about 25 years; not my preferred choice, but a far cry from nothing. 
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 Progressives often assert that Social Security reform is not a top priority because 
it faces a smaller problem than does Medicare, or because the program can pay the 
scheduled bene fi ts for the next quarter of a century. While both of these statements 
are true, they miss the negatives of waiting and the positives of moving sooner to 
reform the program. If we wait for a debt-driven crisis in the future to address the 
program shortfalls, there will be fewer options and austere cuts will be more likely 
to occur. Likewise, beginning inevitable reforms sooner provides more options and 
allows for changes to be gradual, and leave the opportunity for improving Social 
Security in such as increasing the minimum bene fi t. Progressives often seem think 
that discussion of Social Security reform is a danger to the program and seem to 
think that delaying discussion of reforms that are inevitable is protecting the system. 
In fact, delaying action to address the problems of Social Security likely puts the 
program at greater risk because of the uncertainty of the makeup of any future 
Congress and White House that will someday have to take up the issue, perhaps in 
the midst of a debt-driven crisis with little leeway.  

   What About Life Expectancy Gains? 

 A great deal of the rhetoric arguing for the need for Social Security reform invokes 
increases in life expectancy since the program was initiated in 1935. The logic goes 
that since the life expectancy of the population has increased since the program 
began, shouldn’t the age of eligibility for bene fi ts also increase? Of course the full 
retirement age will begin to rise slowly in 2014 (2 months/year) until it is 67 in 2025. 
However, many argue for a further increase in the retirement age for full bene fi ts. 

 In response, it has been pointed out that life expectancy gains have not been uni-
form across the population, and that gains for lower income persons have been much 
more modest than have the gains for higher income persons. This is a factually 
non-controversial assertion; the top 50% of the income distribution has experienced 
a far larger increase in expected age at death than have those workers in the bottom 
half of the income distribution. This means that an increase in the age of expected full 
retirement bene fi ts under Social Security will disproportionately harm lower income 
workers because they will have a shorter period of time collecting bene fi ts than will 
higher wage workers. However, that is true today when the Social Security retire-
ment age is 65 and would be true even if the Social Security full retirement age were 
decreased due to the fact that persons with lower income die younger, on average. 

 It is a classic example of how many of the political and policy debates are not 
discussions at all, but simply amount to different groups repeating their preferred 
fact over and over and saying it supports their preferred policy option. It is undoubt-
edly true that life expectancy has risen since Social Security was introduced many 
years ago. It is also undoubtedly true that lower income workers have not seen their 
life expectancy increase by as much as higher income workers. 

 The  fi nancing problem facing Social Security is not primarily driven by life 
expectancy changes one way or another, but instead by the decline in the number of 
workers paying payroll taxes per bene fi ciary. So, which ever fact about life expectancy 
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that you  fi nd most compelling (it has increased; not as fast for the poor, etc.), it 
doesn’t really provide a complete answer for how to shore up Social Security over 
the long run.  

   Speci fi c Social Security Reforms 

 There are two ways to extend the ability of Social Security to pay out its promised 
bene fi ts: either increase the taxes  fl owing in or reduce the promised bene fi t levels; 
of course a mixture of these two strategies could be used. There are a variety of 
detailed plans that would extend the solvency of the Social Security program, typi-
cally employing a variety of policy changes that include the raising of some taxes 
and the curtailing of some bene fi ts. Below I provide an outline of my preferred solu-
tion for  fi xing Social Security and taking it off the table; the cost estimates given are 
based on a CBO analysis of different options to reform Social Security. 

 The overall calculus needed to  fi x Social Security is a mixture of increased taxes 
and reduced bene fi ts minus any expansion of bene fi ts to add up to around a 0.7% of 
GDP over the next 75 years. Some of the policies I suggest actually increase the cost 
of Social Security over this period, which simply means that offsetting increases in 
revenues or decreases in certain bene fi ts must be identi fi ed to bring the program into 
balance. 

   Expand the Safety Net by Enhancing Low Income Earner’s 
Bene fi ts on the Basis of Years Worked 

 The bene fi ts provided by Social Security are modest, and many elders rely solely 
or nearly so on Social Security payments. This is why the across the board bene fi t 
cut that would occur in 2037 in the absence of any reform would be so devastating. 
By reforming Social Security now, we can expand the minimum bene fi t for low 
income workers by giving them increased credit for years worked. This essentially 
raises the bene fi ts that such workers will receive. CBO estimates that this would 
cost around 0.3% of GDP over the next 75 years. That means I have added to the 
problem right off the bat, and must do even more in the way of increased taxes and/or 
reductions in other bene fi ts.  

   Increase the Amount to Which the Social Security 
Payroll Tax Is Applied 

 To make up the shortfall (which is on the order of 1.0% of GDP over the next 75 
years after increasing the minimum bene fi t), I would suggest raising the wage cap 
to which the OASDI payroll tax applies. 
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 This tax increase is reenacting the essence of the 1983 Greenspan Commission 
policy that extended the actuarial balance of the of the Social Security program until 
2037: apply the Social Security payroll tax (OASDI) to all wages of nine in ten 
Americans (the 90th percentile of wages). In 2010, the OASDI payroll tax is applied 
to the  fi rst $106,800 of wages, which is approximately the 83rd percentile of US 
wages. So what happened between 1983 and today? 

 During the past quarter century, salaries of the highest wage earners have risen 
much faster than average earnings, but the rate of increase in average earnings has 
been used to update the wage limit that is subjected to the OASDI payroll tax. In 
2012, the scheduled maximum to which the OASDI payroll tax will be applied is 
$113,700; the 90th percentile of wages will be around $156,000 in 2012. This of 
course is an increase in taxes. I believe that it is worth it to ensure full payment of 
Social Security bene fi ts for elderly persons with no other source of retirement 
income. And it is further worth it to me to ensure that persons with private sources 
of retirement have a predictable amount of retirement income that is not dependent 
upon the state of the stock market at the time they retire. Finally, the increase in 
taxes will expand the bene fi ts of higher income workers because the Social Security 
bene fi t formula provides for higher returns given higher payment of payroll taxes. 

 This would add around 0.2% of GDP to the equation, so puts me needing to 
identify around 0.8% of GDP in increased taxes and/or reduced bene fi ts to achieve 
balance.  

   Reduce Initial Bene fi ts for Higher Income Persons 

 To do this I would lower the initial bene fi t formula for the top half of the earnings 
distribution, which would add around 0.4% of GDP to Social Security. This would 
amount to a bene fi t cut for persons in the top half of the income distribution. This 
leaves me with 0.4% of GDP that still needs to be made up.  

   Change How Bene fi ts Are Calculated and Updated 
for All Bene fi ciaries 

 There are a variety of policy options to change how bene fi ts are updated or indexed 
over time. Doing so amounts to a cut in bene fi ts as compared to the currently prom-
ised bene fi ts and I propose doing this to partly bring the Social Security program 
into long-range actuarial balance. The two options I propose are changing the way 
bene fi ts are currently calculated and replacing that with a two-part formula to deter-
mine initial bene fi ts (which will provide 0.2% of GDP). The second option is to 
change how bene fi ts are updated, or indexed by linking this to overall in fl ation 
instead of to wages (the so-called chained CPI-U), which also results in a bene fi t 
reduction that will yield 0.2% of GDP. These bene fi t reductions would be offset for 
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lower wage earners by the increase in minimum bene fi t noted above. This mixture 
of bene fi t reductions and tax increases would put the Social Security system on a 
strong footing for the next 75 years.   

   Do Not Raise the Full Retirement Age 

 I would prefer to achieve actuarial balance for the Social Security program without 
raising the full retirement age above the slow increase already planned that will 
make the retirement age 67 in 2025. CBO has estimated that raising the full retirement 
age to 68 would make up around 0.1% of GDP and raising it to 70 would provide 
around 0.3% of GDP in improvements to the Social Security actuarial balance, each 
over the 75 year time horizon. Many Conservatives favor raising the full retirement 
age and I wouldn’t rule that out in light of the fact that we need a bipartisan way 
forward, but it is really a matter of what they are willing to give in order to take this 
step. I would prefer raising the Medicare eligibility age (assuming a readily available 
source of health insurance for persons) to raising the Social Security age, though 
doing that is not my preferred option either. A raising of the full retirement age 
along with a separate retirement age for persons working in manual labor jobs could 
be undertaken and is conceptually pleasing, but it seems dif fi cult to implement this 
simply. 

 Another reform that is worth considering is a tweak to Social Security that would 
build in protection against the elderly outliving their private retirement assets. Jed 
Graham, a reporter for Investor’s Business Daily, has written a book outlining 
“old age risk sharing” which is interesting and worth considering, and the Fiscal 
Commission noted reforms that could have a similar effect. Such a policy would 
lessen bene fi t levels at younger retirement ages, and in return, bene fi t levels would rise 
with age instead of being  fl at. In this way, persons living to very old ages would 
receive accelerating bene fi ts as they aged. This type of reform could be undertaken 
at no net cost to Social Security, but that would raise issues about lower bene fi ts at 
younger ages and how this will impact low wage and manual workers who will be 
less likely to survive into the accelerated bene fi t period.  

   Payroll Tax Cut 

 The OASDI (Social Security) payroll tax was cut from 6.2% of wages up to $106,800 
to 4.2% for 2011 as part of the deal to extend the income tax rates that were set to 
rise to pre-2001 levels on January 1, 2011. Republicans and Democrats joined to 
keep the payroll tax at the current level (4.2%) through 2012. There are several 
issues that deserve comment about this policy. 

 First, the holdup to extending the payroll tax cut for the entirety of 2012 was how 
to pay for it or offset the decreased revenue to the federal treasury by budget cuts. 
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It was not paid for, which makes sense if the payroll tax cut is designed to be a 
stimulative  countercyclical policy (increased governmental spending during eco-
nomic down turns). Given that interest rates are at historically low levels, this made 
sense. 

 Second, the payroll tax cut does not undermine the future of Social Security; the 
payroll tax reduction is simply an ef fi cient means of increasing the take home pay 
of persons with wages that are subject to Social Security payroll taxes. Money is 
borrowed by the federal government equal to the revenue that would otherwise be 
lost, so does not worsen the  fi nances of Social Security. 

 Third, once the payroll tax has been decreased for two straight years, it is unclear 
politically how it is easily restored, especially as an isolated policy. The logic of 
reducing the payroll tax was to provide a short-term stimulative effect. However, 
the politics of the payroll tax cut then are fraught with danger for Progressives, 
who have given leverage to Conservatives to argue for changes to the Social 
Security program generally, in return for an increase in the payroll tax to earlier 
levels. In one sense this simply ups the stakes for a potential lame duck session of 
Congress in which not only will the income tax code be set to increase, but payroll 
taxes as well.  

   The Way Forward 

 The Social Security program is a key Progressive priority that can actually pay out 
full scheduled bene fi ts for 25 years. I have not made detailed proposal to  fi x the 
system, but have instead provided a general outline, relying on general options that 
have been laid out by the CBO. For me, the bigger priority is moving sooner rather 
than later to shore up Social Security for the long run, which will allow for changes 
to the program that actually improve its protection of the poorest seniors. And 
because the program is simple, if an agreement is reached it will work as expected 
and could truly be “off the table,” allowing us to focus on the issue of health care 
reform and addressing health costs which will take years of tinkering and experi-
mentation to get straight, with many inevitable tweaks and changes. Agreeing to a 
reform that aligns the promised bene fi ts and taxes of Social Security over the long 
run will also demonstrate that we can solve problems, which would be good in 
terms of both providing reassurance to  fi nancial markets as well as providing some 
hope to all of us that our political system can address our problems. For all these 
reasons I believe that Progressives should be willing to move ahead on Social 
Security reform now.      
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 Guns versus butter is the classic example of a public  fi nance tradeoff given in a high 
school economics text to signify the hard choices that society must make. Guns, of 
course, signify investing  fi nite public resources in military spending, while butter 
signi fi es doing so in goods and services such as health care, social services, and 
infrastructure. The goal of policy is to obtain the correct mix. 

 That we should have a federal military budget should be uncontroversial since 
Article I Section 8 of the US Constitution explicitly names spending for “Common 
Defence” to be a federal role. However, the size of our military, both with respect to 
the spending levels of other nations as well as with respect to the other parts of the 
federal budget, is open for debate. 

 Total military spending is around $680 billion this year, with around $180 billion 
of this going for the ongoing cost of the Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. The War in 
Afghanistan is now the longest ever fought by the United States, and we have had 
soldiers in that nation longer than did the Soviet Union. The past decade has seen 
large supplemental military expenditures of around $1 trillion (that were not included 
in the overall federal budget), to  fi ght these wars. Normal military spending accounts 
for roughly one- fi fth of the federal budget. If we are going to develop a sustainable 
federal budget, all spending categories, including the Military budget must be 
reduced over current baselines. As the  fi ghting in Iraq and Afghanistan is winding 
down, some savings will be realized. However, further reductions are needed if we 
are to achieve a sustainable federal budget. 

 I am not a military or foreign policy expert, but I am a citizen who is interested. 
My observation is that discussion of US military spending is some of the least 
thoughtful budget discourse. Some deem military spending to be “off limits” and it 
seems as though no amount could possibly be enough for them. Other re fl exively 
state that the military budget is worthy of massive cuts, with little or no thought 
given to how these cuts should be implemented and at what cost to the security of 
our nation and our allies. 

    Chapter 9   
 Guns vs. Medicare                 
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   Military Spending in Context 

 I think of military spending in conjunction with health care spending. Even though 
there may seem to be no obvious connection between federal military and health 
care spending, they are linked in two ways. First, they are very large line items in 
the federal budget. Taking the current budget, the military consumes about 20%, 
while Medicare alone consumes 14% (and Medicaid 7%). Fast forward 10 years, 
and current projections show that military and Medicare will each account for two 
in ten dollars of the federal budget. Second, when comparing budget categories 
cross-nationally, the two areas in which we most stand out are spending on the military 
and health care. We not only lead the way in per capita spending in these two items, 
but we do so by a long shot. 

 If you believe that military spending should not be cut at all, or only very little, 
then you really must be serious about reducing health care costs. If, on the other 
hand, you are willing to enact substantial cuts in the military budget, this lessens the 
degree to which we will need to slow the rate of health care cost increases. In this 
way, the guns vs. butter debate is really guns vs. health care. Or more speci fi cally, 
guns vs. Medicare.  

   Cross-National Military Spending 

 There are two ways to characterize military spending: as a percent of our economy 
(GDP), and in direct comparison with the amount spent by other nations. One shows 
the relative share of our economy devoted to military spending, and the other pro-
vides a means of directly comparing our spending to our potential enemies. 

 Even as military spending has surged with two wars the past decade, we spend 
less on our military in percent of GDP terms (4–5%) than we did during the buildups 
of the 1980s (7%), and far less than we did during World War II (about one-third) or 
Korea (around 15%). 

 The most important way to describe military spending is in actual dollars com-
pared to the rest of the world, and most importantly, the nations we are most likely 
to  fi ght in a war. In 2009, our defense budget constituted 46% of the  entire world’s  
military spending. In other words, nearly every other dollar spent on defense in the 
entire world was spent by the US government. And many of the nations that spend 
quite a lot on military outlays are our allies. 

 The combined military budgets of Cuba, Iran, Libya, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, 
China, and Russia totaled about $170 billion in 2009, or one-fourth of what the 
United States spent on the military in that year. As a citizen it strikes me that we 
need to think about military spending in terms of multiples of what our most likely 
enemies spend. And then we need to ensure our military is con fi gured to  fi ght the 
types of wars that we are most likely to face. Our current spending seems excessive, 
and a reasoned discussion of the size and mix of military spending in needed.  
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   Fiscal Commission Recommendations 

 The Fiscal Commission report proposed $200 billion in defense cuts between 2012 
and 2022. Their logic was that there needed to be a separation between defense 
discretionary spending and nondefense, and that both parts of the discretionary 
budget (not Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security) should share equally in the needed 
cuts over the next decade or so. These recommendations seem plausible, especially 
from the perspective of domestic discretionary and military expenditures being 
available for budget reductions. Further, the Fiscal Commission did have the assis-
tance of military experts of both political parties available to them in developing 
their recommendations, and 12 currently serving members of Congress served on the 
commission whose recommendations enjoyed some bipartisan support. 

    The recently passed Budget Control Act of 2011, the deal to raise the debt ceiling, 
enacted “security” cuts of $380 billion over 10 years (this includes the Department 
of Defense, Homeland Security, Foreign Aid, and Veterans Affairs). This appears to 
be a larger cut to defense than suggested by the Fiscal Commission, but it is more 
complicated to determine that since it refers to more than just the department of 
defense. It is worth noting that President Obama’s 2012 budget requested cuts to 
the department of defense of $400 billion over 10 years.      
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 In the abstract, everyone wants lower taxes. And while many people say they want 
lower government spending, the preferences they give about speci fi c programs do 
not seem to back up this assertion. If the public holds inconsistent views about their 
preferred level of taxation and spending, how can we ever develop a sustainable 
budget? Are the problems an irrational public? Or the way in which the questions 
and choices are framed? 

 An interesting study from The Program on Public Consultation at the University 
of Maryland School of Public Policy was released in Spring 2011 that provides 
some insight into this conundrum. The authors frame their study against a backdrop 
of polls that seem to provide irrational responses to the budget de fi cit, which they 
feel occurs because of how information is provided in polls.

  The purpose of this study was to give a representative sample of Americans the chance to 
deal with the problem of the budget in such an integrated framework, one in which they 
would make tradeoffs. The goal was to have respondents face the kinds of challenges that 
policymakers face when making a budget. In this way we can see whether Americans are 
able to deal with such a challenge, and whether they in fact know what their value priorities are.   

 Part of the problem is the dif fi culty in grasping the relative magnitude of the 
dollars at stake in different parts of the federal budget. Numbers that are enormous 
(millions) in our common experience are insigni fi cant in the context of the federal 
budget (billions, trillions). For example, the Republican leaders in the House of 
Representatives have noisily debuted a program during the 112th Congress called 
 You Cut , in which citizens are asked to pick amongst a series of programs to be cut 
each week. For example, the week of July 4, 2011, they had three programs on the 
chopping block:

   Refocus National Park Service Spending, save $157 million  
  Terminate federally funded junkets for University Professors, save $15.3 million  
  Terminate a pilot program that pays Food Stamp recipients to consume more fruits 

and vegetables, save $20 million    

    Chapter 10   
 How Much Should Government Spend?                 
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 Leaving aside the relative merit of these spending programs, and the language 
they use to frame them (junkets instead of trips), a  You Cut  program that was 
designed to be consequential in achieving a sustainable federal budget would look 
more like:

   End the Home Mortgage Deduction, $100 billion  
  Cut the Defense Budget by 10% annually, $50 billion  
  Cap the tax exclusion of employer paid health insurance at the median premium, 

$50 billion    

 It is simultaneously true that $15.3 million is a lot of money while also being a 
trivial amount in the context of the overall federal budget. The Republican  You Cut  
initiative is designed to give supporters who are opposed to government spending in the 
abstract, a feeling that Republicans in Congress are addressing the  fi scal problems 
facing our nation, while simultaneously de fl ecting attention from the true sources 
of our  fi scal unsustainability. 

   Can the Public Decide? 

 The University of Maryland study mentioned earlier was designed to address mis-
understandings and framing errors by working with the staff of the President’s 
Fiscal Commission to design study materials that would allow citizens to make 
informed tradeoffs. The  fi rst step was splitting the budget into Medicare and Social 
Security since they have dedicated funding streams, as distinct from the discretion-
ary budget (incl. defense). They did not address Medicaid in the study given its 
complex (federal/state with relative cost share amount differing by state) funding 
arrangements. Participants were given detailed choices that provided both the dollar 
value as well as the magnitude of the  fi scal shortfall in that budget silo that would 
be recti fi ed by a given choice. 

 The 1,250 participants reached a surprising level of consensus about how to 
reduce the de fi cit that results from the discretionary spending portion of the budget. 

 The average choices of all groups reduced, but did not eliminate, the default 
discretionary budget de fi cit of $625 billion that is projected for 2015, via a mix of 
spending cuts and tax increases. Independents and Democrats achieved the most 
de fi cit reduction while those self-identifying as tea party sympathetic had the high-
est remaining de fi cit in 2015. All four groups identi fi ed substantial spending cuts 
and tax increases that lessened the de fi cit due to the discretionary portion of the 
budget by one half to three quarters. 

 From the initial $625 billion projected discretionary budget de fi cit in 2015, the 
average choices of the groups left the following de fi cits in 2015:

   Independents $124 billion  
  Democrats $130 billion  
  Republicans $294 billion  
  Tea Party $337 billion    
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 When it came to Medicare’s contribution to the de fi cit (projected at $400 billion 
in 2015), the participants had a harder time. Four options were highlighted:

   Increasing payroll taxes  
  Increasing Part B premiums  
  Raising the Medicare eligibility age  
  Reducing payments to physicians    

 A majority viewed none of these options as being acceptable. The most popular 
proposal was a one percentage point increase in the Medicare payroll tax that was 
viewed as acceptable by 33% of respondents and tolerable by nearly another half. 
Interestingly, this most popular measure would generate around $68 billion in 
revenue in that year, or three times  less  revenue than the average amount of revenue 
increase embraced by the most tax-averse group when focusing on the discretionary 
budget. 

 This is an important  fi nding because it suggests that respondents had more trou-
ble identifying ways to trim the Medicare-generated de fi cit as compared with the 
discretionary budget de fi cit, including defense; this is consistent with what I wrote 
earlier about our cultural views of health care and how they impede reform. 

 Respondents were not eager to raise taxes or premiums or to reduce bene fi ts by 
increasing the eligibility age when focusing on Medicare. Neither were they eager 
to reduce Medicare payments to doctors. However, Medicare is a key driver of the 
long-term de fi cit, and it is not possible to obtain a balanced budget via cutting 
discretionary spending only. More importantly, Medicare’s contribution to the de fi cit 
is accelerating over time. 

 When it came to addressing the portion of the de fi cit produced by Social Security, 
the respondents were a bit more successful than with Medicare and embraced a mix 
of tax increases and reductions in bene fi ts for high wage earners and increasing the 
eligibility age for Social Security gradually. Interestingly, a majority of respondents 
in this exercise favored increasing the minimum bene fi t that Social Security pro-
vides (increasing the safety net feature of the program) even though this meant that 
more tax increases and/or bene fi t reductions for higher earning bene fi ciaries were 
then needed. This implies that study participants were taking a highly nuanced view 
and while committed to addressing the budget shortfall of the nation, were doing so 
with a strong sense of priorities and a willingness to invest even more resources in 
certain areas because they represent strong priorities for them.  

   The Public Finds Health Care Choices Harder 

 On the whole, this exercise shows that with good information, members of the public 
can make hard choices, though they do not do equally well across parts of the fed-
eral budget. The public seems more able to engage in tradeoffs in the discretionary 
area of the budget (including military) and Social Security, but seems to have more 
trouble in the area of Medicare. 
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 What does this mean? What can we do to counter the seeming unwillingness of 
the public (even when educated and provided information in a meaningful manner) 
to identify ways to slow Medicare costs even as many say we must do so? It is not 
entirely clear, but the earlier chapters focused on health policy in this book make 
a strong case for the “specialness” with which many persons view health care. That 
is why health reform is so politically charged, because so many people feel very 
vulnerable and worried about health and health care. This is bad news because 
health care is at the heart of the unsustainability of the federal budget. 

 The dif fi culty of the decisions that need to be made on health care often drives 
the de fi cit discussion to very noisy disagreements about irrelevant items of federal 
spending. In our highly politicized nation, we seem unable to have a conversation 
for fear of losing out to the “other side” and much of the debate about the budget 
de fi cit focuses on relatively small sources of domestic spending that are not the 
main source of the problem in any event. 

 We tend to move almost seamlessly between two perspectives with respect to 
small programs. We defend those we like in part by saying they are inconsequential 
to the overall problem, while condemning small programs favored by our political 
opponents. For example, I have (rightly in my view) derided the  You Cut  program 
and mocked the size of the three programs put forth in the  fi rst week of July 2011 
for cuts. However, in the same week President Obama castigated the Republican 
negotiators in the debt limit talks for refusing to change the manner in which corpo-
rate jets are amortized. For Progressives, this is a sign of an out of touch Republican 
party (how can they defend such tax breaks for the rich at a time like this!), while 
Republicans note derisively that changing this aspect of the tax code will barely 
dent the long-range budget shortfall of the United States. And people who buy cor-
porate jets hire people, including the folks who make the jets! 

 The tables are exactly turned when discussing the proposed  You Cut  programs, 
with Republicans saying how can we afford those faculty junkets, while Democrats 
may say but that spending is trivial in the grand scheme of things. And on and on 
with noisy and unproductive disagreements that help us to ignore the truly hard 
decisions required to address the drivers of our long-term de fi cit.  

   Setting a Target for Balance 

 We need to set a target at which to achieve a balanced budget, and to then engage 
the program by program decisions that would be required to achieve balance at a 
given level of GDP. This will give us the best chance of having a reasoned, rational 
discussion that can be informed by the tradeoffs of spending and taxes that will be 
necessary to achieve a balanced budget. Only with a  fi rm guidepost of a percent of 
GDP at which to seek balance can we do this. 

 For the past 40 years, taxes have averaged around 18% of the GDP, and spending 
has averaged a bit less than 21% of the GDP. This means that we have typically had 
a budget de fi cit of around 3% of GDP since I have been alive. The problem is that 
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the movement of the baby boomers into eligibility for Medicare and Social Security 
will upset this calculus, and much larger de fi cits will occur by default, simply due 
to paying for normal functions of government. 

 The Fiscal commission set the target balance point at 21% of GDP—an increase in 
taxes received over the typical amount collected in the past 40 years, and a spending 
cut over the very high current spending levels, pushed to 25% of GDP by a smaller 
GDP and emergency spending. It is worth noting that 20.6% of GDP is the largest 
amount of tax revenue collected in the past 40 years (in 2000), so 21% would repre-
sent a level of taxation not seen before. Of course, this is why we have typically had 
a budget de fi cit since spending has commonly been higher than 21%—in 1970, 
1975, 1980, and 1985—for example. It is also worth noting that when we com-
monly spent more than 21% of GDP in the 1970s and 1980s the baby boomers were 
largely working and paying payroll taxes. Having spending at 21% of GDP as the 
baby boomers transition en masse into eligibility for Medicare and Social Security 
will require fairly aggressive cuts to planned spending in these programs. It is plau-
sible that we can do it, but it will not be easy. 

 The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget (CRFB) has prepared a useful 
table that documents 32 de fi cit/debt reduction plans that have been put forth by a 
series of think tanks, prominent economists, and individual politicians. It is a sign 
of the shifting public discourse that groups left, right, and center have seen  fi t to 
publish more or less detailed plans on how they would achieve a stabilization of the 
cumulative debt and movement toward a balanced budget. 

 The President’s Fiscal Commission proposed capping revenue at 21% of GDP 
and aims to balance that with spending of 21% of GDP by the year 2035. By 2020, 
their approach would have spending at 22% of GDP and revenue at 20.5%, with 
debt held by the public stabilized at 65% of GDP. 

 The Heritage Foundation and Americans for Tax Reform have put forth the most 
austere proposal that would cap revenue at 18% of GDP, and they claim this could 
be achieved by 2020 (spending and revenue at 18% of GDP). Other groups and 
liberal politicians have not proposed clearly delineated revenue caps, which I view 
as target points for balancing the budget, but there are a variety of more liberal plans 
that would seek balance at around 22–24% of GDP. The most credible liberal plan 
is the Center for American Progress plan which would achieve balance at a bit over 
23% of GDP in 2035. 

 I believe that 21% of GDP as the target for capping tax receipts and seeking bal-
ance at this level over the next 20–25 years is a reasonable target for several reasons. 
First, the Fiscal Commission was populated by some of the key politicians who will 
have to agree to some sort of consensus way forward if we are to ever attain a bal-
anced budget. Republican Tom Coburn of Oklahoma, and Democrat Dick Durbin of 
Illinois, who sit quite far apart on any measure of Conservative/Liberal ideology, 
both voted in favor and said they did so because any plan that could lead to a bal-
anced budget would include things that Conservatives and Liberals dislike. 
Interestingly,  fi ve of the six Senators on the Fiscal Commission voted yes, while  fi ve 
of six House members voted no. 
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 Second, the Fiscal Commission plan has now been widely vetted through various 
policy and political circles. Because the plan meticulously identi fi ed a vast array of 
policy decisions that would trim spending over current levels and increase taxes, it 
provides a “marginal analysis” against which other ideas can be raised. There exists 
a sense among many that the last step toward developing a long-range plan for a 
balanced budget will be similar to what the Fiscal Commission came up with, but 
the hard part is  fi guring out what the  fi rst steps to get to that point are. 

 There remain the true believers on both sides who say that 21% of GDP collected 
in taxes is way too high or way too low, but by laying out a clear target of 21%, 
perhaps the most important thing that the Commission report did was identifying a 
measuring stick for different approaches. 

 For example, Rep. Paul Ryan’s budget proposal aims to cap spending at 19% of 
GDP, a lower level than that suggested by the Fiscal Commission. One of the ways in 
which Ryan would achieve balance at a lower level of spending is by transitioning 
Medicare to a voucher program in which bene fi ciaries would purchase private health 
insurance for persons who are 55 and younger today. This would reduce federal 
expenditures earmarked for Medicare substantially, but would provide elders with less 
generous coverage, and shift the cost difference to the elderly. It is a bold proposal 
and it is legitimate to try and argue the case, but it would appear that Rep. Ryan has 
already failed in this effort since neither the House Republican-led Ways and Means 
committee nor Commerce committees have even held a hearing, much less a full 
committee mark up of these ideas for reform of Medicare. The proposal proved too 
politically unpopular. 

 Without a health reform plan that can drastically reduce health care spending on 
Medicare, there is no hope of a balanced budget, certainly not at 19% of GDP. 
Therefore, there is no reason to believe that this proposal will succeed because it 
would require profound changes to Medicare that at this point he cannot even get 
discussed in the key health policy committees in the House of Representatives. 

 On the other hand, the plan from the Center for American Progress is much more 
plausible as a plan to balance the budget simply because they are willing to raise 
taxes high enough to generate 23% of GDP by 2035. I think this level of balance is 
too high and is not likely to emerge from the sort of political consensus we need, but 
it is important to state that it is a credible means of producing a balanced budget. 

 Much public education and discussion will be needed if we are to achieve a bal-
anced budget. Without a target percent of GDP at which we are aiming for balance, 
it is impossible to have a meaningful discussion about what changes to spending 
and taxes will be required to achieve balance.      
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 There are two main reasons to levy a tax. The  fi rst is to try and reduce the occurrence 
of an activity or a type of behavior. Excise taxes on cigarettes are an example. The 
second reason for a tax is to raise money to fund spending priorities at levels that 
markets would not provide. 

 In the early 1930s, the market had spoken in terms of retirement income. More 
than half of the elderly persons in the nation lived in poverty in the aftermath of the 
Great Depression. Likewise, in the 1960s the market had spoken in terms of health 
insurance for elderly persons, as around half of them were uninsured. 

    The creation of Social Security and Medicare were explicit statements that what 
the market was providing for Seniors in the way of retirement, and health care was 
socially unacceptable. So, taxes were levied and these programs were designed to 
provide retirement income and health insurance for older persons. And in doing so, 
income was redistributed. That is what government spending does; it redistributes 
income. People who would have lived below the poverty line did not, and a great 
deal of health care was  fi nanced for the elderly that they otherwise would not have 
received. Lifespan has increased and disability from many conditions has declined. 

 In the case of Social Security, payroll taxes are the means of  fi nancing the 
program (6.20% of payroll paid by employer and employee from the  fi rst dollar up 
to $106,800 in wages, currently). Medicare is  fi nanced by payroll taxes (Part A, 
hospital insurance is  fi nanced by 1.45% of wages paid by employer and employee, 
applied to all wages) while income taxes and individually paid premiums fund the 
Part B doctors insurance portion of the program. 

 Other federal spending is  fi nanced primarily by income taxes, both individual 
and corporate. 

    Chapter 11   
 Tax Reform                 
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   Mix of Federal Taxes Over Time 

 The mixture of taxes employed by the federal government to raise revenue has 
changed substantially over the last 75 years. The amount of federal tax revenue 
collected by excise taxes and corporate income taxes has declined, while revenue 
from personal income and payroll taxes has risen. 

 In 1935, when Social Security was passed into law, excise taxes on items as 
diverse as steel, tobacco, and alcohol accounted for four in ten dollars collected by 
the federal government; in 2010 they accounted for just two in 100 dollars of federal 
tax revenue. Income tax receipts represented 15% of total federal tax dollars in 
1935, but from 1945 until current day have accounted for between 40 and 50% of 
all federal tax receipts, and remain the largest source of revenue for the federal 
government today. Payroll taxes for Social Security and Medicare have risen from 
1% of total receipts immediately after the passage of Social Security in 1935, to 
40% of federal receipts in 2010, 46 years after the passage of Medicare. The share 
of federal tax revenue collected by corporate income taxes has plummeted from 
35% in 1945 to 7.2% in 2010, and has not been above 10% of total federal tax 
receipts for the past 30 decades.  

   Key Goals of Tax Code 

 If we are going to ever have a balanced budget at any level of spending that is 
remotely realistic, then tax receipts will have to rise over current levels. I have set 
21% of GDP as the amount of federal tax revenue at which to seek a long-range 
balanced budget. All taxes change people’s behavior in some way, so getting the 
optimal tax rate for economic growth while raising the revenue necessary to pay for 
the agreed upon level of spending is not simple. 

 Reform of the tax code means determining the best mix of taxes to raise the 
revenue needed to fund the spending we say we want. Personal income and payroll 
taxes account for around eight in ten dollars collected annually by the federal 
government, and I approach tax reform assuming this will remain the case. The 
following four principles guide my thinking on tax reform. First, the tax code must 
collect enough money to pay for the spending we want in the long run. Second, the 
tax code must be viewed as fair and legitimate by most people. Third, it should be 
straightforward and understandable so that the incentives inherent in whatever tax 
code is adopted are clear. Fourth, it should incentivize economic growth in our 
economy, and the creation of jobs. 

 The hardest of these four is actually the  fi rst: committing to have a tax code that 
raises enough money to cover the spending we say we want. This is a choice. If 
you want more spending, it will take more taxes. If you want lower taxes, we will 
have to cut spending. Most people essentially want low taxes and high spending, but 
that is how we have managed to have a long-term  fi scal imbalance that must be 
addressed. 
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 We have to develop a tax system that is viewed as fair, and that people can 
understand. During a recent conference I attended, a presenter said the following: 
“half of all Americans don’t pay taxes.” He meant that half of all Americans don’t 
pay federal  income  taxes, which is true, and is a testament to the fact that personal 
income tax rates have fallen drastically in the past 30 years, and are among the 
lowest in the world. But, that is not what he said. 

 The phrase half of all Americans don’t pay taxes is of course false: payroll taxes 
for Social Security and Medicare are applied to the  fi rst dollar of wages, and anyone 
who buys something pays a sales tax. However, the sentiment behind the statement 
and the nods of people in the audience signaled their gut that they are paying the 
way for others in a manner that is unfair. 

 This was a group of relatively high income professionals. After my presentation, 
several approached me to say their tax burden was unfair and we needed to reduce 
spending and cut taxes. I asked if they wanted to end tax code provisions like the tax 
deductibility of mortgage interest and receiving tax free income via employer paid 
insurance, tax expenditures that disproportionately help upper income citizens like 
themselves. Several told me that I was making this up—government spending only 
helps poor people! Others said that aspects of the tax code that bene fi t some tax-
payers but not others weren’t spending programs, or didn’t provide them with a 
subsidy. Others acknowledged the existence of these large tax expenditures but said 
that they deserved them because they worked hard. 

 An important part of developing a fair tax system is for everyone to understand 
it, particularly, how tax expenditures work and serve to increase the budget de fi cit 
in the same manner that explicit government spending does.    The simpler the tax 
code the better so far as the clarity of incentives concerned. 

 Finally, a robust and growing economy is key if we are going to have a balanced 
budget, so any changes in the current tax code need to incentivize economic growth 
and job creation. This is especially important given the current weak state of our 
economy.  

   Fiscal Commission Tax Reform 

 The Fiscal Commission provides a detailed plan for comprehensive tax reform and 
is a general approach that I support. Their goal is to develop a tax code that could 
generate 21% of GDP, the point at which balance is to be achieved by 2035 when 
spending should decline to that level. Because there has already been some political 
buy-in by members of both parties voting for the Fiscal Commission proposals, this 
makes their recommendations a good place to start. I will focus my comments on 
income taxes, both personal and corporate since I have addressed payroll taxes in 
the health care and Social Security chapters (7 and 8)   , and I propose no changes 
other than those already noted.  
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   Income Tax Rates 

 The current federal income tax has six rate bands:

   10%  
  15%  
  25%  
  28%  
  33%  
  35%    

 Our tax code is progressive, which simply means that higher marginal tax rates 
apply to income above certain threshold amounts. Someone with an income of 
$50,000 would pay more on his or her last $5,000 of income than they would for his 
or her  fi rst $5,000. For example, the  fi rst $8,500 of income for all taxpayers is sub-
jected to a tax rate of 10%. Bill Gates pays 10% of his  fi rst $8,500 of taxable income 
just like a person with an income of $50,000 would pay 10% of his or her  fi rst 
$8,500 in income (note that aspects of the tax code such as the Earned Income Tax 
Credit mean that approximately half of all households owe no income tax). Income 
between $8,500 and $34,500 is subjected to a tax rate of 15% and so on. The top 
marginal tax bracket of 35% is applied to all income above $379,150. 

 The Fiscal Commission proposed replacing these six marginal tax brackets with 
just three brackets; the rates in the three brackets would depend upon other deci-
sions that must be made about tax expenditures, or policies that provide subsidy to 
certain situations or types of activity, like the Earned Income Tax Credit, or the 
home mortgage deduction. The Commission proposal very usefully demonstrates 
the relationship between the number of tax brackets, the marginal tax rate in each 
bracket, and the number of tax expenditures maintained in the tax code. For 
example, if  all tax expenditures were ended , then the three tax rates proposed by the 
Commission are:

   8%  
  14%  
  23%    

  If only two tax expenditures that are designed to aid lower income persons and 
families were maintained (earned income tax credit and child tax credit) , then the 
three rates would be:

   9%  
  15%  
  24%    

 As you add tax expenditures, the tax rate must go up just as it would have to if 
you add direct spending, if your goal is to generate the same amount of revenue and 
maintain progress toward increasing tax receipts and achieving a balanced budget 
by 2035. 
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 The Fiscal Commission put forth a list of tax expenditures that might be retained 
such as the tax deductibility of mortgage interest on a  fi rst home, the Earned Income 
Tax Credit, Child tax credit, deductions for charitable giving. If this were the policy, 
then the three marginal income tax rates would be:

   12%  
  22%  
  28%    

 These are the three suggested rates under the assumption that while most tax 
expenditures could be expected to be ended or reduced, we would be unlikely to end 
all such provisions of the tax code. 

 Another key aspect of the Fiscal Commission report recommendation is to treat 
dividends and capital gains as normal income and do away with a separate rates and 
rules for such income received from business investments or the sale of stock. The 
recommendations of the Fiscal Commission are premised on the idea of lowering 
the marginal tax rate and broadening the base of income that is taxable by limiting 
deductions, credits and exclusions. They note a possible modi fi cation of this pro-
posal, which would be to exempt the  fi rst 20% of capital gains or dividends in an 
effort to encourage business investment. If this policy were chosen, then they pro-
posed offsetting the lost revenue by raising the top (28% above) marginal tax rate. 

 The recommendation of making capital gains and dividends taxable as normal 
income is a good one, in conjunction with a broadening of the tax base, simplifying 
the tax code and dropping the marginal tax rates.  

   End the Corporate Income Tax 

 The Fiscal Commission suggests lowering the corporate tax rate to 28% from 35% 
in conjunction with reduction of loopholes, deductions, and exemptions to provide 
incentive for business to invest in the United States and create jobs. However, I 
believe that Progressives should propose ending the corporate income tax in order 
to provide the maximum possible long-run incentive for companies to create jobs in 
the United States and to do business here. In  conjunction with ending the corporate 
income tax , the following modi fi cations would be needed:

   Capital gains and dividends should be taxable as normal income  
  Increase the top marginal tax rate above the 28% noted above  
  Enact a federal estate tax of 45% on amounts above $3.5 million    

 While US personal income tax rates are quite low by international standards 
(only Japan and Ireland have lower personal income tax rates), the stated corporate 
tax rate is quite high by comparison. There is a worry that this provides a disincen-
tive to doing business in the United States and causes large corporations to move 
business to other nations. However, the effective tax rate paid by corporations 
differs wildly and very few pay anywhere near the stated rate of 35% of income due to 
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exemptions, deductions, loopholes, and exceptions granted to particular  businesses 
or industries. Public utilities are the only group of corporations that consistently pay 
anywhere near 35% of their income. 

 At the other end of the spectrum, General Electric infamously paid no corporate 
income tax in 2010 even though it earned $14.2 billion in pro fi ts. Some say that this 
was due to income being reported in overseas holding companies, while General 
Electric says that it was due to losses in the  fi nancial sector; so the facts leading to 
their paying of no corporate taxes are in dispute, and my brief research into the 
matter doesn’t make clear what interpretation is correct. That is actually the most 
important thing to know about General Electric’s (lack of) tax liability—it is con-
fusing, hard to understand, but obviously legal given how high pro fi le their lack of 
paying corporate income tax has been. 

    Ending the corporate income tax is obviously not a typical Progressive policy 
suggestion, and many Progressives will likely be thinking the opposite is true: we 
must  fi gure out a way to extract more tax revenue from corporations. There are 
several reasons why I believe that it is a good idea to move in the opposite 
direction. 

 First, there is no greater Progressive priority than encouraging job creation and 
growth. What our country most needs now are good jobs, and ending the corporate 
income tax should directly stimulate job creation by making available more funds 
for businesses to use for investments, and provide long-range certainty about the 
fact that the United States is a good place to do business. While the rhetoric around 
job creation typically centers on small businesses, large corporations are the source 
of most jobs. In theory, the end of the corporate income tax should spur a great deal 
of investment and job creation. If it did, that would be great news for the country and 
the general  fi scal situation (increased income taxes, increased payroll taxes, less 
unemployment bene fi ts, reduction in Medicaid eligibility). A hiring and job cre-
ation boom would be the most important Progressive policy outcome that could 
come to pass. 

 Second, corporate income taxes are a relatively small portion of the total federal 
tax revenue collected, just 7.2% of total federal receipts in 2010, and from 10 to 
13% of total receipts over the past 15 years. The revenue would have to be replaced 
by other sources and I suggest a higher personal income tax rate in the top bracket, 
perhaps from 28 to 30%, with the full value of dividends and capital gains being 
taxable as normal income as noted. 

 Third, part of the reason that the proportion of federal receipts that  fl ow from 
corporate taxes is so low is that most corporations pay an effective tax rate that is 
much lower than the stated marginal rate of 35%. The only corporations who seem 
to pay anything near the full rate are public utilities. Other industries such as those 
in high tech industries pay very little in corporate income taxes, and there was the 
General Electric case already noted. There is a sense in which corporations cannot 
effectively be taxed due to their ability to lobby, and to move income and business 
around the globe. Lobbying for changes (deductions, exemptions, credits) in the 
corporate tax code may have a spillover effect in making the personal income tax 
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code less ef fi cient. It is simpler and more realistic to simply end the corporate 
income tax than it is to  fi ght this battle, especially given the potential for this 
change to incentivize job creation. 

 Fourth, the huge differential in effective corporate tax rates makes any sort of 
tax reform very dif fi cult because many industries have a great deal to lose, and 
they presumably have gotten their current very low effective tax rate due to their 
political clout. If there is a reduction in loopholes and deductions for corporations 
and a lowering of the rate to 28% from 35% as the Fiscal Commission proposes, 
this will likely represent an effective corporate tax  increase  for some (many?) 
industries. They can be expected to  fi ght this vigorously. So, the only type of 
corporate tax reform that may be politically plausible is the ending of the tax 
altogether. 

 Finally, from a political standpoint, ending the corporate income tax would 
remove a powerful rhetorical device from Conservatives about the role of the tax 
code and job creation. A common narrative for Conservatives is that the reason the 
economy is not producing jobs is that taxes on businesses are too high. If the corpo-
rate income tax is put to zero, then it can hardly be claimed to be too high. I believe 
that there is likely to be both a real as well as a qualitative effect to  eliminating  the 
corporate income tax. Politically, this will rid Conservatives of an incessant arguing 
point that taxes are too high and that Progressives do not support business. If corpo-
rate tax rates are simply lowered, even to 1%, then Conservatives and the corpora-
tions themselves will still say they are still too high. 

 It is true that many corporations have a great deal of cash on hand currently, and 
that has not led to massive job creation, but instead a tepid job growth even as 
corporations have made a great deal of money. This is worrying, but ending the 
corporate income tax and increasing the highest rate of the personal income tax 
seem to be both a more predictable source of raising federal revenue as well as pro-
viding the maximum long-range incentive for corporations to do business in our 
nation and produce jobs. 

 Another key point is that a reduction of the corporate income tax rate to 0% 
would have to be done in concert with a comprehensive reform of the personal 
income tax code to be a viable option. Particularly important would be clari fi cation 
of what constitutes a corporation? The logic of ending the corporate income tax 
only makes sense if dividends and capital gains are taxed as normal income, and 
further that loopholes do not allow individuals to become corporations and some-
how access money in a way other than a salary, capital gain, or dividend. There are 
numerous details that would have to be gotten straight to make this a viable policy. 

 I am unsure of what the top marginal income tax rate would need to be in order 
to offset the ending of the corporate income tax and reinstating a federal inheritance 
tax as noted. The setting of this rate would require forecasting beyond my capabili-
ties, but given that the corporate income tax has produced no more than 10% of 
federal revenue for the past 30 years, the top marginal rate should still be lower than 
it is currently (35%).  
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   Inheritance Tax 

 Some reasonable inheritance tax should also be reinstated. The Fiscal Commission 
suggested using the 2009 federal inheritance tax structure that exempted the  fi rst 
$3.5 million in assets from the tax, with amounts above this having a tax of 45% 
applied to amounts above this, with a common sense updating for in fl ation. This 
seems a reasonable way forward.  

   Other Tax Changes I Have Proposed 

 As noted in Chap.   8    , I favor lifting the wage cap to which the OASDI payroll tax 
applies, and recalibrating it to the 90th percentile. I think that the pace at which the 
Fiscal Commission calls for the phase in of this increase (fully linked to the 90th 
percentile by 2050) is too slow.    I would favor moving more quickly to increase this 
payroll tax and essentially reestablishing the 1983 political deal for Social Security 
that has simply eroded due to the fact that wages in the top 10% of earners have 
risen much faster than have average wages. 

 I suggest the creation of a health care cost in fl ation payroll tax that would be 
triggered if long-term federal health care growth rates are not held to GDP growth 
plus 1 percentage point, and efforts by Congress to slow them do not work, or 
are not tried. This tax would be paid by employees only who were in the top half of 
the wage earners; I suggest 0.5% of payroll from the median wage on up, paid by 
workers only. I believe such a tax is needed because of the evidence that Americans 
have a far more dif fi cult time making tradeoffs in the realm of health care as 
compared to other spheres. As noted in the previous chapter, study participants 
who were provided with accurate budget information did a fairly good job reducing 
the de fi cit that results from the discretionary portion of the budget as well as with 
Social Security. When it came to health care, however, they had a far more dif fi cult 
time with Medicare. Further, the gestalt of the health care chapters (3–7)    shows 
that there seems to be a persistent cultural inability to deal with limits in medi-
cine and to practically address health care cost in fl ation and adopt methods to 
address the same. 

 This tax acknowledges that on the road to a sustainable health care system, we 
may decide that we really don’t want to cut health care spending as much as we 
claim to want in the abstract. If so, the tax also provides us with a straightforward 
manner of paying for this decision.      
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 The basic policy details of this book are unchanged since I published the  fi rst 
edition in August 2011 because the problems facing our country are unchanged. 
In policy terms, we need to:

   Enact policies that encourage economic growth in the short run  
  Adopt a long-range plan to move toward a sustainable budget    

 What has changed is that we are now in the midst of a Presidential election year. 
The payroll tax cut extension, agreed upon in February 2012, is likely to be the last 
consequential policy debate that results in any action prior to the 2012 election. 

 While it is unclear what short-term measures would be most effective at encour-
aging economic growth, “paying for” policies that have a goal of stimulating the 
economy (such as the extending the payroll tax cut through the remainder of 2012) 
with offsetting immediate cuts or making cuts in discretionary spending make little 
sense given the very low interest rate at which the US government can borrow 
money. This is akin to  fi lling up a cup with a hole in the bottom. 

 The economy had an annualized growth rate of 1.1% in 2011, helped by short-
term policies such as the payroll tax cut, but the reduction in government jobs and 
cuts in discretionary spending had a downward impact on GDP growth of around 
0.5%. That simply means that economic growth would have been higher and unem-
ployment lower if governments hadn’t shed jobs and reduced other short-term 
spending last year. 

 There is a palpable sense for many that we have an unsustainable system and 
must do something, and I very much share this sentiment. However, the correct 
response has little to do with cutting current discretionary spending; we need a cred-
ible long-range plan to achieve a balanced budget, and this book has provided the 
why and how I would achieve this. Agreeing to one will be politically dif fi cult 
because it will require conservatives to abandon pledges to never raise taxes, and 
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progressives will have to focus attention on reform of programs such as Medicare 
and Social Security that are key priorities for us. If we ever have a balanced budget 
again, it will require an increase in taxes collected as a percent of GDP, and a reduc-
tion in planned spending as a percent of GDP, given the default. There is no easy 
way out. 

 Most importantly, a plan to move ahead on health reform is required if we are to 
ever have anything near a balanced budget again, simply because the spending side 
growth problem under the default scenario is primarily one of health care cost 
in fl ation. Health reform is the hardest step politically as well as technically, because 
it will require continued reform, will result in mistakes and disappointments, and 
require many course corrections. The default assumption should be that nothing will 
work to control costs given our past, but we have no choice but to try. 

 The main question is whether there is a policy consensus that can become a 
political deal to address these issues without our  fi rst suffering an economic calam-
ity? It seems exceedingly unlikely that a Grand Bargain can be agreed to before the 
2012 election short of some grave crisis, but the discussion of what such a plan 
should look like will remain a central 2012 campaign issue and beyond, especially 
in a virtually inevitable lame duck session of the 112th Congress that will have to 
determine whether to let major tax changes occur by default on January 1, 2013, or 
to replace them with some type of deal. 

   Politics of the Past Year 

 I believe the President made an error in not embracing the Fiscal Commission rec-
ommendations. I do not necessarily think that his embrace would have led to the 
needed Grand Bargain last year. In fact, since he has been elected, the President 
being for anything has seemed to ensure vehement Republican opposition. However, 
if he had embraced this proposal and put large portions of it in his budget last year 
(the tax reform proposal, for example), it could have (slightly) improved the chances 
of reaching a badly needed consensus deal to develop a sustainable budget. Further, 
it would have allowed the President and progressives to claim the mantle of truth 
tellers on our long-range budget issues, possibly providing some short-term politi-
cal bene fi ts with moderates and independents, but most importantly in beginning to 
educate Progressives that major changes are needed to achieve a sustainable budget, 
and that key progressive programs are put at risk if we delay and do not drive the 
changes. 

 Progressives undoubtedly reaped short-term political bene fi ts by letting 
Republicans “go  fi rst”: namely the unpopularity of the Medicare reform proposal 
that Paul Ryan included in his April 2011 budget proposal, which he has already 
seen  fi t to move away from. I am sure this vote will be successfully used against 
Republican candidates in the 2012 election, as it was in special elections in 2011, 
but our budget remains unsustainable and programs that are key for progressives 
will someday be reformed. 
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 I believe there have been both short-term political and policy costs to progressives 
as well. In the political realm, not embracing the Fiscal Commission recommen-
dations allowed Republicans to get away with talking about the  fi scal problems of 
the nation in general terms while only tangibly engaging in small discretionary 
spending cuts that play well with their political base. This did nothing to solve our 
long-range problem and likely made the short run economy worse. And for all the 
bluster of the Medicare proposal contained in Paul Ryan’s April 2011 budget, the hard 
legislative work of producing the  fi ne print details that would have to be taken up by 
the House Ways and Means and Commerce Committees was never even begun. 

 By not embracing the Fiscal Commission recommendations, Progressives made 
it easier for Republicans to claim they wanted a balanced budget while still saying 
they would not raise taxes, while having no coherent health reform strategy (a plan 
and commitment to push it) beyond what they were against. 

 Finally, it is possible that going  fi rst and embracing the Fiscal Commission in his 
budget could have allowed the President to more forcefully argue for more short-
term economic stimulus that was not “paid for” with offsetting cuts, because we 
would be moving toward a plan for a long-range sustainable budget. The opposition 
of Republicans to such stimulus measures, and the insistence of paying for others 
in the name of “addressing the budget de fi cit” would have been rendered far more 
hollow had Progressives been consistently embracing the Fiscal Commission plan 
that assumed an increase in taxes, implementing the ACA, and moving on to the 
next health reform steps. It would have been harder, and more politically costly for 
Republicans to have maintained their opposition to short-term economic measures 
and for the insistence at rendering the self-in fl icted wound to our economy that was the 
debt ceiling debate and subsequent short-term deal to raise the debt ceiling limit.  

   Policy Consensus of the Past Year 

 In spite of both political parties essentially waiting for the other to go  fi rst with a 
serious proposal to develop a plan for a sustainable budget, there has been a quiet 
consensus reached about the structure that such a plan will take. There are similari-
ties across a variety of large scale plans that have had some bipartisan discussion 
and support (Fiscal Commission, Domenici–Rivlin, Bipartisan Policy Center, Gang 
of 6 proposal in the Senate). Simply put, taxes must increase and spending must 
decrease over planned levels, and a major health reform effort must be at the heart 
of the policy to address the spending side. 

 In this sense, there are centrist plans to achieve a balanced budget that are plau-
sible, and even more liberal ones that will work, such as the Center for American 
Progresses vision that would aim for balance at nearly 24% of GDP in around 25 
years. While this level of expenditure is higher than what the “big plan consensus” 
that has emerged has settled on, it is far more plausible than any of the Republican 
alternatives put forth, because the Center for American Progress is willing to raise 
taxes substantially to achieve balance. 
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 Republican plans are far less plausible because they have no health reform strategy 
that would enable us to achieve balance anywhere between 18 and 20% of GDP, 
which would require a profound slowing of health care cost in fl ation. In fact, they 
really have no health reform strategy at all, other than calling for repeal of the ACA. 
This means they have no credible strategy that could allow us to get federal spend-
ing anywhere near 18–19% of GDP given their af fi nity to continued large Defense 
spending.  

   Big Events in 2012 

 There are three major events that will take place during 2012 that will greatly impact 
the debate around developing a long-range sustainable budget: the Supreme Court’s 
ruling on the constitutionality of the individual mandate in the ACA, the 2012 elec-
tion, and the automatic reversion of the tax code to 2000 levels on January 1, 2013 
in the absence of further action. A brief outline of how these events may play out 
follows (with emphasis on may!). 

 The Supreme Court should render its judgment regarding the constitutionality of 
the individual mandate and the Medicaid expansions that are central to the ACA at 
the end of its term in June 2012, just as the election season heats toward full boil. 
I don’t know what they will decide, and will just handicap the politics and policy of 
what they might do. 

 It seems as though the short-term political risk of an adverse decision is greater 
for the Obama Administration than it is for Republicans so far as the 2012 election 
goes. If the law is struck down completely, then it will be a political blow to support-
ers of the ACA, and will remove a major accomplishment of the President. If the 
law is upheld, it would represent a victory for the President, but it will not decrease 
the rage of his political opponents and those who are opposed to the law, though 
perhaps some fence sitters will want to move on to implementation. 

 In policy terms, the ACA could be tweaked if the individual mandate is struck 
down but other aspects of the law allowed to go forward. For example, the soft indi-
vidual mandates contained in Rep. Paul Ryan’s Patients’ Choice Act would be one 
route, or a move toward universal catastrophic insurance such as I have suggested 
would render the individual mandate moot. However, all such tweaks would require 
passage of new legislation, and that most certainly would not occur in the midst of 
a Presidential election. 

 The fate of the law will be determined by the 2012 election. If there is divided 
government after the 2012 election, and the Supreme Court upholds the mandate, 
then the ACA will not be repealed, and some sort of compromise way forward will 
need to be realized if we are to move toward a sustainable budget. However, if 
Republicans managed a clean sweep (President and both houses of Congress), then 
a full repeal is possible, but there is no reason to expect a replacement plan coming 
from Republican control of Washington. And without a robust health reform plan, 
there is no hope of a balanced budget, ever. In this sense, Republicans need a health 
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reform deal far more than do the Democrats, because it is nearly impossible to 
imagine the Republicans mustering the political support necessary to pass a health 
reform plan, while Democrats have innumerable variations on reform in their 
back pockets. 

 The most predictably consequential event of the next year is the reversion of the 
income tax rates to pre-2001 levels and the payroll tax to 2010 levels on January 1, 
2013. As many have noted, simply allowing all of the tax code to revert to the level 
the last time there was balanced budget would greatly reduce the de fi cit over the 
next 10 years, more so than even most de fi cit reduction plans. However, it would be 
better to more fully overhaul the tax code because it is outdated, but that logic so far 
has not led to a deal that would bring about a large scale tax reform that increases 
the amount of tax collected as a percent of GDP while seeking to make the code 
more conducive to economic growth. In short, there has to be a net tax increase, not 
a net tax cut if we are ever to have a balanced budget again. 

 If President Obama wins reelection, then an obvious strategy is to allow the tax 
code to revert on January 1, 2013 to prior levels, both the payroll tax as well as 
income tax rates, and to insist that the scheduled cuts as speci fi ed by the August 
2011 deal to raise the debt ceiling be allowed to occur. From that point, a negotia-
tion would begin to presumably undertake a tax reform that is similar to that pro-
posed by the Fiscal Commission in which deductions and credits are reduced and 
rates lowered while increasing the amount of tax as a percent of GDP that is col-
lected. This is necessary if we are to move toward a plan that can produce a long-
range balanced budget. 

 If President Obama loses the election, then the most likely outcome seems to be 
an extension of the income tax rates for some period into the future, with a very 
unclear outcome for the payroll tax. Once the OASDI payroll tax has been 4.2% for 
2 years, it will be very dif fi cult to simply raise it back to 6.2% absent a large scale 
deal. In fact, the payroll tax cut for 2012 has likely upped the stakes for Progressives 
for the 2012 election, because if Republicans manage to take the White House and 
Senate while retaining the House of Representatives, then the issue of the payroll 
tax would likely provide Republicans with a great deal of leverage to bring about 
changes to Social Security that may not be to the liking of Progressives.  

   Hold Hands and Jump 

 The last three elections have essentially been won by one party making the case that 
they were not as bad as the “other side” and both Democrats and Republicans can 
see the route to 2012 election victories using their tried and true lines of attack 
intact. They want to raise taxes! They want to reduce Medicare spending! 

 In fact, we need to do both, in the long run, or we have no hope of a balanced 
budget. 
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 I am a little league football coach, and one thing I try to focus on with the kids is 
that until the season is over, there is always an opportunity to redeem yourself, to 
bounce back with a better practice, to have a better game. And I think the same 
holds true for President Obama, and the Republicans. 

 There is an abiding sense that the last step of the “grand bargain” that will  fi nally 
put us on the path to a sustainable budget is known, and that it looks a great deal like 
the plan put forth by the Fiscal Commission. I provided modi fi cations in this book 
and endorse more robust health reforms than they did, and I think I am correct, but 
I would take the Fiscal Commission proposal lock, stock, and barrel in one second 
over the default of doing nothing. 

 What it will take for us to  fi nally agree to a plan that will put us on the path to 
 fi scal sustainability is for members of all political sides to swallow things they don’t 
like for the good of the country, to hold hands and jump off the cliff together by 
agreeing to a “Grand Bargain.” The system is set up against many small efforts to 
take on a problem so large, and we need to act. That doesn’t mean there will not be 
tweaks and course corrections, especially in health reform, but we do need a big 
step, taken all together. 

 We will do it some day. The only question is whether we can muster the political 
courage to do it before an economic calamity leaves us with no choice and fewer 
options.      
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